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Between Swamp and Sea: Bahamian Visitors in
Southeast Florida before Miami
by Devin Leigh

Until 1896 South Florida might as well have been an island
joined to the Bahamas by sailboat and custom, separated
from the rest of the state by miles of swamps and rivers.
The land on which the settlers lived was a rock ridge, a rim
of rock with the sea on one side and the watery expanse of
the Everglades on the other. The land was a mere backdrop
for the action which took place on the water.
-Helen Muir, Miami US.A (1953)

1

n 1865, George Franklin Thompson, a representative of
the Freedman's Bureau, wrote that southeast Florida could
become the "garden of the United States," but only if the water
levels of Lake Okeechobee could be lowered by at least six feet. 2

I

Devin Leigh graduated with his MA in History from Loyola University Chitago
in May, 2015. He will continue his studies at UC Davis, writing his dissertation on
the history of the Black Caesar legends of Biscayne Bay. The following essay was
conceived for a course in comparative urban history taught by Leslie Dossey. The
author would like to thank the professor and his classmates for their feedback. He
would also like to thank the following people for their support: Paul George, Victoria
Cervantes, Suzanne Kaufman, Ogenga Otunnu,John Donoghue, Peter Ferdinando,
and Connie Lester. Finally, Devin would like to thank the anonymous reviewers of
this work, all of the staff who make regional history journals possible, and anyone
who works to make historical sources more accessible to the general public.
1
Helen Muir, Miami U.S.A. (Gainesville: University Press of Florida, 2000), 6.
2
James Cusick, ed. and transcriber, George F. Thompson: A Tour of Central Florida
and the Lower West Coast, Dec. 1865 through Jan. 1866. Gemge A Smathers
Libraries, University of Florida, http:/ /ufdc.ufl .edu/UF00096285/00001

[511]
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In this assessment, Thompson epitomized the nineteenth-century,
triumphalist belief that settlement in the region of present-day
Miami would depend upon a severe manipulation of the natural
environment. According to the Miami metropolitan narrative, this
manipulation came in the year 1896, when a widowed heiress and
"plucky" pioneer from Cleveland named Julia Tuttle capitalized
on the Great Freeze of 1894-1895, and convinced the cofounder
of Standard Oil and railroad tycoon Henry Flagler to extend the
tracks of his Florida East Coast Railway soutn from present-day
West Palm Beach to the "wilderness" of the Miami River. 3 In this
singular moment, the natural landscape of southeast Florida was
finally conquered by industrialism. Three months later, on the
afternoon of Tuesday, July 28, the modern American city of Miami
was officially incorporated through the ballots of 344 voters from
the greater Dade County. 4
While these anecdotes reveal an enduring tension between
the natural and the human in the history of southeast Florida,
they also occupy the same end of the narrative spectrum. Not all
visitors to southeast Florida during the preindustrial age wanted
to drain the lake, nor did they all subscribe to the belief that a
railroad terminus was a necessary caveat for civilization. In fact,
far from dreaming about the wholesale mapipulation of their
natural surroundings, many individuals actually hoped that the
environment would remain unchanged. Borrowing concepts
from John Mack Faragher's Sugar Creek: Life on the Illinois Prairie
( 1988), this essay focuses on the experiences of a particular group
of these individuals: Bahamian sailors. 5 These sailors had been
sojourning in the waters and littorals of south_east Florida since at
least the 1680s. Before industrialization took place in the region,
they had operated as traders, divers, slavers, oilers, wreckers,
whalers, salt-rakers, spongers, foresters, eggers, turtlers, anglers,
hunters, agriculturists, pilots, privateers, and pirates. In particular,
Bahamian fishermen frequented Key Biscayne, just across the bay
from present-day Miami, because, in addition to plenty of conch,
deer, raccoon, birds, fish, wood, and turtles, the island was "noted

3
4
5

(accessed February 10, 2014), 55.
Arva Moore Parks, Miami: The Magic City (Miami: Centennial Press, 1981),
inside jacket fold.
For the incorporation of Miami, see Larry Wiggins, "The Birth of the City of
Miami," Tequesta55 (1995): 5-38.
John Mack Faragher, Sugar Creek: Life on the fllinois Prairie (New Haven, CT: Yale
University Press, 1988).
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for affording a greater quantity of good water ... found in natural
wells about four feet deep. "6
This study briefly addresses three of the most important
professions that brought Bahamians to southeast Florida: foresting,
turtling, and wrecking. It suggests positioning Bahamian foresters,
turtlers, and wreckers in an intermediate stage between the firstknown, subsistence-oriented natives of southeast Florida and
the capitalist-driven, American transplants who would come to
define the region, as well as its greater historical narrative, after
industrialization. As the social historian Alan Taylor has summarized,
such intermediate groups formed the middle section of a "tripartite
division." They often engaged in hybrid practices of communal and
private property; they cleared some land for settlement, but they
also grazed their livestock unfenced and partook in communal
work parties; they were enmeshed in markets, yet they sought only
a "modest competence rather than the perpetual accumulation of
capital;" and, perhaps most importantly, they interacted with the
natural environment in unique ways that would eventually become
both obsolete and forgotten. 7
Present-day Miami is located in the northern part of Biscayne
Bay, a 35-by-8-mile shallow and tropical lagoon in southeast Florida.
The bay is a mixture of both salt and freshwater. It is partially
enclosed by the southernmost barrier islands of the United States
and the uppermost chain of the Florida Keys. The opening between
these two archipelagos is the Safety Valve, a series of sand flats
separated by tidal channels. This 8-mile opening unites the lagoon
with the swift, thermal, Atlantic Ocean current known as the Gulf
Stream. At 4.5 knots, the velocity of this stream is unparalleled. It
is not an exaggeration to state that South Florida, Cuba, and the
Bahamas are bounded by one of the greatest natural highways on
earth. 8 To make matters even more interesting, the western end of
6

7
8

Andrew Ellicot, quoted in Charlton Tebeau ( ed), "From Tampa Bay to Biscayne
Bay in 1799," Tequesta 38 (1978): 75; Sir Thomas Lynch to the Governor of
New Providence (Robert Clark), August 20, 1682, CO 1/ 49, no. 35i. Source
available at the National Archives in Kew, London, England.
Alan Taylor, "Unnatural Inequalities: Social and Environmental Histories,"
Environmental History 4 (1996): 9-10.
The environmental and historical significance of the Gulf Stream, including
its biodiversity, its known history of human exploration, and its relationship
to the European colonization of the Americas, has been described by the
geologist and meteorologist Stan Ulanski in The Gulf Stream: Tiny Plankton,
Giant Blue.fin, and the Amazing Story of the Powerful River in the Atlantic (Chapel
Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2008). Writing in the 1770s, a German
cartographer phrased it this way: the Gulf Stream was "anxiously compressed
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the Gulf Stream is home to the Great Florida Reef, a submerged
tract of living coral formations that extends around the entirety of
the peninsula. The eastern boundary of the stream is formed by the
Bahaman banks, and the southern and southwestern boundaries
of the stream are bordered by the atoll of Cal Sal Bank and the
northern coast of Cuba. This means that Bimini, the westernmost
district of the Bahamas, lies only 53 miles east of Miami. 9
Modern Miami is bordered to the west by an entirely
different, yet equally remarkable, natural phenomenon. This is
the Everglades, a complex network of palustrine ecosystems that
covers the majority of southern Florida. 10 These wetland ecosystems
include saw-grass marshes, water-lily sloughs, tropical hardwood
hammocks, pine rocklands, cypress swamps, mangrove and coastal
prairies, and the marine environment of Florida Bay, situated
between the Florida Keys and the southern end of the peninsula.
Historically, these ecosystems have been home to a vast array of
flora and fauna, attracting both temperate species from the north
and tropical species from the south.
The Everglades natural region occupies the lowest-lying,
southern portion of the Florida peninsula. It is filled seasonally
by a horseshoe system of watersheds; these elevated areas funnel
rainwater downward from the Kissimmee chain of lakes, through
the Kissimmee River, and into Lake Okeechobee. When this lake
overflows, the excess water spills south over the limestone shelf in
massive sheets; these sheets cannot disperse through the porous

9

10

by the islands Cuba and the Bahamas on one side, and the promontory [of
Cape Florida] on the other." William John Gerard de Brahm, The Atlantic Pilot,
(London: T. Spilsbury, 1772), 7.
For scientific descriptions of the natural environment of Biscayne Bay, as well
as a comprehensive bibliography, see A.Y Cantillo, K. Hale, L. Pikula, and R.
Caballero, Biscayne Bay: Environmental History and Annotated Bibliography (Silver
Spring, MD: National Oceanic and Atmospheric Association, 2000).
The environmental and historical significance of the Everglades, including
its biodiversity and its history with humans, was first described by the activist
and journalist Marjory Stoneman Douglas in The Everglades: River of Grass (New
York: Rinehart & Company, 1947). Since this salient publication, numerous
works have focused on articulating the environmental and human history of
the Everglades natural area, whether for scientific, conservation, education,
or academic purposes. Some of the most well-known works include: Charlton
Tebeau, Man in the Everglades: 2000 Years of Human History in the Everglades
National Park (Coral Gables, FL: University of Miami Press, 1968); David
McCally, The Everglades: An Environmental HistO!J (Gainesville: University Press
of Florida, 1999); and Michael Grunwald. The Swamp: The Everglades, Florida,
and the Politics of Paradise (New York: Simon & Schuster, 2006). Grunwald
provides a helpful list of lesser-known dissertations on the Everglades in an
appendix to his book.
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and shallow water table, so they are forced to seek drainage in
Florida Bay, the coastal prairies, and the traverse glades of Biscayne
Bay. Water that remains in the Everglades will gradually evaporate;
then, southerly winds will carry rainclouds back to the watersheds,
where the cyclical process will begin again. However, it is important
to note that present-day Miami is protected from these seasonal
inundations because it rests on top of a 20-to-24 foot, narrow band
of oolitic limestone known as the Atlantic coastal ridge. 11
One cannot understand the triumphalist, American narrative
of southeast Florida without first understanding this geography.
When Thompson proposed draining Lake Okeechobee in 1865,
he imagined liberating the potential for settlement beyond
the confines of the Atlantic coastal ridge. When Henry Flagler
extended his railway 31 years later, he was forced to do so along
the stone scaffolding of that same ridge. From the perspective of
American homesteaders and entrepreneurs, who inherited south
Florida through the imperialism of the Seminole Wars and the
policing of the US West Indies Squadron, the complete conquest
of Miami would be made possible only by what Ted Steinberg
has called "the new consumer economy. "12 Only by importing
foodstuffs and everyday items of mass production from elsewhere
would a major, postindustrial city on the edge of southeast Florida
become possible. This logic explains why Miami became one of the
last major American cities to be founded in the United States. 13
Unfortunately, the secondary literature regarding the history
of southeast Florida too often reflects this triumphalist narrative.
While there are strong literary traditions that focus on the conflicts
of the Seminole Wars, the environmental battles to conquer
and then conserve the Everglades, the cultural experiences
of early American homesteaders, and the racialized history
of the bay during Jim Crow, far less has been written about the
fluid relationship between southern Florida and the Caribbean
11

12

13

At the time of this writing, a recreated portion of this ridge, known as the Silver
Bluff, was on display as part of an exhibit titled "Topical Dreams: A People's
History of South Florida" at HistoryMiami: The Museum of South Florida, 101 West
Flagler Street, Miami, FL 33130.
Ted Steinberg, Down to Earth: Nature's Role in American History (Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 2002), 75. For the US West Indies Squadron, see Allen
Gardner, Our Navy and the West Indian Pirates (Salem, MA: Essex Institute,
1929).
Only a few major American cities were founded after Miami. These cities
include Tulsa, Oklahoma, in 1898, Las Vegas, Nevada, in 1905, and Anchorage,
Alaska, in 1914.
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before industrialization. These regional, Atlantic connections
have generally remained confined to highly specialized journals
like Tequesta, the Florida Historical Quarterly, and the Journal of the
Bahamas Historical Society. As such, relationships connecting Florida
and nearby islands have been largely marginalized in this con text,
appearing mostly as background in histories on the Bahamas or
Bermuda. Often times, the exceptional reputation of Florida, as
the only east coast American state that was a Spanish-language
colony in the early-modern era, is used as a reason for American
scholars to overlook its inclusion. 14 A notable exception to this rule
is the excellent work of Jane Landers, who has conceptualized the
geographic region as the "circum-Atlantic periphery of Florida." 15
Nonetheless, historians like Landers have focused their studies
largely on the administrative realms of Spanish Florida in the
northeast, around St. Augustine and its environs.
When regional journals address the early Bahamian presence
in southern Florida, there is a tendency to base interpretations on
homesteading or the national narrative. These assumptions have
led authors to associate the early Bahamian presence in southeast
Florida with three specific incidents in the nineteenth century:
the land grant bestowed to a Bahamian named John Egan on the
Miami River in 1808, the activities of Bahamia:J]. conductors on the
southern branch of the Underground Railroad in 1821, and the
arrival of Mariah Brown, the first-known black Bahamian migrant
to the bay community of Coconut Grove in 1889. 16 Occasionally,
14

15

16

See Michael Gomez, Exchanging Our Country Marks: The Transformation of
African Identities in the Colonial and Antebellum South (Chapel Hill: University
of North Carolina Press, 1998), 24. See also Marc_us Rediker Villains of All
Nations: Atlantic Pirates in the Golden Age (Boston, MA: Beacon Press, 2004).
For discussion of the pirate haven on New Providence, Bahamas, that includes
the sinking of the 1715 Spanish treasure fleet off the Florida coast and the
arrival of the loggers from the Bay of Campeche, see David Cordingly, Spanish
Gold: Captain Woodes Rogers & The Pirates of the Caribbean (London: Bloomsbury,
2011) .
Jane Landers, Black Society inSpanishFlorida (Urbana: University of Illinois Press,
1999) and Atlantic Creoles in the Age of Revolution (Cambridge, MA: Harvard
University Press, 2010) . In the former monograph, Landers coined the phrase
"circum-Atlantic periphery of Florida" to describe the relationship between
Florida and its greater Atlantic connections during the early-modern era. This
essay proposes an even smaller region of analysis, a zone encompassing the
Gulf Stream border states of Florida, the Bahamas, and Cuba.
For more on this interesting chapter of the Bahamian presence in southeast
Florida, see Margo Harakas, ''Voyages Freedom," Sun Sentinel, February 22,
2005, 1-4; Adam Wasserman, A People's History ofFlorida: How Africans, Seminoles,
Women, and Lower Class Whites Shaped the Sunshine State (Sarasota, FL: Adam
Wasserman, 2010), 192-198; Rosalyn Howard, "Black Seminole Diaspora: The
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scholars like John Goggin and Roland Chardon have refocused
the Bahamian presence in southeast Florida to the mid and late
eighteenth century by citing a wave of publications, most written by
naturalists, that began with the English acquisition of the peninsula
in 1763.17 While all of these dates represent pivotal moments in the
history of Bahamian relations with southeastern Florida, Bahamians
had been visiting the peninsula regularly since at least the 1680s.
In general, nationalism has obscured the fact that southeast
Florida was always southward looking. As the historian Raymond
Mohl once wrote, "Miami has always had a magnetic attraction for
peoples of the Caribbean." 18 The consequences of this oversight
were made obvious in the year 1980, when mass emigrations of
Cuban and Haitian refugees landed on the shores of Miami.
Without a doubt, this event shocked the metropolitan psyche,
galvanizing a new generation of American authors to re-evaluate
the multicultural history of the Magic City. Although the American
journalist Helen Muir is generally credited with writing the first
postwar history of Miami in 1953, what was billed as the next
"comprehensive history of Miami" was not published until 1981,
exactly one year after this incident. Likewise, several additional
studies of Miami were partly inspired by the Elian Gonzalez affair
of 2000. 19

17

18
19

Caribbean Connection," in Caribbean and Southern Transnational Perspectives
on the US. South: Proceedings of the Southern Anthropological Society, ed. Helen
A. Regis (Athens: University of George Press, 2006), 73-88. Howard is an
anthropologist who began conducting research on Andros Island, Bahamas,
in 1996. Her article includes an overview of that research as well as a brief
recapitulation of historiography concerning the Black Seminole community
of Red Bay, Bahamas. Howard cites authors who have done earlier work on
the diaspora, including Mary Moseley, Kenneth W. Porter, and John Goggin.
This wave of publications includes works by James Grant, George Gauld,
William John Gerard de Brahm, William Starke, John and William Bartram,
Juan Joseph Elixio de la Puente, Bernard Romans, Frederick George Mulcaster,
David Fanning, Andrew Ellicot, James Grant Forbes, John James Audubon,
Benajamin Beard Strobel, and Charles Blacker Vignoles. With the exception of
Mulcaster and John Bartram, all of these individuals mentioned the presence
of Spanish and Bahamian sailors off the coast of east and southeastern Florida.
Many of their major works are available on The Internet Archive, a non-profit,
digital library founded in 1996 by Brewster Kahle (accessed March 1, 2014) .
See also John Goggin, "The Indians and History of the Matecumbe Region,"
Tequesta 10 (1950): 21; Roland E. Chardon, "Northern Biscayne Bay in 1776."
Tequesta 35 (1975): 46. Chardon demonstrates how place names on maps can
be used as evidence of the early Bahamian presence in southeast Florida.
Raymond A. Mohl, "Black Immigrants: Bahamians in Early Twentieth-Century
Miami," Florida Historical Quarterly 65, no. 3 (1987) : 271.
Parks, Miami: The Magic City, inside jacket fold. It appears that at least two
attempts at short histories of Miami predated Muir's publication . One was E.V.
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Most of these publications based transformations of the region
on the metropolitan narrative, which dated to Flagler and the
coming of the railroad. 20 They looked to events that occurred after
the industrialization of the region-mainly, the influx of black
migrant labor from the Bahamas and the American South, the
upheaval of the Cuban Revolution, and the coming of the Mariel
Boatlift-to explain the character of a modern, multicultural
identity in southeast Florida. In this context, the animating
historiographical question became whether or not Miami should
be characterized as a "new immigrant city." A scholar of human
migration, Melanie Shell-Weiss, joined other historians in arguing
that Miami should not be characterized as a "new immigrant city"
because foreign-born migrants, particularly from the Caribbean
islands, had been coming to the area since at least the end of the
nineteenth century. 21
Historians of the early-modern world, and those interested
in working with the concept of the longue duree, may become
frustrated with the character of historical scholarship produced
since 1980.22 Much of this work seems to accept the nationalistic
Blackman, Miami and Dade County, Florida; its Settlement, Progress, and A chievement
(Washington, DC.: Victor Rainbolt,1921) and the otherwas William Coolbaugh
Freeman, Miami (New York: Bower-Mackey, 1921 ).: Studies partly inspired by
the Elian Gonzalez affair include Alex Stepick et al, This Land is our Land:
Immigrants and Power in Miami (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2003),
and Melanie Shell-Weiss, Coming to Miami: A Social History (Gainesville, FL:
University Press of Florida, 2009).
20 I am thinking particularly of five works that cover a significant range: Stepick et
al, This Land is our Land: Immigrants and Power in Miami, Alejandro Portes and
Alex Stepick, City on the Edge: The Transformation of Miami (Berkeley: University
of California Press, 1993), TD . Allman, Miami: City of the Future (Gainesville:
University of Florida Press, 1987), Arva Moore- Parks, Miami, the American
Crossroad: A Centennialjourney, 1896-1996 (NewYork: Simon & Schuster, 1997),
and Shell-Weiss, Coming to Miami. These works were written by sociologists,
journalists, and historians; most of them emphasize the multicultural makeup
of Miami since its founding in 1896 or the Cuban Revolution of 1959. For
a discussion about whether the multicultural origins of Miami are based in
the late-nineteenth century, the early twentieth century, or after the Cuban
Revolution, see exchanges between Alex Lichtenstein and Melanie Shell-Weiss
in "Commentaries," Florida Historical Quarterly 84, no. 1 (Summer, 2005): 112125 .
21 Shell-Weiss, Coming to Miami, 7.
22 The idea of the longue duree is typically associated with historians from the
French Annales School in successive waves of the twentieth century. Some of
the scholars connected with this approach are Marc Bloch, Lucien Febvre, and
Fernand Braudel. For an early work that dem-onstrates this approach, see Marc
Bloch, The Royal Touch: Monarchy and Miracles in France and England (New York:
Dorset Press, 1990), originally published in French as Les Rois Thaumaturges in
the year 1924.
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assumption that, when Miami was incorporated in the year 1896, it
somehow erased the southward orientations that had long defined
its existence. In other words, early-modern historians are prone to
wonder: should we debate whether Miami became multicultural
after 1889 (when black laborers began arriving) or after 1959
(when Cuban refugees began arriving) if Atlantic historians can
confirm that Spanish and Bahamian seamen had been visiting
the region for roughly two centuries prior? Perhaps it is more
accurate to speak about the geographic region of Miami, which
should definitely not be understood as a "new immigrant region." 23
Consequently, this essay addresses Bahamians who plied the calm,
turquoise waters around southeast Florida before the American
period. It begins with an overview of their presence-in regards
to foresting, turtling, and wrecking-and suggests some ways in
which urban and environmental historiography can guide future
and more-meaningful studies.
The Bahaman island of San Salvador was the first place that
Columbus landed when he reached the New World in 1492. By
1520, the entire native population of Lucayans had either died or
been carried into slavery by the Spaniards; and the islands remained
unpopulated for roughly 128 years. Then, in 1648, English settlers
from Bermuda migrated to the Bahaman out island of Eleuthera.
These seamen were already familiar with many of the Bahaman
islands and cays because they had frequented them as foresters,
oilers, turtlers, salt rakers, and harvesters of ambergris, a resinous
and gray whale secretion that was used to make perfumes. Although
settlement of Eleuthera was sporadic and often interrupted, it
continued throughout the century, eventually leading to a faction
23

It is for this reason that southeast Florida is best conceptualized according to
what the historians Joseph Roach and David Armitage have respectively called
the "circum-Atlantic" and the "cis-Atlantic." Joseph Roach, Cities of the Dead:
Circum-Atlantic Performance (N w York: Columbia University Press, 1996). In
the second work, "Three Concepts of Atlantic History," in The British Atlantic
World, 1500-1800 (Basingstoke and New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2002),
the British historian Armitage conceived of "cis-Atlantic" history, a concept
that fits the potential of the Miami region excellently. Cis-Atlantic history
"studies particular places as unique locatj.ons within an Atlantic world and
seeks to define that uniqueness as the result of the interaction between local
particularity and a wider web of connections" (21) . In my view, Biscayne Bay
needs a longue duree history that foregrounds its relationship to such regions
as America, Cuba, Haiti, and the Bahamas. Such a history will help people
gain a greater perspective on immigration questions today. Although this essay
only deals with the region of the Bahamas, it is my hope that it will contribute
something to this greater effort. It is also my hope that a similar article will be
written on the Spanish visitors to southern Florida from Cuba.
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of these settlers branching off toward the rocky island of New
Providence in the year 1666. By 1671, 913 residents lived on this
island, which is located only 188 miles from present-day Miami. 24
In 1670, the English monarchy granted the Bahamas to the
Lord's Proprietary government of the Carolinas. From the 1680s,
the great harbor, endemic poverty, and loose administration of
the Bahamas, as well as its proximity to shipping lanes in the Gulf
Steam and the Old Bahama Channel, made New Providence an
ideal home for wreckers, privateers, and pira_tes from across the
Caribbean colonies. The islands also served as home to numerous
ancillary industries that sprouted up to support their inhabitance.
The actions of these residents made the island the target of
periodic Spanish assaults that interrupted its development several
times. Nonetheless, New Providence's harbor continued to remain
"the greatest Succour for all distressed ships." In 1 708, the colonial
secretary John Graves had "known upward of Fourteen Sail a year"
to come in for shelter. 25 After the War of Spanish Succession ended
in 1713, the islands became a base for unemployed and demobilized
merchantmen, privateers, foresters, and sailors. 26 In particular,
New Providence became an undisputed pirate haven until 1718,
when British authorities began cracking down on illicit shipping
endeavors. After the American Revolution, the population of the
Bahamas swelled as loyalist families relocated with their slaves from
the former British territories, particularly East Florida. 27

24
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Michael Craton, A History of the Bahamas (London: Collins, 1962), 70.
John Graves, M emorial to the Proprietors of the Commissioners of Customs, quoted in
Craton, A History of the Bahamas, 94. According to Craton, the only copy of this
Memorial is archived in the Nassau Public Library. For a source that makes this observation as early as 1 724, see Captain Charles
Johnson, A General History of the Robberies and Murders of the Most Notorious Pyrates
(London: Charles Rivington, 1 724) , preface.
This recapitulation of Bahaman history is taken from Craton, A History of
the Bahamas. This book, now over fifty years old, was considered the most
definitive historical work on the islands for decades. The work was expanded
to a third edition in 1986 and remained domi~ant until the year 1992, when
the Canadian scholar Michael Craton and the Bahamian archivist Gaul
Saunders combined their efforts for a two-volume New Social History of the
Bahamas entitled Islanders in the Stream (Athens: University of Georgia Press,
1992) . This two-volume series is hailed as the first comprehensive social history
of the islands. For more work on the Bahamas, see Paul Albury, The Story of the
Bahamas (London: Macmillan, 1975) and Sandra Riley, Homeward Bound: A
History of the Bahama Islands to 1850 (Nass au, Bahamas: Riley Hall, 2000). For a
social h istory of Bermuda with an Atlantic perspective, see Michael Jarvis, In the
Eye of All Trade: Bermuda, Bermudians, and the Maritime Atlantic World, 1680-1783
(Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2012).
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As maritime historians like Robert Ritchie remind us, sailors
in the early-modern era left behind very few records. They were
often gone at sea during cens':!-s taking, they "rarely owned enough
property to appear on tax lists" or probates, and they seldom left
wills or kept journals, logbooks, or diaries. 28 All of this is especially
true when talking about local sailors. These sailors were probably
illiterate, and they stood in contrast to deep-sea sailors employed
in trans-Atlantic commerce on slavers, the merchant marine, or the
Royal Navy. These sailors operated family-style businesses in remote
locations with modest, inshore vessels. To overcome this difficulty,
historians must filter information about Bahamian visitors through
a variety of sources. Among these are the writings and maps
of naturalists who visited the region during the early-modern
era, the works of contemporary historians and diarists, and the
various correspondence of colonial officials who chronicled their
impressions of the roving seamen. Historians can also extrapolate
from the secondary work of scholars like Marcus Rediker, who have
generalized about the demographics of seafaring peoples living on
the edge of European empire in the early-modern world. 29
In all likelihood, the "gentlemen of providence" who sojourned
in southeast Florida were culturally creole. This means that they had
lived apart from mainstream societies long enough to develop their
own culture. As their name suggests, most of them came from New
Providence rather than the out islands of Harbour or Eleuthera.
They were probably young-to-middle-aged men from the low or
lower-middle classes. Some may have been the married descendants
of religious radicals, but most were transplants from places across
the Atlantic world, especially English colonies like Carolina and
Jamaica. 30 Many were fair-weather pirates and smugglers, and many
others were victimized by pirates. 31 Regardless, most Bahamians
had strong seafaring and amateur boatbuilding skills. The
quintessential Bahamian fishing vessel, known as the shallop, was
28
29
30

31

Robert Ritchie, Captain Kidd and the War Against the Pirates (Cambridge:
Harvard University Press, 1986), 63.
See Rediker, Villains of All Nations, particularly 49-53.
The contemporary author John Oldmixon states "Carolina was the nearest
colony" and "the People of Providence traded most thither." See John
Oldmixon The History of the Isle of Providence (Nassau: Providence Press, 1966),
20. Originally from John Oldmixon, The British Empire in America (London:
John Nicholson, 1708 and 1741).
For an example of pirates plundering Bahamian fishermen, see Captain
Charles Johnson, A General History of the Pyrates, 152.Johnson states a group of
Black Flag pirates robbed "seven or eight Fishing-Boats in Harbour Island."
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the mainstay of their livelihood. This was an open, light, singlemasted, undecked, and shallow-draft boat, equipped with both
oars and sails. These specific features were ideal for crossing the
Gulf Stream quickly, as well as for maneuvering between the many
banks, shoals, reefs, and blind-mouthed channels that lay on either
side . Young Bahamian creoles would need to know how to build,
clean, and repair these boats, both at home and away.32
Sailors who made their living off the Florida Straits were
either too poor or unambitious to invest.. in the more lucrative
enterprises of English plantation society, were enslaved peoples, or
simply refused to adopt the strict regimens and constraining social
conventions that another life required. Many of these individuals
were accustomed to living at their own whim, eating the plentiful
fish of the Bahamas, and were generally considered lazy or strange
by property owners who were more securely invested in the project
of English colonization. Finally, the "Providence fishermen" were
likely multicultural, although race can be particularly difficult
to discern in the historical record. Nevertheless, what historians
already know about both enslaved Indian divers and black maritime
laborers in the circum-Atlantic periphery of Florida suggests that
at least some of these individuals were of nonwhite and mixed
parentage. 33
If the racial makeup of the waters surrounding the Bahamas
was anything like the racial makeup on land, then we can assume
that there were many figures of African descent. In 1671, slaves
comprised 40.4% of the total population of Eleuthera and New
Providence. 34 By the year 1722, 35% of residents counted on New
Providence were black. 35 Instead of using their slaves for gang or
task labor on plantations, as was more common in later periods
of Bahamian history, owners would have taken along, rented
out, or ordered their slaves on fishing, diving, turtling, foresting,
32

33

34
35

For basic information on the shallop and its importance to early American
colonists, see the online teaching tool Captain john Smith's Shallop: http: / I
wwwjohnsmith400.org/ Captain__John_Smiths_Shallop.pdf, created by Chris
Cerino of Sultana Projects (accessed February 11, 2015); also the work of the
maritime historian Angus Konstam, The Pirate Ship 1660-1730 (Oxford: Osprey
Publishing, 2003), 15-16.
For an introduction to native and African slavery off the coast of Florida for the
purpose of salvage and diving efforts, see Kevin Dawson, "Enslaved Swimmers
and Divers in the Atlantic World," Journal-of American History 92, no.4 (March,
2006): 1327-1355.
Craton, A History of the Bahamas, 70.
Craton and Saunders, Islanders in the Stream, 119-120.
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salt-raking, and wrecking voyages. To prevent slaves from being
captured and resold elsewhere, slaves would have been given papers
or accompanied by at least one white individual who could attest
to their status; it is possible that naturalists called these people the
"gentlemen of Providence" while ignoring much of the nonwhite
help who accompanied them.
The Jamaican governor Thomas Lynch indicates that
Bahamians had been crossing the Gulf Stream to sojourn near
the Florida peninsula since the early 1680s. 36 A document may
turn up in the colonial archives that will backdate this presence
even further. Contemporaries like John Olmixon andJohn Graves
state the journey from New Providence to Carolina "Tis about a
Week's sail," and only "three days from Havana." 37 This suggests the
much shorter trip to the coast of southeastern Florida would have
taken one day, even less with favorable winds. These visits can be
explained partly by the early-modern orientations of all Caribbean
seamen, who depended upon stopover isles for victualing, refitting,
careening, and resting. Like Cuban sailors, who considered the
Florida Keys to be the Norte de Havana, Bahamians saw little reason
to distinguish between areas now understood as southeast Florida
and the Bahamas. 38 After all, for many years the Bahamas had
actually fallen under the same colonial charter as the Carolinas,
with southern Florida as an ambiguous wedge between the two.
With the exception of two short-lived missions to Biscayne Bay in
1567 and 1743, the thinly stretched Spanish empire concentrated
their operations at the provincial capital in the northeast. This left
the southern portion relatively unpoliced and open to contest.
When black Bahamians began relocating to southeast Florida_for
work toward the latter half of the nineteenth century, many of
them still regarded familiar regions like Key West "much as another
island of the Bahamas. "39
But seasonal journeys from the Bahamas to southern Florida
can also be explained by environmental conditions; for instance,
despite what English boosters sometimes wrote, the moderate
36

37

38
39

Ibid. 86-89; Sir Thomas Lynch to the Governor of New Providence (Robert
Clark), August 20, 1682, CO 1/49, no. 35i. Source available at the National
Archives in Kew, London, England.
Oldmixon, The History of the Island of Providence, 20. Originally published in
Oldmixon, The British Empire in America; Graves, Memorial to the Proprietors,
quoted in Craton, A History of the Bahamas, 94.
For South Florida and the Florida Keys as the Norte de Havana, see Charles
Arnade, "Florida Keys: English or Spanish in 1763?" Tequesta 15 (1955) : 43, 46.
Mohl, "Black Immigrants," 272.
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temperatures and poor, rocky soil of the Bahamas were virtually
unsuitable for cultivating the most profitable New World cash crops
in large scale. Bahamians were more likely to grow food provisions
like sapodillas, guinea corn, ground nuts, and pigeon peas than
they were to grow cotton, indigo, ginger, sugar, cocoa, or tobacco.
As a result of these unique agricultural conditions, the colonists of
the Bahamas were forced to find new and inventive ways to make
themselves relevant in the English, Atlantic economy. One of the
most important items that Bahamians would-seek in order to fulfill
this purpose was wood. 4 0
In 1648, the first cohort of Bermudian transplants foundered
off the island of Spanish Wells and received material aid from
colonists in Boston. In return, this pioneer group of settlers sent
ten tons of dyewood back to New England. 4 1 While this initial
act of reciprocity was based upon Bermudian precedent, it also
set the tone for the nascent Bahamian economy, which would
continue to rely upon the export and sale of native hardwoods to
sustain itself throughout the early-modern period. In particular,
Bahamian dyewoods like fustick, ironwood, cedar, lignum vitae,
and brazilletto were extremely valued in England as a result of their
unique red hues. These woods made beautiful cabinets, escritoires,
and armoires. The dyes extracted from their sawdust were used to
make red and purple linens and woolens. 42 In addition, Bahamians
extracted barks from species such as the cascarilla to market tonics,
stimulants, and fever reducers. In 1670, the unlicensed cutting
of Bahamian woods was already being banned by the colonial
government. Two years later, the first Earl of Shaftesbury, Anthony
Ashley Cooper, instructed John Wentworth, the contemporary
governor of the Bahamas, to place even more severe restrictions
on the cutting of these precious woods on the Bahaman islands. 43
Notwithstanding these attempts at regulation, many of the
native timbers of the Bahaman islands were unable to escape their
greater destiny with English consumers. By the 1720s, the naturalist
Mark Catesby noted that none of these valuable trees remained.
He writes that "the inhabitants of the Bahama Islands formerly got
[a] great part of their subsistence by cutting this wood, but it is
now much exhausted." He continues, "the value of this wood" in
40
41
42
43

Craton, History of the Bahamas, 70.
Ibid., 62.
Jarvis, In the Eye of All Trade, 219.
Ibid., 72.
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England "has occasioned a scarcity of it on the Bahaman islands." 44
As a result of high demand, the only remaining brazilletto trees by
the early 1 720s were completely undesirable for trade; they were
less than three inches thick and less than eight feet tall. Although
these trees had been cut by Bermudians since the 1640s, this
process of deforestation was accelerated by offshoot Bahamian
settlements; it was also exacerbated following the conclusion of the
War of Spanish Succession, when Spanish soldiers expelled English
foresters from their illicit logging camps off the Bay of Campeche.
Like other rovers in the Caribbean during the early-modern period,
these seasoned foresters resettled in the Bahamian capital of New
Providence, where they must have felt right at home amongst a
hearty population of resident woodcutters. 45
As Catesby writes, Bahamian sailors reacted to native
deforestation by crossing the Gulf Stream in order to cut
mahogany (known in Jamaica as madeira wood) that grew in the
Florida Keys and southeast Florida. Like brazilletto, mahogany was
a beautiful, tropical hardwood that was capable of growing in the
rocky soils of the circum-Caribbean and was highly valued for its
multipurpose use in cabinetry. Additionally, the extreme durability
of mahogany allowed it to replace English oak for "all domestick
uses," particularly among carpenters and upholsterers. The
unusual hardness of the wood also made it a prized commodity
for shipbuilding. In a world of almost incessant maritime warfare,
ships made of mahogany were perfect for "burying the shot without
splintering" and "resisting gunshots." 46 In addition to this breed
of wood, Bahamians cut the mancaneel tree, the balsam tree, the
acacia, and the lignum; the latter of these materials was actually
believed by some to hold curing properties for syphilis. 47 Sadly, the
fate of mahogany trees in the Florida Keys was similar to that of
the other Bahamian hardwoods. By the late eighteenth century,
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Mark Cates by, Natural History of Carolina, Florida and the Bahama Islands, volume
II (London: the Royal College of Physicians, 1747), 51. The second volume of
this text was not completed until the year 1743, and the first volume was not
completed until 1731; however, Catesby based his work on observations he
conducted in the West Indies and Carolina since 1 714.
·
Angus Konstam, Blackbeard: America's Most Notorious Pirate (Hoboken, NJ: John
Wiley & Sons, 2006), 28, 98.
Catesby, Natural History of Carolina, 81.
Alfred Crosby, The Columbian Exchange: Biological and Cultural Consequences of
1492 (Westport, CT: Greenwood Press 1972), 154.
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English and American surveyors, like Bernard Romans and Andrew
Ellicott, noted that "little or none now remains here." 48
Another commodity that was essential for Bahamian visitors
to southeast Florida was turtles. The herpetologist Archie Carr
has noted that, "more than any other dietary factor, the green
turtle supported the opening up of the Caribbean." Likewise, it is
hard to ignore the prominence of turtles noted by contemporary
writers like the French buccaneer Alexander Olivier Exquemelin
and the English buccaneer William Dampier. 49 Similarly, Catesby
tells us that green turtles abounded off the Bahaman islands, but
they did not choose to lay their eggs there. Instead, these turtles
crossed both the Old Bahaman Channel and the Gulf Stream to
lay their eggs seasonally on other coasts. 5° For this reason, Catesby
provides his readers with a priceless image: Bahamian and Spanish
tortoise hunters treading water off the shores of Cuba and south
Florida during moonlit nights in springtime. 5 1 As these visitors
knew, mating season for turtles began in early April, when flocks
of hawks bill, green, loggerhead, and trunk turtles would storm the
white-sandy beaches of the circum-Caribbean. Sailors would wait
for these turtles to plant upwards of 100 eggs in holes that they had
burrowed in the sand. Afterwards, the sailors would come ashore
and immobilize the turtles by overturning tQ.em. Then they would
haul these creatures, along with their eggs, into their boats. They
would cut the meat out of the animals to make turtle soup or salted,

48
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Bernard Romans, A Concise Natural History of East and West Florida (New York:
For the Author, 1775), 293.
A.F. Carr, The Windward R.oad: Adventures of a Naturalist on Remote Caribbean
Shores (New York: Knopf, 1956); Alexander Olivier Exquemelin, The History of
the Buccaneers of America, translated directly from the original by Alexis Brown
(Baltimore, MD: Penguin Books, 1969), 72-75. The original work was published
in Dutch as De Americaensche Zee-R.oovers (Amsterdam: Jan Ten Hoorn, 1678).
See also William Dampier, A New Voyage Round the World, Volume 1 (London:
James Knapton, 1699), 58, 75, 101-109.
The environmentalist David Campbell describes in his work Ephemeral Islands:
A Natural History of the Bahamas (London: Macmillan, 1977), "Sea turtles must
lay their eggs on the shore, buried in the sand above the reach of high tides ...
The green turtle [for example] is highly specific in choosing her nesting site;
by means of chemical cues or more subtle means of navigation, she returns
to the same beaches on which she was born. These homeward exoduses
often entail thousands of miles of swimming over a period of many weeks,"
(34-36). This fascinating environmental adaptation proved to be a significant
vulnerability in this particular case, as Caribbean catchers were able to easily
predict the arrival and behavior of mating turtles.
Catesby, Natural History of Carolina, Florida and the Bahama Islands, 2:39.
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turtle steaks; or they would store the turtles in a freshwater weir or
crawl (krawt) off the coast until they could secure a buyer.
Catesby states that green turtles were what all "the maritime
inhabitants of America, that live between the Tropicks, subsist
upon," and that "the inhabitants of the Bahaman islands by often
practice are very dexterous at taking them." 52 These turtles were
sold as rare delicacies in Carolina; but Catesby also indicates that
Bahamians marketed their catches across the circum-Caribbean, in
places like Bermuda, Hispaniola andJamaica. 53 Like Exquemelin,
Catesby went so far as to include an entire section in his book
entitled "On the Manner of Taking Turtle." 54 This section describes
the unique process by which Bahamian sailors plucked turtlers
directly out of the water. Sailors would use a two-inch, iron spike
attached to a twelve-foot pole. After jamming the spike into the
hard shell of the turtle when it surfaced for air, they would leverage
the pole to bring the creature closer to the hull, at which point they
would slip a noose around its neck, harpoon it in the side, and haul
it on board. These turtles were such easy catches because "they are
timorous and make little resistance when taken." In regards to
southeast Florida, it was Loggerhead turtles that came in droves to
mate annually on the shores of barrier islands like Key Biscayne;
these turtles, combined with an abundance of wood, fresh drinking
water, and other local food sources, made southeast Florida and
the upper Florida Keys an especially desirable place for Bahamian
sailors to sojourn. 55
The third industry that was essential to Bahamians who visited
southeast Florida in the early-modern period was wrecking, or
wracking. This business referred to cannibalizing wrecked ships
for their essential parts as well as robbing them of their cargo. It
could include everything from diving for sunken valuables to deplanking the hull for its wood or burning it for its iron fastenings.
Depending on how the wreckers felt about the circumstances of
the distressed vessel, they could either help the stranded crew
recover their belongings and obtain safe passage-for a nominal
fee or percentage of the salvaged loot, of course- or they could
simply rob the crew of their belongings and leave them marooned.
Either way, wrecking was such an essential business to Bahamians
52
53
54
55

Catesby, Natural History of Carolina, 2:38.
Ibid., appendix, 2:xxxviii.
Ibid., 2:39.
Ibid., 2:40.
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that proVIs10ns for its regulation were actually written into the
constitutional charter. In their Articles and Orders in 1648, the
settlers of Eleuthera deemed that any salvaged goods would be held
in common for the defense of the colony, and all other materials
would be delivered to designated agents, "made fit for sail," and
then sold, with one-third of the proceeds going to the wreckers. 56
Of course, it is doubtful that many of these salvaged goods actually
made it back to New Providence once they were in the hands of
individual sailors. As the schemes of ninetee nth-century, American
wreckers in the Florida Keys-such as the infamous Jacob
Housman-suggest, some wreckers would do just about anything
to avoid registering their salvaged loot at the designated port of
entry. 57
Once again, environmental factors can explain why Bahamian
wreckers converged on the mangrove coasts of southeast Florida.
Since the 1560s, a massive convoy of between 30 and 90 heavily
guarded Spanish galleons, known as the Flota de Indias or Carrera
de Indias, had been crossing the Atlantic Ocean annually-from
Havana Bay to the Casa de Contrataci6n in Seville-via the swift,
natural current of the Gulf Stream. Before the annual transports
were commissioned, this route had already become the chosen
method of trans-Atlantic travel. The Spani~h navigator and pilot
Anton de Alaminos is often credited wilh sailing the first West
Indies treasure fleet back to Spain via the Gulf Stream in the year
1519. 58 Since then, the combination of the swift, northward current
of the Gulf Stream with the swift, eastward-blowing Atlantic trade
winds made this route the standard way to travel from the Americas
to Europe.
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Paul Albury, The Story of the Bahamas (London: Macmillan Caribbean, 1975),
131-132.
See John Viele, The Florida Keys, Vol. 3: the Wreckers (Sarasota, FL: Pineapple
Press, 2001).
According to Craton, the conquistador Ponce de Leon mounted the first
European expedition that experienced the effects of the Gulf Stream during
its trip through the Bahamas to Florida in 1513. The strength of the current
has been posited to explain the landing of his ships as much farther north
on the east coast of Florida than previously thought. See Craton, A History
of the Bahamas, 43. The only contemporary narrative of the account of the
voyage of Ponce de Leon was published by Antonio de Herrera y Tordesillas,
the royal historiographer of the Spanish Indies. For an English translation of
that account, see Robert H. Fuson, Juan Ponce de Leon and the Discovery of Puerto
Rico and Florida (Granville, OH: McDonald & Woodward Publishing Company,
2000)' 103-115.
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This annual treasure convoy was comprised of two groups of
colonial fleets that united each spring at Morro Castle in Havana.
The first was the Flota de Nueva Espana from Veracruz, Mexico, and
the second was the Tierra Firme Flota, which left from Cartagena
in present-day Columbia. These convoys carried massive quantities
of silver and gold mined by enslaved natives from the colonies of
Spanish America; for example, when eleven galleons frqm the
1715 Plate Fleet wrecked upon the Florida reef, the ships dumped
approximately 14,000,000 pesos worth of treasure in the shallow,
aquamarine waters of southeast Florida. So, while the rapid
northward currents of the Gulf Stream were ideal for travel between
the Caribbean and Europe, the tropical storms and jagged Florida
reefs guaranteed that vessels would periodically be cast astray by
hurricanes and smashed upon the exposed rocks. 59
In the early 1500s, when the Spanish treasure ships were
relatively less guarded, pirates and privateers were able to rob
them in both the Caribbean basin and the Atlantic Triangle with
opportune timing and only a few vessels. 60 By the year 1628, the
vice-admiral of the Dutch West India Company, Pieter Pietersen
Heyn, required an entire squadron of 2,300 sailors and 1,000
soldiers in order to capture a portion of the treasure fleet that
had run aground on sandbars at the Bay of Matanzas, in Cµba.
This suggests that while local Bahamian wreckers could not hope
to launch physical assaults on the annual treasure fleet from their
tiny, 25-foot shallops, they could hope to scavenge the remains of
unfortunate vessels like maritime vultures. Although some of the
most famous vessels-both Spanish and otherwise-to crash upon
the reef were wrecked in the years 1605, 1622, 1656, 1695, 1715,
1733, 1741, 1744, 1769, and 1770, the exact number of Florl.da
shipwrecks during the early-modern period is still unknown. 61
Historians of southeast Florida are united in their opinions
about what brought Bahamian sailors to the coasts of southeast
Florida in the early-modern period. Charlton Tebeau states that
59
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For more on Bahamian wreckers, the Spanish treasure fleet, and the
inhabitants of New Providence, see Timothy R. Walton, The Spanish Treasure
Fleets (Sarasota, FL: Pineapple Press, 2002).
For more on the evolution of the Spanish treasure fleet during the sixteenth.century, see Paul E. Hoffman, The Spanish Crown and the Defense of the Caribbean,
1535-1585: Precedent, Patrimonialism, and Royal Parsimony (Baton Rouge:
Louisiana State University Press, 1980).
A list of major wrecks off the Florida Keys can be found in Nikki Beare, Pirates,
Pineapples, and People: A History, Tales, and Legends of the Upper Florida Keys
(Ocala, FL: Atlantic Publishing Company, 1961), 24.
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"Bahamians came to Indian River Inlet [near present-day Sebastian]
to hunt turtles, cut wood, and gather salvage from wrecked
ships." 62 Likewise, Arva Moore Parks claims that "the uninhabited
Florida coast became a natural rendezvous for Bahamian wreckers
and fishermen. " 6 3 Finally, the retired naval officer ] ohn Viele
acknowledges that "Bahamian vessels were corning to the Keys to
hunt turtle, cut timber, and salvage wrecks." 6 4 Although many of
these historians have dated the Bahamian presence to the period
of British rule in Florida (1763-1783), earlier sources have proven
that the "gentlemen of Providence" had been visiting the peninsula
since the second half of the seventeenth century. As early as
1682, the Jamaican governor Thomas Lynch had written that the
Bahamas "are people'd by those that intend rather the pillaging
[of] Spanish wrecks than planting," and they do it "upon the Coast
ofFlorida." 65 One hundred and seventeen year later, the American
surveyor Andrew Ellicot was able to provide an update:
Some of the Keys or Islands, were formerly very well
timbered, but the most valuable kinds, such as lignum
vitae, fustick and iron wood, have generally been cut off
by the inahbitants of the Bahama Islands. [Now] Key
Biscanio is much frequented by the privateers, wreckers,
and turtlers. 66
After tracing the Bahamian presence in southeast Florida to the
late seventeenth century, and outlining three of the most important
raw materials that encouraged their migrations, it is important
to suggest theoretical models by which scholars can evaluate this
seasonal inhabitance. Scholarship in the burgeoning subfield of
new environmental history is significant in this regard. Among
other things, historians in this field have dedicated themselves
to recapturing the social dimensions of spatial change, be they
Tebeau, A History of Florida, 98.
Parks, Miami: The Magic City, 18.
John Viele, The Florida Keys: A History of the Pioneers (Sarasota: Pineapple Press,
1996), 13-14. This book is the first installment of a three-part series Viele has
written on the history of the Florida Keys. The second and third installments
are called "True Stories of the Perilous Straits" (1999) and "The Wreckers"
(2001). These works are essential reading for the Florida Keys as a point of
contact between American and Caribbean cultures.
65 Sir Thomas Lynch to the Governor of New Providence (Robert Clark), August
20, 1682, CO 1/49, no. 35i. Source available at the National Archives in Kew,
London, England.
'
66 Andrew Ellicot, The Journal of Andrew Ellicot (Philadelphia: William Fry, 1803),
255 .
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related to environmental degradation or preservation. In updating
trends from the New Social History with the environmental spirit of
activist writers like Rachel Carson and Marjory Stoneman Douglass,
many of these works have contributed to a pushback against the
triumphalist tones of the preceding conservation movement,
notably by discussing conservation as the commodification of space
for ecotourism among elite groups. 67
Arva Moore Parks has stated that "Bahamian wreckers were
in for a rude awakening" when the Florida region was annexed
by the United States. 68 Further research should be done on
how the incorporation and development of southern Florida
affected the ancestors of these early Bahamian visitors. Some of
them, like the coconut and lime grower John Egan, applied for
official land grants and tried their hand at the cultural model of
American homesteading; other Bahamians squatted on common
property until its enclosure and development, brought about
by new legislative incentives, industrialization, and increasing
demographic pressures during the American period. 69 In general,
historians should investigate the psychological and commercial
implications of an American culture-based strictly upon land
ownership and agricultural notions of progress-upon liminal
groups of people who were never interested in settling the region,
but nonetheless depended upon its raw produce.
In writing to his patron Lord Dartmouth- who was the
principle investor of an ambitious yet unrealized plantation
project known as the Cape Florida Society- the English surveyor
John William Gerard de Brahm expressed his desire that potential
investors "may be possessed the necessary knowledge if possible
67

58
69

For two examples that follow this model, see Matthew Klingle, Emerald City: An
Environmental History ofSeattl,e (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 2007) and
Andrew Hurley, Environmental Inequalities: Class, Race, and Industrial Pollution
in Gary, Indiana, 1945-1980 (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press,
1995). For an historical discussion of "new environmental history," see John T.
Cumbler, "Environmental History: A Road Map to Today," Sustain: A journal of
Environmental and Sustainability Issues, 19 (Fall/Winter 2009): 3-6.
Arva Moore Parks, The Forgotten Frontier: Florida through the Lens of Ralph
Middl,eton Munroe (Miami, FL: Banyan Books, 1977), 8.
On John Egan, see Sidney Walter Martin, Flagler's Florida (Athens: The
University of Georgia Press, 1949), 150. Egan was also a pilot for John James
Audubon. See Lucy Aubudon. ed. The Life ofjohn fames Audubon, the Naturalist
(New York: Putnam & Sons, 1869), 264. For mention of Bahamians who did
not apply for land grants, see Arva Moore Parks, Miami: The Magic City, 22-26.
Squatters on mainland Biscayne Bay in the 1820s were called the "Cape Florida
Settlement." See Joan Gill Blank, Key Biscayne: A History of Miami's Tropical
Island and the Cape Florida Lighthouse (Sarasota, FL: Pineapple Press, 1996), 27.
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of all occurencys in America." Among other concerns, this
"necessary knowledge" included being aware that South Florida
was a "country, where [settlers] will be by themselves without any
counsel to their advantage" except the "providence fisher man." On
this point, de Brahm expressed his genuine concern that British
settlers would "meet dissuasions" from these fishermen, "who for
the sake of injoying all the benefits ... at Cape Florida, would look
with invious [sic] Eyes upon these new Settlers." 70 If these Bahamian
fishermen were considered a threat to th-e English boosters of the
late eighteenth-century, then it is probable to assume that many
of their ancestors would have reacted adversely to the American
developments and speculations that occurred in the following
century.
Like all periods of significant change, the American conquest
and development of southeastern Florida surely offered both
opportunities and problems for seasoned Bahamian visitors.
As previously mentioned, many Bahamian visitors were able to
successfully transition to the American period; shortly after John
Egan began his lime and coconut plantation, Temple Pent found
employment in the US West Indies Squadron of Commodore
David Porter. In the 1870s, many Bahamian pioneers who joined
the culture of American homesteading had relocated themselves
to settlements like Lemon City, north of the Miami River. 71 This
town existed independently until it was annexed by Miami in
the year 1925. But, just as history is a discipline that serves to
explain the present, it is also a discipline that serves to reveal
missed opportunities for the past. With this in mind, one has to
wonder what would have happened to the Bahamian fishermen if
southeastern Florida was allowed to continue as an undeveloped
hinterland. Would the environment have been better served as an
area of periodic resource extraction for seasonal foresters, turtlers,
and wreckers than as a region of permanent urban development?
Would common lands still exist; and, perhaps more importantly,
would our growing knowledge of the environment be enough to
make them sustainable?
There is no ignoring the fact that the coasts of southeast
Florida were multicultural during the preindustrial period.
70

71

Roland E. Chardon, "The Cape Florida Society of 1773," Tequesta 35 (1975):
23. This 1 773 letter from William de "Brahm to the Cape Florida Socit::ty of
London is included in its entirety as Appendix A of the article.
For more on Lemon City, see Thelma Peters, Lemon City: Pioneering on Biscayne
Bay: 1850-1925 (Vancouver, CA: Banyan Books, 1976) .
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The published narratives of Jonathan Dickinson, Mark Catesby,
Andres Gonzalez de Barcia, Briton Hammon, Bernard Romans,
David Fanning, James Grant, and other contemporaries attest to
the diverse nature of the circum-Atlantic periphery of Florida.
Although interactions were often violent and far from congenial,
it was not uncommon to see Cuban and Spanish fishermen, Ais
and Jeaga divers, Creek guides, African turtlers, Bahamian pilots,
Seminole hunters, Tequesta and Matecumbe canoeists, Jamaican
wreckers, Barbadian privateers, Italian captains, Bermudian
foresters, and French buccaneers trolling the turquoise waters of
south Florida throughout the period. The experiences of these
individuals can help us remember that late nineteenth and earlytwentieth century events were not just the beginning of a modern,
regional multiculturalism; they were also the abrupt re-emergence
of a multicultural model that had been long ago suppressed and
forgotten. 72
Discussions about the social implications of land enclosure
lend themselves to another extremely important question about
the early Bahamian presence in southeastern Florida. This is the
seemingly eternal issue of whether preindustrial groups possessed
mentalities that prevented them from over-exploiting their
natural environment, even at their own expense. This question
is most commonly discussed in the subfield of Native American
history, where it is positioned as representative of either the bane
or the virtue of pre-Columbian societies; in one unforgettable
example, the historian William Cronon discussed the willingness
of indigenous peoples in New England to go hungry in the late
winter months of the early-seventeenth century. He called this
"the paradox of want in the land of plenty," and he noted that
many early European explorers considered this logic to be absurd.
After all, why would any population willingly restrain itself from
exploiting the environment? 73

72

73

For evidence of violence between Bahamian fisherman and South Florida
natives, see Bernard Romans, A Concise Natural History of East and West Florida,
292. Romans states, "The people of Providence, who came here for turtle or
Mahogany wood, came always armed, and had frequent brushes with [the
Indians], so that the dislodging of these fierce savages has been a service to
navigation." For a violent encounter that occurred between southeast Florida
natives and Plymouth loggers in 1747, see Briton Hammon, A Narrative of the
Uncommon Sufferings (Boston: Green & Russell, 1760) .
William Cronon, Changes in the Land: Indians, Colonists, and the Ecology of New
England (New York: Hill and Wang, 1983), 41.
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In Transforming the Appalachian Countryside, the environmental
historian Ronald Lewis has contributed his thoughts on this
controversial question. He has stated that preindustrial "West
Virginians made every attempt to use the woods to maximum
economic advantage." In contrast to the native peoples of early
New England, the exploitation of the landscape by these mountain
residents was restricted only "by the lack of capital, technology,
and transportation facilities" available to them at the time. It was
these deficiencies that "shaped their eco-nomic relationship to the
forest around them, not the lack of enterprise or a pre-capitalist
mentality." 74 While there is certainly enough historical evidence
to j ustify this outlook in specific contexts, as an essentialist
perspective it depicts preindustrial peoples as frozen in an amber
of technological backwardness, anxiously waiting the invention of
industrial tools.
There is no denying that Bahamian foresters, turtlers, and
wreckers were exploiting the natural environment in both southeast
Florida and the Florida Keys. 75 As the primary sources suggest,
these exploitations had noticeable consequences. Historians
like Michael Craton, Gail Saunders, and Michael Jarvis leave no
doubting that Bahamians were firmly enmeshed in a capitalistic,
Atlantic economy that rewarded those who made themselves useful
by exporting raw materials for sale in distant, European and colonial
markets; however, perhaps historians should not be so quick
to overcompensate by lumping the "gentlemen of Providence"
in with the rest of the European plantation economy. After all,
many English naturalists and colonial officials who referred to the
"gentlemen of Providence" addressed them as a separate group.
This evidence of cultural cre<?lization makes reading Catesby
fascinating . Ever the meticulous chronicler, Catesby was careful
to distinguish between the culture of "Providence men" and the
74

75

Ronald Lewis, Transforming the Appal,achian Countryside: Railroads, Deforestation,
and Social Change in West Virginia, 1880-1920 (Chapel Hill: University of North
Carolina Press, 1998), 35 .
John James Audubon reminds us that some of these "gentlemen from
Providence" were much more industrious than others. He relays the
astounding story that "eight hundred green turtles were caught by one man
in twelve months ." See Marie Audubon, Audubon and his Journals (New York:
Charles Scribner & Sons, 1897), 379. Likewise, Charles Blacker Vignoles writes
about an industrious gentleman from Nassau who purchased the turtles from
the Florida Keys that were not desired for consumption in the Bahamas. This
man prepared, preserved, canned, and shipped a jelly-like turtle soup to
London for profit. See Charles Blacker Vignoles, Observations Upon the Floridas
(NewYork: Bliss & E. White, 1823), 128.
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culture of the native Englishmen; as he states, the Bahamians would
eat poisonous fish that no sensible Englishmen should ever touch;
they would speak in a vulgar tongue that corrupted the King's
English; and yet, they were foremost authorities on the unique
flora and fauna of the subtropical Caribbean. As Michael Craton
reminds his readers, Jamaican governors like Sir Thomas Lynch,
and Bahaman merchants like John Darrell, rarely considered the
"lazy" Bahamians-who liked to leave "none but old men, women
and children to plant" while they ran "a-coasting in shallops"on equal footing with the industrious planters of other English
colonies. 76
This is where the tripartite division of John Mack Faragher
becomes useful for making distinctions. After all, if Bahamian
sailors were no more exploitative than their English brethren
on Barbadian, Virginian, and Jamaican plantations, then why
did they express no sincere interest in colonizing the region of
southeastern Florida? While some will attribute this reluctance to
the inhospitable nature of the region-infested with mosquitos,
mired with swamps, claimed by the Spanish, and occupied by
relatively hostile native groups like the Calusa-others might
suggest an interpretation that foregrounds the cultural model of
the Bahamian visitors themselves.
The maritime historian Jeffrey Bolster provides a theoretical
model for understanding the early activities of Bahamians in
the circum-Atlantic periphery of Florida in his book The Mortal
Sea. 77 Bolster was inspired by a publication in the journal Nature
which suggested that predatory fish in the oceans of the world
had declined by as much as 90 percent. 78 In reaction, he wrote a
longue duree environmental declension narrative about fisheries in
the northwest Atlantic boreal region between the years 1492 and
1930. This herculean task required "a new geography of the early
modern world to include oceanic regions;" it required recapturing
the experiences of individuals who "were more familiar with
tarred hemp rope and leather fishing aprons than with charts of
76

77
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Craton, History of the Bahamas, 68. Also quoted in Craton and Saunders,
Islanders in the Stream, 89. See also the remark of the East Florida governor,
Francis Ogilvie, who called "the people from Providence ... unruly rascals" who
must be seized and punished. See Charles Arnade, "Florida Keys: English or
Spanish in 1763," 51.
Jeffrey Bolster, The Mortal Sea: Fishing the Atlantic in the Age of Sail (Cambridge:
Harvard University Press, 2012).
Ibid., 3.
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the world;" 79 and, most importantly, it required parting from "the
dominant narrative of America as a New Wotld." 8 0 The result of
these efforts was a brilliant and complex survey that foregrounded
the contributions of technology, science, human effort, and
government regulation in advancing civilization at the cost of
widespread and protracted environmental destruction. While
Bolster was honest about depicting the extent of environmental
devastation, he also endeavored to treat his subjects fairly. As
fishermen caught within the metaphoricafnet of early-modern and
modern capitalism, these hardened individuals both protested and
perpetrated the gradual depletion of the very environments upon
which they depended.
The Mortal Sea suggests an investigation that lies at the heart
of studying early Bahamian and Cuban interactions with southeast
Florida and the circum-Atlantic; this is related to what Daniel
Pauly has named the "shifting baseline syndrome," referring to the
troubling concept that every subsequent generation of inhabitants
considers the specific populations of flora and fauna which they
encounter to be standard. For this reason, historians may not be able
to rely upon the cursory observations of European naturalists-who
were seeing the environment at a specific moment-to determine
whether foresters, fishers, and turtlers were-engaging in sustainable
practices, or whether they were destroying the environment
beyond repair. 81 In order to truly evaluate the environmental
impact that Bahamian sojourners had on the marine and coastal
ecosystems of southeast Florida, historians must first collaborate
with environmental scientists to establish reliable baselines against
which to measure the degradations o:( the past. In other words,
they must do the work that Bolster has begun in regards to the
northwest Atlantic.
Finally, the early-modern fishermen of the Atlantic provide a
solid comparative model for understanding the activities of early
Bahamian and Cuban sailors in the circum-Atlantic periphery of
Florida. For example, in writing The Mortal Sea, Bolster was seeking
to correct generations of romantic histories that had emphasized
"the voyage of the Mayflower or the settlement of Quebec" because
the dominant national paradigm had created "a desperate need"
to explain colonial beginnings. Likewise, regional histories of
79
80
81

Ibid., 14.
Ibid., 16.
Ibid., 10.
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southeast Florida are now valuable as cnt1ques of the romantic,
frontier narratives that have sprouted up to explain the origins
of cities like Miami. For too long, the triumphalist narratives of
colonial and American history, and the founding narratives of
metropolitan cities, have drawn both strict physical boundaries
along the coastline and hard temporal boundaries along dates of
incorporation. In doing so, these narratives have regarded "the
ocean as a non-place," while relegating pre-urban inhabitants to
the prologues of relevant history. As Bolster summarizes:
The eventual colonization of North America by Europeans,
and the subsequent creation of nations there ...
overshadowed the fact that for more than a century the
familiar coastal marine ecosystem was the only part of
North America of consistent interest to Europeans. 82
And such was the case with Bahamian and Cuban fishermen
in the circum-Atlantic periphery of Florida. Historians of the
peninsula simply cannot recapture the experiences of these unique
individuals without first understanding how different they were
from their nineteenth-century successors, developers like George
Franklin Thompson and Henry Flagler. After all, not all people
in the preindustrial era looked beyond the tangled canopy of the
mangroves and dreamed of dredging the swamp; not all people
stepped upon the Atlantic Coastal Ridge and fantasized about
driving the final spike on a railroad tie. On the contrary, some
visitors were content to take what they needed-and, perhaps, just
a little bit more-while watching the forested coast of the peninsula
from the cool shade of a copperwood tree, or enjoying the calm
waters of the bay from the rocking, pinewood boards of a small
shallop, anchored off Key Biscayne. For these seasonal visitors, the
waters and shores of southeast Florida were not simply an obstacle;
nor were they simply a means of travel. Instead, they were much
more than that. They were the final destination. They were the
whole reason for coming in the first place; and, as the evidence
suggests, the reason was well worth the trip.
82

Ibid., 17.
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By the Shores of the Phosphorescent Seas:
Lafcadio Hearn'sJourney to Florida's
Mysterious Fountain
by MaxwellJ. Stillwell

As through high gates of green, the eye looks up the vast turn into
a cerulean world; and it is through these rich portals that you
may sail into the region of legend and romance,-that you may
reach those subterranean rivers, those marvelous volcanic springs
haunted by dim traditions of the Fountain of Youth, and by the
memory of the good gray knight who sought its waters in vain. 1

''WY

-

Lafcadio Hearn, To !_he Fountain of Youth.

these longings for lands in which we shall never
be?-why this desire for that azure into which we
cannot soar?-whence our mysterious love for that
tumultuous deep into whose emerald secrets we may never peer?"
wrote Lafcadio Hearn (1850~1904) while visiting Florida in 1885.
"Has it not often seemed to you that th~ more antiquated and the
more unfamiliar an object or a place is, the more it appears at
first sight to live,- to possess a sort of inner being, a fetish-spirit, a
soul?" 2 Such are the questions a reader of the great impressionistic
Maxwell J. Stillwell is an independent researcher with a B.A. in East Asian
Studies from Indiana University (2010). He is a scholar of Lafcadio Hearn and
is collaborating with experts in Greece and Japan on a comprehensive internet
archive of Hearnology.
1
Ferris Greenslet, ed., "To the Fountain of Youth," in Leaves from the Diary of an
Impressionist, by Lafcadio Heam (Boston and New York: Houghton, Mifflin and Co.,
1911), 40 .
2
Ibid., "A Name in the Plaza," 78-79. Also, see New Orleans Times-Democrat,
October 25, 1885.
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Figure l. Fons]u ventutis by Lucas Cranach the Elder, 1546.

writer might expect him to ask; for it is Hearn who will forever
be remembered as that romantic and foreign observer of Meiji-era
Japan. Yet before ever being viewed as a western emissary to the Far
East, Hearn-the half Greek, half Irish immigrant to the United
States-worked as a journalist for the New Orleans Times-Democrat.3
The Crescent City proved a wondrous melting pot of cultural
experiences which refused to allow the writer's mind to rest for
long. Urges to venture beyond his Gate of the Tropics would take
a leap forward with a trip to primitive Florida; 4 the experiences
there collected being those which would eventually drive Hearn,
the traveling prosateur, further south to live among the Antilles
and their phosphorescent seas.
In the late spring of 1885, Lafcadio Hearn had, for a prior
period of seven years, spent his time and efforts contributing to
several New Orleans' newspapers. It was his desire to grow as a
word painter, and to develop a personal style of "poetical prose"
which can perhaps now best be experienced by reading his works
3
4

The New Orleans Times-Democrat survives today as the Times-Picayune after its
1914 merger with the Daily Picayune.
Hearn referred to New Orleans as being the "Gate of the Tropics" in his article
ofa similar name: Lafcadio Hearn [Ozias Midwinter, pseud.] , "At the Gates of
the Tropics," Cincinnati Commercial, November 26, 1877.
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from these later-American years. The 1889 novel Chita for instance,
in which a Louisiana island is destroyed by a hurricane, is colored
with such ambition; so too his book Two Years in the French West Indies
(1890) ,5 his "fantastics" from the Times-Democrat, and his many
translations of French romanticists. 6 However, by this time, Hearn
found himself outgrowing the school of romanticism, falling yet
deeper in love with the less gushy power of artistic description.
To furnish his widely circulated articles with unusual
knowledge, he amassed for himself a personal library of exotica
which he acquired from as far as Europe by mail, and from various
secondhand bookshops throughout the Crescent City. To a friend
he wrote self-deprecatingly of his library, stating:
in positive acquirements I am even exceptionally ignorant.
By purchasing queer books and following odd subjects I
have been able to give myself the air of knowing more than
I do; but none of my work would bear the scrutiny of a
specialist; I would like, however, to show you my library.
It cost me only about $2000; but every volume is queer.
Knowing I have nothing resembling genius, and that any
ordinary talent must be supplemented with some sort of
curious study in order to place it above the mediocre line,
I am striving to woo the Muse of-tlfe Odd, and hope to
succeed in thus attracting some little attention. 7
And due to his fondness for old legends inspired by these books,
made more curious especially by French historian Paul Gaffarel's
Histoire de la Floride Fran~aise ( 1875), Hearn became enthusiastic to
pursue the legend of the Spanish conquistador Ponce de Le6n and
his search for the fabled Fountain ofYouth. 8 He did not shirk these
5

6

7
8

Lafcadio Hearn, Chita: a Memory of Last Island (New York: Harper and Bros.,
1889); Hearn, Two Years in the French West Indies (New York: Harper and Bros.,
1890).
Hearn's translating of French romanticists began early in his writing career
(as early as 1873) while he was a fledgling beat journalist for the Cincinnati
Enquirer. Arguably his most well-known translation, Gautier's One of Cleopatra's
Nights, was, in fact, begun by the journalist in the wee hours of night by
candlelight. Made possible only by the vigor of youth, Hearn being still in
his early twenties, the then Cincinnati journalist's admiration for the word
coloring used by French masters began to take English-life at the cost of sleep;
see Theophile Gautier, One of Cleopatra's Nights, trans. Lafcadio Hearn (New
York: R. Worthington, 1882).
Elizabeth Bisland, ed., Life and Letters of Lafcadio Hearn, vol. 1 (Boston and New
York: Houghton, Mifflin and Co., 1906), 290.
Paul Caffarel, Histoire de la Floride Franr;aise (Paris: Librarie-Didot et Cie, 1875).
It should be noted that, although Mr. Greenslet cites Caffarel as being the
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fantastic tales, but instead had fun pursuing them as truth, asking
questions like, "why may we not believe that the Elixir of Life is yet
to be found, or that some future chemist may discover through his
art the Fountain vainly sought by Ponce de Le6n?" 9
So it eventually came to be that, from May to June of that
year, the journalist was granted, by the Times-Democrat, funds for a
vacation to be taken in the then primitive state of Florida. Perhaps
the still largely-undeveloped state lured the writer with its promise
of untouched beauty, the fertility in which Hearn could further
develop his writing ability and descriptive power. And so he set
out of New Orleans on a new rail system, along with his friend
Charlie Johnson, to reach the eastern city of Jacksonville, Florida.
Johnson was one of the few friends Hearn willingly permitted to
travel with him, the two knowing each other well from their days of
reporting for Cincinnati newspapers. 10 Ten years earlier, in 1875, it
was Johnson and some others who had dissuaded the despondent
writer from attempting suicide by drowning himself in the Miami
Canal at Cincinnati. 11 Perhaps it was the result of this experience
that allowed their friendship to endure a decade of distance,
culminating in their trip to Florida together.
As their Florida train ride wore on for many hours, Hearn
commented about the dense unending foliage on either side of
the train admitting: "Our city minds, our city eyes, accustomed
to the relief of contrast, are tormented by the creations of such
perpetual sameness, of such enormous monotony, of such never-

9

J0

11

inspirational source for Hearn 's Floridian Reveries, there was also a much earlier
book titled Historia de la Florida by the Spanish-Peruvian chronicler Garcilaso
de la Vega, a writer whom Hearn had often cited in other writings. Garcilaso
de la Vega was known to write rather fictitiously about the exploits of early
conquistadores, a reputation that would lend itself to the story of Ponce de
Le6n.
Albert Mordell, ed., "The Alchemist's Dream Realized," in Occidental Gleanings,
vol. 2, by Lafcadio Hearn (1925; repr., Freeport: Books for Libraries Press,
1967) , 40. Also, see New Orleans Item, December 20, 1878.
Both Charles Johnson and Lafcadio Hearn wrote, at one time, for the
Cincinnati Gazette prior to the latter's employment with the Cincinnati Enquirer.
The suicidal outburst came after Hearn was fired from the Cincinnati Enquirer
in 1875, citing "deplorable moral habits," due to his then illegal marriage to
an ex-slave mulatress, Alethea Foley, earlier that year. There w;:ts, however, little
imminent danger as the Miami Canal was purportedly too shallow to allow
for a man to easily drown himself. A number of Hearn's reporter friends
accompanied the distraught journalist during the incident, Charles Johnson
included, in an effort to dissuade the attempt. Hearn 's marriage, however, had
failed by 1877. Thereafter he departed from Cincinnati for New Orleans by
steamer.
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varying beauty as Nature devises in her own solitudes. " 12 Adding
to the miserable monotony of the long trip, Hearn found the food
to be very displeasing compared to the meals his New Orleanian
landlady had accustomed him to daily, confessing in a letter to her,
"I am gaining a great appreciation for home-comfort, by reason
of my experience with Florida railroad restaurants." 13 His friend,
Johnson, goes on to add on the back of the postcard, "you have
no idea how both Mr. Hearn and myself thought of you all day
yesterday, while we were cracking our teeth and jaw-bones on
alligator skin beefsteak and nondescript food of all possible and
impossible sorts." He described his friend in a comical sense,
stating that "poor Hearn, dragged madly along, felt as unhappy as
a little tarantula enclosed in a paper bag, and I had to nail his little
grey cap to the seat to keep him from jumping out of the window
in order to tramp back to New Orleans." 14 Alligator meat, however,
has since become a dish to tempt tourists at local restaurants
throughout Florida. Yet, in Hearn's day it was considered a far flank
food, so much so that there is not a single mention of alligator meat
(or, caiman in French Creole) throughout the writer's own creole
cookbook. Hearn's La Cuisine Creole, 15 released just months before
his departure for the Sunshine State, possessed a notable absence
of our Alligator mississippiensis from its multitude of ingredients,
contrasting with our conception of Louisianan cooking.
Hearn's mission, despite any temporary culinary discomfort,
was to not only create travel sketches for the Times-Democrat, but
also to research a book he planned to one day publish (though
never did). It was to be called Ephemerce: Leaves from the Diary of
an Impressionist, though it was not until 1911, seven years after his
death, that his Florida essays were colle-cted in book form by Mr.
Ferris Greenslet. 16 In the first of these sketches, To the Fountain of
Youth, in which he romanticizes his route of travel, Hearn exercises
his talent for description; herein he paints for us a picture of the
then-wild Florida we barely recognize today.

12
13
14
15

16

Greenslet, "To the Fountain ofYouth," 36.
Edward Larocque Tinker, Lafcadio Hearn's American Days, lst British ed.
(London : John Lane the Bodley Head Ltd., 1925), 223 .
Ibid., 224.
[Lafcadio Hearn], La Cuisine Creol,e (New York: William H. Coleman, 1885) .
The term caiman was applied generally to both the family Alligatoridae and the
American crocodile Crocodylus acutus.
Greenslet, Leaves from the Diary of an Impressionist.
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Hearn's party eventually arrived in Jacksonville after a twentyseven-hour monotonous and dusty trip by train. Explaining the
next leg of the trip to his landlady, he writes, "now the railroading
is over and we take the boat-to sail to Silver Springs, which is
supposed to be Ponce de Leon's 'Fountain of Youth' ." 17 But it was
already ten o'clock in the evening, prompting him to check into
the now demolished Everett, what was once billed as "Florida's
largest European hotel. " 18
Upon awaking in Jacksonville, Hearn gives us a taste of the old
Floridian town as:
morning inundates the streets with its fluid gold; the trees
drinkin the brightness; the plate-glass of store-fronts flames
like immense jewel-facets;- and what singular stores these
are!-mostly curiosity shops! Here are dealers in strange
flowers, flowers formed of iridescent fish scales,- in
jointed walking canes of shark's vertebrae,-in tropical
shells, bearing paintings of sabals and cypresses upon their
nacreous inner surface,-in splendid screens made of the
spoils of white herons and sea-eagles ... and live alligators in
boxes,-in alligators' teeth, burnished and gold-mounted
as brooches, as cuff-buttons, as necklace ornaments, as
earrings. Atavism in the evolution of the lapidary's art,an unconscious return of fashion to the savage bijoutry of
fossil races! 19
Many of these descriptions, no doubt, conjure for readers the
familiar imagery of modern Florida's innumerable souvenir shops.
After leaving Jacksonville, Hearn turned southwest, taking
a steamer up the St. John's River. 20 This waterway had become
"Florida's first major tourist attraction," and boasted an impressive
"seventy-four vessels running out ofJacksonville." 21 When the river
narrowed to the smaller Ocklawaha, a little steamer, the Osceola,
was then boarded at Palatka, a small river town that would acquire
"eight first-class hotels" by 1890. 22
17
18
19
20
21
22

Tinker, Lafcadio Hearn 's American Days, 223.
Florida Times-Union, February 9, 1908.
.
Greenslet, "To the Fountain ofYouth," in Leaves from the Diary of an Impressionist,
38-39.
See opening quotation for Hearn's description.
"History of the St. Johns River," www.theriverreturns.org/explore/history/
text/19 accessed November 20, 2013 .
Ibid.
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Figure 2. The Everett Hotel, Jacksonville, FL circa 1910. State Archives of Florida,
Florida Memory, http:/ / floridamemory.com/ items/ show/ 159177.

Hearn, his mind ever-steeped by curious volumes of forgotten
lore, took time to trace his destination's origin:
Seated that evening on a balcony that jutted out under the
star-light, above the crests of palmettos, I pondered upon
the legend of the Fountain. It was among the Bahamas
that Juan Ponce de Leon first sought for the waters of
youth,-striving to discover some island vapory and vague
as Hesperus, and questioning curiously the Indians of the
Archipelago. Then it was he heard of the mainland where
'the wished-for waters flowed as a river upon whose banks
lived the rejuvenated races in serene idleness and untold
luxuriance.' Was this a rumor of the spring with a sliver
name, whose waters indeed 'flow as a river'? 23
History tells of Ponce de Leon being the first to name the
peninsula, calling it La Florida. Despite our current knowledge, the
23

Greenslet, "To the Fountain of Youth," 43-44. Interestingly, a different story of
Hearn's concerning afountain of youth is widely regarded, unlike the Floridian
reverie quoted above. The Japanese fairy tale, "The Fountain of Youth,"
shows us a lingering interest the writer possessed for the topic of acquiring
eternal youth. The better known Japanese tale is completely unrelated to the
American piece referred to throughout this essay, and is instead categorized
with his monumental contributions to Japanese folklore. See, Lafcadio Hearn,
The Fountain oJYouth (Tokyo: T. Hasegawa, 1922).
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explorer had believed, up to shortly before his death, that Florida
was merely a large island to the north of Cuba. Hearn, however,
winding his way slowly through this mainland, would pass one
more night before reaching the fountain. The steamer chugged
all night, through darkness by torchlight: "a Doresque landscape,
abnormally fantastic and wan." 24
It was the next day, May 6lh, on which Hearn arrived at Silver
Springs, a place he referred to as having possessed "the Architecture
of God. "25 The water was o clear that the wril]er could see through
it to the bottom of the tiny Silver River. And when the Osceola
arrived at the supposed Fountain of Youth, the water deepened,
and the source of the geo-spring was reached. Hearn was mostly
a modest figure, though he would often boast to his friends of
his swimming prowess. 26 Accordingly, he took a plunge into the
spring, a swim he described to a friend in a letter sent after his
return to New Orleans reading: ''I would have written before, but
for a protracted illness. I am passionately fond of swimming; and
the clear V\raters of that Florida spring seduced me into a plunge
while very hot. The water was cold as death; and when I got back to
New Orleans, I had the novel experience of a Florida fever,- slow,
torpid, and unconquerable by quinine . "27 This swamp fever, most
likely a contraction of malaria, seems quite ironic given the legend
connected to the fountain.
Until recently, Silver Springs operated as a sort of small theme
park. It possessed a small zoo, shops, and most interestingly, a glass24

25

A reference to the French artist Gustave Dore whom Hearn greatly respected
despite questioning his illustrations from time to time. Dore's black and white
art i what Hearn recalled while witnessing the Flmida iiver by moonlight,
wherein the colors of day were absent. ''We style Doresque a concepition
characterized by light foreground, shadowing off into grotesque darkness
beyond," explains Hearn in his article Gustave Dore. We can assume die
following line to apply also to thi nighttime soeneiy: " . .. the roots of hi:s
trees writhe, their branches grasp like goblin arms." Albert Morden, ed., Ain
American Miscel/,any, vol. 2 (New York: Dodd, Mead and Co., 1924), 108. Alo,
see "Gustave Dore," ew Orleans Times-Denwcrat,January 28, 1883.
Greenslet, "To the Fountain of Youth," in Leaves from the Diary of an

Impressionist, 55.
26

27

Hearn wrote to friends while vacationing the previous summer at Grand Isle,
LA, exclaiming that he swam three time daily. Under such large amom1ts of
sun he became "brown as a seal," and was oon regarded to be the be t wimmer
on the island. Throughout the remainder of hi literary career Hearn would
never fail to cite local examples of skilled swimming, be it in the Caribbean, or
in Japan; thus was the writer's fondness for the only phy ical activity in which
he could competitively participate d u e to a severe early-childhood ocular
injury.
Bisland, Life and Letters of Lafcadio Hearn, vol. 1, 344.
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Fig 3 The steamboat Osceola circa 1886. State Archives of Florida, Florida M emory
http: / / floridamemory.com/ items/ show/ 27885.

bottom boat tour. In fact, due to the clarity of the water and the
sub-tropic foliage about, the spring had been used for the location
of six Tarzan films, The Yearlingwith Gregory Peck, and The Creature
from the Black Lagoon. 28 It is bizarre, for sure, to imagine the writer
28

The Creature from the Black Lagoon. Dir. Jack Arnold. Perf. Richard Carlson, and
Julie Adams. Universal, 1954. Film; The Yearling. Dir. Clarence Brown. Perf.
Gregory Peck, Jane Wyman, and Claude Jarman Jr. Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer,
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Figure 4. Silver Spring Hotel in 1886. State Archives of Florida, Florida Memory,
http: / / floridamemory.com / items/ show/ 23997.

Hearn swimming in the same lagoon as the infamous creature
of the silver screen. And we mustn't forget that the namesake
of the tiny steamboat taken, the Osceola, was given after that of a
Seminole Indian chief who resisted U.S. demands for Florida's
Native American populations to move west; Silver Springs being
the location where the Seminole tribal leaders held gatherings
until their decline. Today, a life-size sculpture of Osceola looks out
at these same waters in which Hearn swam. Five-foot long eel grass
grows straight upward from the spring's bottom, and the shores
abound with cypress trees. The deepest part of the spring measures
to an impressive depth of 81 feet. This spring, which becomes
Florida's St. John's River, is also the largest artesian spring in the
United States. Due to financial constraints, Silver Springs Nature
Theme Park was taken over by the state of Florida on September
30th, 2013; thereafter it combined with the Silver River State Park
to produce Silver Springs State Park in October of that year.29

29

1947; Tarzan the Ape Man. Dir. W. S. Van Dyke. Perf. Johnny Weissmuller and
Maureen O'Sullivan. Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. 1932 .
"Silver Springs State Park," www.floridastateparks.org/silversprings accessed
November 23, 2013.
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Currently, the glass bottom boat rides, kayaking, and concert venue
remain active .
Yet, back in 1881, four years before Hearn's trip, the Silver
Spring Hotel had just been built near the main spring by a
businessman from New York City. 30 It was likely that the travel plans
of Hearn, and especially the other passengers on board, included a
stay at this two-hundred-room hotel.Johnson, perhaps with a sense
of pleasant irony given his friend's attempt to drown himself a
decade prior, watched as Hearn swam ecstatically in the "Fountain
of Youth." And while we cannot be sure how Hearn 's swim in Silver
Springs' "freezing" waters went, we find a curious description in his
Florida tale, A Tropical Intermezzo, of one such activity that may have
easily been the author's own experience:
... the joyousness I knew as a boy seemed to flame through
all my blood again,- so that I sported in the luminous
ripples and laughed aloud, and uttered shouts of glee;
and high above me in the ancient trees wonderful birds
mocked my shoutings and answered my laughter hoarsely,
as with human voices. 3 1
To the wanderlusting Hearn, "verily, it was the Eden-garden,
the Paradise of Eve" 32 ; later in the same sto:qr, the protagonist risks
leaving that magical place despite the temptations of its beauty,
confessing: "Yet ever and anon she bade me well beware that I
should not trust myself to stray alone into the deep dimness beyond
the dale of the fountains : 'Lest the Shadows lay hold upon thee, ' she
said. And I laughed low at her words, never discerning that the
Shadows whereof she spake were those that Age and Death cast
athwart the sunshine of the world. " 3 3 The consequences of leaving
the spring, for Hearn, were dire to his health; and for a long while
in New Orleans he suffered from the "swamp fever" he would
contract in Florida.
30
31

32
33

"Silver Springs Historical Timeline," www.silversprings.com/ heritage.html
accessed November 23, 2013 .
Greenslet, "A Tropical Intermezzo," in Leaves from the Diary ofan Impressionist, 65.
Adding confusion to an initial assumption, that Hearn described his own swim
in the spring, the piece, "A Tropical Intermezzo," is actually a reconstruction
of his 1880 fantastic, "Fountain of Gold," which he wrote for the New Orleans
Item. What we know for sure is that Hearn swam in the spring; and, he related
his previous fantastic to this experience, rewriting it for his intended book
Ephemerae.
Ibid., 68.
Ibid., 69 .
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Figure 5. The clarity of the water at Silver Springs allows the camera to easily
show the "creature" stalking the swimmer - Creature from the Black Lagoon. http: / I
demonsresume .files. wordpress.com / 2011 I 10 I creature-from-the-black-lagoonscreenshotjpg

Yet the fever did not appear right away, and the writer was
able to enjoy his return through Jacksonville and neighboring St.
Augustine. There he viewed turkey vultures with his spyglass, and
lingered at the old fortification, Sanjuan de los Pinos, better known
as Castillo de San Marcos; and thus, with compassion, observed: ·
Now the moat is haunted by lizards and lovers only; and
there are buzzards upon the sentry towers; and there are
bats in the barbican:-it is just sixty-five years since the last
Spanish trooper tramped out of the sally-port, never to
come back. But squamated as the structure is, the dignity
of it imposes awe,-the antiquated vastness of it compels
respect for the vanished grandeur of Spain; the majesty of
its desolation is unspeakable. 34
Interestingly, while in St. Augustine, Hearn made no
reference to Ponce de Leon's "Fountain of Youth," but instead
34

Greenslet, "Vultur Aura," in Leaves from the Diary of an Impressionist, 89.
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sought it at Silver Springs. This contrasts with the most publicized
contemporary location of the fountain, found only a short distance
from Castillo de San Marcos. According to records from the St.
Augustine Historical Society, the city's fountain only dates to 1875,
and was mostly promoted in the early twentieth-century for tourist
purposes. 35 Furthermore, experts on Juan Ponce de Leon suggest
that the explorer never reached as far north along the Atlantic
coast as St. Augustine. Specifics concerning the locations travelled
to by Ponce de Leon are still shrouded in mystery; and, to this day,
various Florida springs insubstantially claim themselves to be the
explorer's true Fountain ofYouth. Lafcadio Hearn, and his friend,
had likely been informed of Silver Springs as being Ponce de Leon's
fountain byway of entrepreneurial attempts to promote tourism in
Florida, combined with vague references the writer had gleaned
from the various history books in his own collection.
Soon after Hearn returned to New Orleans, he grew extremely
ill from the aforementioned fever which he contracted in Florida.
The fever was most likely not due to the spring's "cold as death"
water but from mosquito-borne malaria. In fact, in 1888, just three
years after Hearn's trip, the city ofJacksonville experienced a mass
exodus of forty percent of its population due to fears concerning
a malarial epidemic. 36 Perhaps, due to his fr~endship with eminent
physicians in the Crescent City, he was better able to recover:
an unforeseen consequence of his literary reputation. A more
intriguing suggestion would be that Hearn recovered by the use of
creole medicine, a topic which he soon after covered in his article
''The Creole Doctor." He was given "a cure for bilious [sic] fever,"
which Hearn says:
was brought to me in a small earthenware jug, piping hot.
It was a drink which had a reddish color, an agreeable
odor, and an unpleasant bitter taste. I was told to let the
fluid cool before drinking, and not to be frightened at the
results, which proved alarming, for dizziness and difficulty
of breathing were among them. But the draught restored
me to complete health; and I may say that I even felt
unusually well for several months subsequently. 37

35
36
37

Tony Horwitz, A Voyage Long and Strange (New York: Picador, 2008), 284.
"History of the St.Johns River."
Mordell, "The Creole Doctor," in Occidental Gleanings, 2: 199. Also, see New
York Tribune, January 3, 1886.
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Soon following his return to New Orleans, Hearn wrote joyfully
to all of his best correspondents of his walking "in the track of old
Ponce de Leon," his "talking to the palm-trees," and his "swimming
the great Atlantic surf." 38 His mind lingered on Florida for most
of the following year, claiming that "for scenery and sunlight and
air,-air that is liquid jewel,-Flo rida seems to me the garden of
Hesperus." 39 And, as evidenced through his letters, he intended a
return trip in which he would pass through the state along the gulf
shores heading for the Caribbean. Writing to a dear literary friend
in Boston, he daydreams:
How delightful it would be if you could take a trip with
me in March, to the Floridian springs, to windy Key
West, or to the palmier Antilles, where we might watch
together the rose-blossoming of extraordinary sunrises,
the conflagration of apocalyptic sunsets. Is it impossible?
My dreams now are full of fantastic light-a Biblical light:
and the World-Ghost, all blue, promises inspiration. 40
Little did he realize the consequences of walking such a
divergent life-path and whateffectitwouldhave upon the endurance
of his friendships. In years to soon come, Hearn would find himself
somewhat isolated in the Caribbean, and a world apart in Japan.
While still in New Orleans after his trip, the writer fantasized to
his friends of his Floridian path to the Antilles in a friendly effort
to paint the contrasts of their lives by letter. He explains an artistic
need to add color to his writing, and an intended stopover for his
route, with the description that:
there are impressions of blue light and gold and green,
correlated to old Spanish legend, which can be found
only south of this line. I obtained a few in Florida;-! must
complete the effect by future visits: therefore I shall go
to the most vast and luminous of all ports known to the
seamen of the South-the Bay of the Holy Ghost (Espiritu
Santo) ,-in plainer language, Tampa. 41

38
39

40
41

Bisland, Life and L etters of Lafcadio Hearn, vol. 1, 341.
Ibid. This is a second time we hear Hearn referencing the "garden of
Hesperus," a place from Greek mythology in which grew golden apples; and,
only Atlas, the father of the Hesperides, knew of its location.
Ibid., 381-382.
Ibid., 375-376.
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Hearn never actually reached the Antilles through Florida
as he had wanted. Instead, he was forced to take a long trip by
steamer down the Atlantic coast from NewYork. 42 What we know of
the prolific travel writer is that, should he have journeyed through
the Gulf of Mexico, we would have yet more impressions of Florida
written for us by his hand. A last mention of his once-intended
route, to his best correspondent, allows readers to share a reverie
Hearn once indulged in; for he jests that instead of the "roar and
rumble of traffic and shrieking of steam and dust of microbes, I
shall dream by the shores of the phosphorescent seas, and inhale
the Spirit that moveth over the face of the Deep." 43

42

43

Ibid., 382 . In regard to his route, Hearn wrote: "at first I inte nded to g o through
lower Florida, and take a steamer at Key West for Havana. But I would have to
change vessels so many times, I thought it best to get a New York stearrie r for
Trinidad."
Ibid., 376.
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Camp Blanding Station Hospital in the War
Years
by George E. Cressman Jr.
reparation for and entry into World War II required
significant changes in the United States, especially for the
U.S. Army. Mobilization of manufacturing facilities created
noteworthy opportunities for women to work in jobs traditionally
considered the domain of men. Construction at camps and forts
drove substantial improvement for local economics still suffering
from the aftershocks of the great depression. And millions of
men-and a large number of women-entered military service.
During World War II, the U.S. Army underwent explosive
growth, reaching an ultimate size of eight million men and over
200 thousand women (over 60,000 nurses and 150,000 in the
Women 's Army Corps). These men and women, new to military
service, required extensive training to become effective soldiers.
Reception centers for new recruits were spread across the U.S.,
while training sites for this massive expansion were placed mainly
in the southern states.
Medical services were required to sustain the training sites;
men-and starting in 1943, women in the Women's Army Corps 1became sick or were injured in training. In addition, there was

P

George E. Cressman is a docent at the Camp Blanding Museum in Starke, Florida.
This is his first contribution to the Florida Historical Quarterly.
1
Judith A. Bellafaire, The Women's Army Corps: A Commemoration of World War II
Service (Washington, D .C.: The Center for Military History, 1972); and Mattie
E . Treadwell, The Women's Army Corps (Washington, D.C.: The Center for
Military History, 1954) .
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an increased need for training for men who would become "first
responders"-the corpsmen who served with the troops.
Camp Blanding, Florida, was a major training site during World
War II and its station hospital played an important role in meeting
the medical needs of the war effort. Originally a training facility
for the Florida National Guard, Camp Blanding was federalized in
1940. The site had facilities to house, mess, supply, and train two
army infantry divisions simultaneously. The first two occupantsthe 3pt and 43rd Infantry Division-found _a major building effort
still underway. 2 Eventually Camp Blanding was established as an
Infantry Replacement Training Center (IRTC) with a capacity of
40,000 men, making it the second largest IRTC in the U.S. 3 By the
end of the War, nine infantry division and an assortment of other
units had trained at Camp Blanding and IRTC had trained a total
of 165,224 men. 4
Establishing such a large camp necessitated the development
of medical facilities to accommodate trainees, training staff, and
camp administrative personnel. A 2,000-b~ d station hospital,
complete with all medical specialties, surgical, and dental services,
was planned. Construction of the Station Hospital began late in
1940 and was completed in mid-1941. Hospital staff grew as rapidly
as building construction; by mid-July 1941, staff consisted of 779
medical, 40 dental, and 11 veterinary allot:nient personnel. 5
understanding the transformation of medical care that
accompanied World War II is facilitated by the availability of
newspapers published at Camp Blanding, beginning with the
publication of The Bulletin in May 1941, followed by the launch of
the Bayonet, the weekly newspaper of the Infantry Replacement
Training Center, in the late fall of 1943. Finally, the camp
command center also published a weekly paper, the Camp Blanding
Report. These newspapers and newsletters provide insights into the
structure and functioning of the Camp Blanding Hospital as well as
daily life and recreation at the facility.

2
3
4

5

For a contemporary view of the building effort at Camp Blanding, see Lowell
Clucas, "Defense Comes to Our Town," SaturdayEveningPostl5 (March 1941):
36.
Camp Wolters, Texas, was the largest IRTC.
Captain William H. Willis, The Replacement and School Command, Army Ground
Forces Study No. 33 (Washington, D. C.: Army Ground Forces Historical
Section, 1946), 192.
The Bulletin, Camp Blanding Station Hospital, 1, no. 8,July 26,1941.
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The Evolution of the Army Medical Corps in World War TI
For the U.S. Army, the 1930s were a period of contraction and
severe budget restrictions. The result was an army Russell Weigley
describes as one that "may have been less ready than at any time in
its history" for combat. 6 During the contraction period, perhaps
the most seriously impacted army service was the medical corps.
Throughout the 1930s, the medical corps was able to neither train
nor equip the level of medical personnel that would be needed for
a full-scale conflict with a modern enemy army. 7
On September 8, 1939, President Franklin Roosevelt
proclaimed a limited national emergency one week after Germany
had invaded Poland. At that time, the U.S. Army operated seven
general hospitals (five in the continental United States, one in
Hawaii, and one in the Philippines) and 119 station hospitals (104
in the continental U.S., 15 in the Hawaiian Islands, the Philippines,
and the Panama Canal Zone) .8 The differentiation between
general and station hospitals was defined as follows:
• General hospitals, typically with 1,000 beds, provided medical
and surgical care for all cases. General hospitals had the
most elaborate equipment and thus provided care for the
more difficult illnesses, surgical cases, and rehabilitation
patients.
• Station hospitals, with capacities ranging from 25 to 900
beds, provided general medical and surgical care at fort or
camp locations. Treatment provided at station hospitals
was typically restricted to routine cases. More complicated
illnesses or surgical cases were transferred to general
hospitals or civilian facilities.
·
The Army's capability to treat sick and injured soldiers was capacity
constrained. InJune 1939, Army strength stood at 135,749 officers
and men in the continental U.S. and Alaska. The army medical
corps had 4, 136 beds in general hospitals (three percent of the

6
7
8

Russell F. Weigley, History of the United States Army (New York: MacMillan
Publishing Company, 1967), 402.
Mary C. Gillett, The Army Medical Department: 1919-1941 (Washington, D.C.:
Center of Military History, United States Army, 2009), 507.
Clarence McKittrick Smith, The Medical Department: Hospitalization and
Evacuation, Zone of Interior, United States Army in World War II: The Technical
Services (Washington, D.C. : Center of Military History, United States Army,
1989), 3.
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standing army) and 8,234 beds in station hospitals (six percent of
the standing army) .9
The U.S. Surgeon General reported in 1939 that the army's
hospitals were inadequate even for peacetime needs. A program to
modernize the medical corps' facilties had been propos~d as early
as 1934, but there had been insufficient congressional funding for
modernization. Consequently, the army's hospitals in 1939 would
support any expansion of the army. Hospitals were 25-35 years
old and wards did not allow segregation of patients according to
grade, gender, or disease. Further, there were few facilities for the
use of modern medical tools such as x-rays, oxygen treatments,
and physical therapy. Laboratory space was inadequate to meet
expected needs. Of the general and station hospitals available in
1939, the surgeon generaljudged only 25 as modern, fire-resistant
buildings and only fifty of the remaining hospitals suitable for
modernization. 10 There were three major challenges facing the
medical corps as the United States approached involvement in
World War II:
• Expansion of hospital and clinic capacity
• Expansion and training of medical and dental professional
staff
• Expansion of medical and dental supply capacity.

Challenge One: Expansion of Hospitals and Clinics
Hospital and clinic capacity expansion should have been a
relatively simple matter: estimate demand and then build the
required facilities-wards, clinics, offices, and housing for officers
and enlisted men providing medical care. But the medical corps
found expansion was not at all simple. Decisions were required on
what types of buildings and number of beds would be required and
where these should be located.11 Provision of adequate hospital
facilities and staff would have to be done on an extremely short time
table. Complicating the problem was that the-se difficult decisions
would have to be made by inexperienced medical corps officers. In
addition, while it was essential that medical capacity be dramatically
expanded in the U.S. (called the "Zone of the Interior"), it was also
9
10

11

Ibid.
Annual Report of the Surgeon General, U.S. Army, 1939 (Washington, D.C.: Office
of the Surgeon General, 1940), 170, 250.
Smith, The Medical Department, 7.
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absolutely necessary to train and equip medical teams for service
in the expected combat theaters. This training mission created
significant challenges for the Zone of Interior hospitals-staff
would be trained and immediately moved to field units, creating
persistent staff shortages.
When President Roosevelt proclaimed the limited national
emergency (September 1939), the immediate work of the medical
corps fell to the Planning and Training Division, then headed by
Colonel (later Brigadier General) Albert G. Love. The Planning
and Training Division had three subdivisions: Planning, Training,
and Hospital Construction and Repair. 12 The Hospital Construction
and Repair subdivision operated almost independently, with its
head, Lieutenant Colonel (later Colonel) John R. Hall having
direct access to the Surgeon General (Major General James C.
Magee in 1939). This subdivision managed all of the medical corps'
construction efforts, estimating bed requirements and planning
hospital locations and construction. The construction and repair
subdivision worked closely with the Quartermaster Corps and the
Corps of Engineers in its work.
Recognizing the challenge in expanding army medical
services, a hospitalization subdivision was established in February
1941 in the Professional Service Division. In April 1941, this
subdivision was separated and became the Hospitalization
Division, with Lieutenant Colonel (later Colonel) Harry D. Offutt
as chief. Although it was responsible for development of plans for
evacuation and hospitalization through liaison with other divisions
of the Surgeon General's Office, the Hospitalization Division did
not have the authority to formulate plans and coordinate the
implementation of hospitalization plans. Instead, this divisio.n
provided a facilitating role.
Anticipating its eventual involvement in a new global war, the
army's medical corps began to review its procedure for caring
for wounded and ill soldiers, a process that had been developed
during the U.S. Civil War and used during the Spanish-American
War and World War I. Patients would be given primary care in
forward, temporary hospitals in the combat zone before being
transferred to larger facilities capable of providing more advanced
care. Although the process remained the same as that used in
previous wars, the medical corps would be required to recruit and
12

Ibid ., 10.
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train significant numbers of personnel-medical staff (doctors and
nurses), therapists, dentists, and orderlies.
In 1939, however, the proposed casualty treatment process was
a paper practice only. At that point, only five field units existed
in the medical corps. The surgeon general reported that the
existence of such a small number of field medical units was the
result of congressional limits on the size of the Medical Department
of the Medical Corps. The medical department was restricted to
five percent of the strength of the standing Army, restrictions that
had been in place since 1929. 13 General and station hospitals used
more than four percent of the standing army manpower, making it
very difficult to staff field units. 14
In effect, in 1939, the medical corps had to build a service system
from scratch. An early decision involved the number of hospital
beds. An initial methodology for determining bed requirements,
based on World War I experience, proved too cumbersome. 15 A
simpler method-multiplying the number of troops by a pre-set
percentage- was adopted in late 1939.
Of course, the real question was, "What percentage rate?"
Initially four percent was used and bed planning was done at that
level. However, as mobilization grew in 1940, some surgeons came
to believe that the four percent level underestimated requirements.
In September 1940, General Magee asked the medical corps general
staff to consider shifting to a five percent rate for station hospitals.
Figures 1 and 2 show the dramatic increase in the required number
of beds. Medical corps staff adopted the five percent rate; however,
War Departm.ent higher command later reverted to the four
pe~ce n t level for authorized beds.
Althou gh the Surgeon General and the Army General Staff
eventua lly ag~eed on the required number of beds, there was
strong d isagreem e n t about the pace of construction of new hospital
facilities. \l\rar Dep a rtment policy in 1939 was to use existing
facilities io maximum extent. Emergency period construction
would follm\i~ in this orde r : 1) federal hospitals, 2) civilian hospitals,
3 ) va cated anny posts, and 4) public and private buildings such as
hote ~s and 5,chools.. N e\¥ station and general hospitals would be
built only as, a last reso rt.16
13

14
15
16

Army Regula6on 4-580, M edical Department, Hospitals-General Provisions,
J une 29,. 1929>.
Smith, The J.Uedical Depa1'.tment, 5.
Albert G. Loi,,~e, "\ >Var Casualties," The Army Bulletin, 24 (1930): 18.
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New construction would follow a "cantonment type" plan, using
one story, standardized frame construction building. Standard
plans existed for clinics, wards, messes, offices, personnel quarters,
and service buildings. Buildings could also be combined to create
hospitals ranging from 25 to 2,000 beds. To reduce the fire risk, all
buildings were to be separated by a minimum of 50 feet, and groups
of five buildings were to be separated by 100 feet. This meant a
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hospital consumed significant space; a 500-bed hospital required
20 acres of land. Figure 3 is an outline of a standard cantonment
type hospital.17 New hospital facility construction was done only at
posts where there were no hospital facilities; thus Camp Blanding
received a station hospital.
17

Ibid., 15 .
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Figure 3 . G e n e ral Plan for a Station Hospital. Sour ce: Claren ce McKittrick Smith,
The Medical Department: H ospitalization and Evacuation, Zone of I n terior. United States
Arm y in World War II: The Te chnical Services, (Washington, D.C.: U .S. Government
Printing Office, 1956).

Challenge Two: Expansion and Training of Professional Staff
Following World War I demobilization, the medical department
severely contracted.
From a World War I peak of 340,000
personnel, it declined to 11 ,500 officers and elisted men by June
1939. 18 Finding qualified professional staff (physicians, dentists,
veterinarians, nurses, etc.) was extremely difficult and resulted in a
number of vacancies which were incorporated into the overall War
Department openings. As a consequence, the medical department
often lost these slots. 19
In the spring of 1936, congress allowed the medical department
to increase its allotment of regular army medical officers by 50 and
the dental corps by 25. These increases were repeated in 1938
and 1939. The War Department recruited for medical officers,
18
19

Captain Robert]. Parks, M edical Training in World War II, Office of the Surgeon
General, Department of the Army, Washington, D.C. , 1974: l.
Gillett, The Army M edicalDepartment: 1917-1941, 511.
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but suspended recruitment of dental officers in the belief that the
dental corps was adequate for a peace time army. 20 In spite of these
changes, senior army commanders continued to report that they
had inadequate personnel, especially complaining of a shortage
of enlisted specialists. In April 1939, congress authorized 1 ,424
medical, 316 dental, 126 veterinary, and 16 medical administrative
officers for the regular Army. However, these levels were to be
reached by June 30, 1949 and achieved through ten equal annual
increases. 21
In August 1940, the Surgeon GeneralJames C. Magee reported
to the Adjutant General E. A. Adams that he was greatly concerned
about the deficit of officers in the medical department. Based
on an authorized army strength level of 375,000 in June 1940,
shortages were noted as 1,527 officers in the medical corps and
391 in the dental corps. The Surgeon General noted that if the
National Guard was federalized (which happened in late August
1940), shortages would rise to 5,295 in the medical corps and
1,295 in the dental corps. Finally, he warned that if "~ome form of
Selective Service" would be initiated by April 1941 shortages would
rise further to 8,455 in the medical corps and 2,044 in the dental
corps.22
The Surgeon General's notes on offi~ er shortages
underestimated the personnel challenges. Medical corps enlisted
personnel shortages had grown much worse during the 1930s. As
the number of officers increased, the number of required enlisted
personnel shortages had grown much worse during the 1930s.
As the number of officers increased, the number of required
enlisted personnel also increased- but throughout the 1930s
there was no additional recruitment. The shortage of enlisted
men handicapped training efforts. Those enlisted men available
were so widely dispersed that conducting organized training was
virtually impossible. In April 1939, congress authorized an increase
in enlisted men from 6,500 to 8,000. 23 Still, by June 1939 there
were only two regular medical regiments within the United States,
with a third regiment in Hawaii, and a fourth in the Philippines.

20
21
22
23

Ibid., 512.
John H. McMinn and Max Levin, Medical Department, United States Army:
Personnel in World War II (Washington D. C.: Superintendent of Documents,
U.S. Government Printing Office, 1963), 58.
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. Professional staff positions traditionally held by women-for
example, dieticians, physical therapists, and nurses-were also in
short supply. Training for these roles had been discontinued in the
early 1930s because of inadequate funding. Available nurses were
so few that many army posts had no nurses at all. While the need
for nurses was apparent in both gener..al and station hospitals, the
assumption was that nurses could be quickly recruited in the private
sector. Consequently, the army nursing school was discontinued in
1931 to reduce medical corps expenses. 24_ The development of a reserve corps was intended to alleviate
some of the personnel storages, both in the army and the medical
corps. Medical officers were recruited to the reserves, but the
process was troubled. Unless a corps commander certified that
a reserve officer's private practice was closely related to his army
work, only his duty training could qualify for his continued
eligibility for the reserves. As a result, medical officers frequently
left the reserves when their private practice work failed to qualify
for certification. Reserve officer appointments were renewed
every five years; renewals required the participation of all officers,
including medical officers, in duty training during their five year
appointment. Because of inadequate funding, medical officers
were scheduled for duty training every eight years, resulting in a
failure to renew the appointments of many otherwise qualified
medical officers. No reserve nurse recruitment existed: it was felt
that it would be impossible to maintain such a program because
nurses would undoubtedly leave when they married. 25
Another factor exacerbating the supply of medical care
professionals was the requirement that the army provide medical
and dental services to the Civilian Conservation Corps. Established
in 1933 to provide work for unemployed younger Americans, the
CCC imposed demands on many different branches of the army,
but the medical corps was especially hard hit in terms of personnel
and supply.
As mobilization was implemented in 1940 and 1941, camp
station hospital staffs were rapidly overwhelmed. Administration
of expanding hospital facilities required greater time . Laboratories
and clinical staff managed both disease and iajuries in camp. Station
and general hospitals could not expand their staffs rapidly enough

24
25

Ibid., 513.
Ibid., 514.
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to meet the challenges. The need to train medical personnel for
deployment to field units left critical personnel shortages.
Congress did not allow any increase in medical corps
commissioned officers in 1940 despite increasing demand. In 1941,
congress allowed an expansion of commissioned officer to 1,230,
but this number was well short of requirements. The dental corps
personnel shortage was even worse, due to the War Department's
refusal to allow expansion during the 1930s. Some dentists who
had been deployed to overseas duty were recalled t:o treat the flood
of draftees arriving at military posts. 26
A shortage of enlisted men persisted and grew steadily worse
as mobilization proceeded. In May 1940, the surgeon general
convinced congress to allow an expansion of the enlisted force
from five percent to seven percent of the army enlisted strength.
Most station hospitals were staffed at only fifty percent of their
table of organization, as enlisted men and officers were used to
staff field units and form a training cadre. 27
In spite of the projection that nurses could be easily recruited,
the shortage of nurses remained a continuing challenge. Unlike
other medical personnel, congress had not set limits on the
number of nurses but allowed the War Department to set nursing
stafflevels. InJune 1939, nursing staff was set at 675; one year later
the level was raised to 949. 28 The result was an inadequate nursing
staff to support hospital expansion.
Changes were made to the physical and age requirements
for nurses to encourage more volunteers.
In an attempt to
staff general, station, and field hospitals, nurse recruitment was
dramatically increased in late 1940. African-American nurses who
met the American Red Cross nursing requirements were added to
the recruitment pool. The American Red Cross was the recruiting
agency for the U.S. Army Nurse Corps and attempted to induct
2,500 nurses per month. As with other medical professionals,
recruitment of nurses remained a problem throughout the war.
In one effort to alleviate the shortage, the army initiated a U.S.
Cadet Nurses Corps which provided a two-year nurse's training
curriculum. Graduates could (but were not required to) accept
a commission as a Second Lieutenant in the Army Nurse Corps. 29
26
27
28
29
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As in all other aspect of U.S. military policy in the war period,
medical care was racially segregated (see the following section
"Segregation" for a discussion on segregation at the Camp
Blanding Station Hospital). Two black infantry divisions (92nd and
93•-d ) operated throughout the war and trained separately from
white divisions. The majority of African Americans drafted during
the war served in the army.
Consistent with the segregations policy, medical care for blacks
was provided in segregated wards and, where possible, was provided
by black medical staff. Although black nurses had indicated a
desire to join the ANC as early as 1927, none had been permitted
to do so. When a black nurse applied in 1940, the official response
noted that army regulations made no provision for the acceptance
of African Americans. Later the same year, when questioned about
the admission of black nurses, Surgeon General James C. Magee
responded:" ... their employment has been found impracticable in
time of peace. You may rest assured that when military conditions
make it practicable for the War Department to use colored nurses
they will not be overlooked. " 30
The American Red Cross and the NationalAssociation of Colored
Graduate Nurses (NACGN) protested the army's refusal to admit
black nurses to the ANC. Mabel K Staupers, executive secretary of
the NACGN, visited with President Roosevelt and encouraged him to
end the discrimination " ...with the faith and belief that [he would]
do something to remove this stigma from the Negro nurse." 31
In October 1940, Surgeon General Magee proposed that
black nurses be employed in hospitals that had an average of
100 African-American patients. The following January the army
opened the ANC to black nurses with a quota of 56 nurses. By
February the Army Nurse Corps's "First Reserve" had 117 black
nurses registered and, shortly afterward, plans were announced
to call 185 African-American nurses to active duty. On June 25,
1941, President Roosevelt signed Executive Order 8802 creating
the Fair Employment Practices Commission, intended to eliminate
discrimination in defense programs. Despite these advances, the
1943 quota for black nurses was 160. 32
30
31
32
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InJune 1943, Congresswoman Frances Payne Bolton (R. Ohio)
introduced an amendment to the Nurse Training Bill that barred
racial bias in admittance to the ANC. This led to the admission
of 2,000 black women to the army's cadet nurse program. The
percentage of black women in the cadet program rose to 22
percent of all students by 1944. Training of black students
generally occurred at twenty black nursing schools, although some
400 students studied at forty-nine white nursing schools. 33 In spite
of the pressing need for more nurses, by the end of- the war, there
were only 479 black nurses in an ANC of 50,000.
As the number of wounded soldiers returning to the U.S.
increased in 1943 and 1944, the medical corps acknowledged the
need for physical therapists and the number of physical therapy
aides grew. A program to train Women's Army Corps members as
aides was initiated in the spring of 1944. Aides had previously been
trained in civilian schools, but the need for additional workers
forced the medical corps to move training to army schools. 34
Although the surgeon general was responsible for -all medical
and dental training, training authority was dispersed across a
number of offices, a bureaucratic reality that complicated and
slowed decision-making. The surgeon general established training
doctrine, but actual training for combat units was conducted within
the unit. 35 Training for general, station, and field hospitals fell to
the surgeon general's office. In practice, combat units training at
a post often "lent" personnel (both officers and enlisted men) to
a station hospital. Training and development practice was then
provided to men who then moved on with their combat unit.
Personnel assigned to station and general hospitals were
reassigned as soon as their training period was completed, often
to field hospitals or combat units deploying for overseas duty.
Consequently, station hospitals operated in an environment of
constant personnel flux. As was true for other station and general
hospitals across the country, personnel shortages plagued Camp
Blanding's Station Hospital throughout the World War II.

Challenge Three: Expansion of Supply Capacity
The equipment and supplies the medical corps had available
during the 1930s suffered two problems: 1) both equipment and
33
34
35
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supply were extremely limited, and 2) the available equipment
and supply were outdated. Both of these problems were partially
the result of the funding issues the army, and consequently, the
medical corps experienced after World War I.
There was, however, another issue that affected the delivery of
medical and dental services: medical care-had changed dramatically
since World War I. Sulfa drugs, whole blood and blood plasma
treatments had been developed during the inter-war period.
More effective anesthetics led to better surgical outcomes. X-ray
technology had improved substantially. Many of the improved
treatment protocols required equipment and supplies that were
not widely stocked in medical corps supply depots.
Making matters worse, supply logistics were as complicated
as procedures for building new hospitals and training medical
personnel. The finance and supply division of the Surgeon
General's office coordinated supply efforts, but purchasing was
split between two functions. Starting in 1932, the quartermaster
corps managed procurement of everything of a "non-technical"
nature, while the surgeon general's office was responsible for
purchasing and inventorying all "special and technical" items.
Major purchases were handled through (our field purchasing
depots; station hospitals conducted minor purchases on their own.
Unlike the personnel problem, supply challenges were generally
resolved by mid-war as the quartermaster corps became better
staffed and more proficient. 36

Camp Blanding Station Hospital: The Beginning
Letter oflnstruction number 33, dated September I 0, 1940 and
issued at headquarters, Fort Bragg, North Carolina, ordered Major
R.R. Raymond to proceed to Camp Blanding. Camp Blanding,
named in honor of Lt. General Albert H. Blanding, was opened
as the Florida National Guard's training site in 1939. The post was
mobilized by the war department in the fall of 1940. One medical
officer and two medical enlisted men from the 36th Field Artillery
accompanied Major Raymond in the initial party. Less than a
month later, Colonel Reginald H. Kelley assumed command of the
camp. In rapid succession command changed three times as new
units arrived with general officers: Major GeneralJohnJ. Persons
of the 31st Infantry Division (December 1940), Major General
36
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Morris B. Payne of the 43rd Infantry Division (March 1941), and
Brigadier General Louis Albert Kunzig (July 1941). 37
The Camp Blanding Station Hospital was established on
September 14, 1940, by Lieutenant JD. Spencer (Medical Corps)
with two enlisted men. When Colonel L. R. Poust arrived, he
assumed command of the station hospital as camp surgeon and
commanding officer. It was a meager beginning, administered
from a temporary building. A month later, the hospital staff placed
the first requisitions for a permanent facility-a 25-bed hospital
that quickly expanded to 250 beds. Early in November the first
members of the hospital staff arrived, and the detachment was
soon augmented by fifty men from Fort Bragg, Fort Jackson, and
Fort McPherson. The first of eleven army nurses arrived by the end
of the month; with no quarters available for the women, they were
temporarily housed in the Camp caretakers' homes. On December
9, 1940, the first group of 122 trainees arrived at Camp Blanding. 38
The lack of equipment and supplies posed immediate problems
for the camp . Some doctors privately purchased equipment and
provided it for hospital use . When the first shipment of equipment
arrived on January 1, 1941, it was for a 1,000-bed hospital-an error
that relieved many of the supply problems. The on-going rush to
build out Camp Blanding and the poor supply positiQn made life
difficult for the medical staff. Nurse Ruth Evelyn Parks commented:
"The sense of permanency which everywhere is apparent at
regular Army posts is lacking here. The tent villages and hastily
constructed one-story buildings give one the impression that their
usefulness is for the duration of the emergency."
However, as
hospital construction neared completion, the medical department
moved from its tents to the new facilities on December 24, 1940.
Parks described the facility for readers: "The hospital area is made
up of five long rows of one-story units, all connected by covered
passageways. "39
The station hospital was officially occupied on January 10,
1941. By August of that year, the 2,000-bed facility that covered
more than 3,450,000 square feet of building space was the
largest general hospital in Florida.40 The administrative building
contained the hospital's commanding officer and staff in the front
37
38
39
40
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Figure 4. Aerial View of Camp Blanding, 1941. Station Hospital is in the left center
of the photo. Signal Corps Image.
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Figure 5. Camp Blanding Station Hospital Layout Late 1942. Note: Some Wards
Changed Functions in 1943. Source: The Bulletin, Camp Blanding Hospital.
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Figure 6 . Ward Building. Corps of Engineers Image.

and right center with the Sergeant Major's office in the right wing.
The hospital Registrar occupied the left wing, with the Medical
Inspector's office in the center of the building. The administration
building also housed the Chief Nurse's office, the Officer of the
Day, and an Information office. 4 1
Hospital staff consisted of 570 enlisted men, 173 nurses and
146 officers. 42 By mid-year 1942, the statio n hospital had been
designated as a training center for medical corps personnel. Two
years later it was named a regional station hospital and assigned
patients within a 75-mile radius to the facility in order to relieve
congestion at general hospitals. 43 The same-year the station hospital
was assigned an Army Retirement Board and a Retirement Board
for Army Nurses. As a retirement board facility, station hospital
served as a local examination hospit;;tl for retiring army personnel
living in Florida.
Station Hospital Services
As a large facility, the station hospital had a full complement
of medical services, including both clinical (e.g. urology, gastrointestinal, orthopedic, etc.) and support services. The first of these
services to be organized was the x-ray department. By mid-year
1942, this department reported 40,000 x-rays_per year. 44
41
42

43
44
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The first surgical theater was housed in a building in the
artillery brigade area (west of the eventual hospital site). This
facility performed only minor surgeries; major surgical cases were
sent to the Veteran's Hospital in Lake City, Florida. The surgical
pavilion opened in January 1941 with a staff of six doctors, two
nurses, and four enlisted men.
the fall of 1942, the surgical staff
had grown to 27 doctors, 10 nurses, and 16 enlisted technicians;
turnover resulted in fluctuations in staff levels. At this point, the
surgical record showed a peak of 300procedures in one month. 45
In September 1942, Lt. Col. Charles N. Boucek was chief of
surgical services and Major E.B. RobinsonJr. was the assistant chief
of surgical services, anesthesiologist, and officer in charge of the
operating pavilion. First Lieutenant Margaret Goodrum served
as the nurse in charge of the operating pavilion and sergeants
James White, John Lewis, and Earl Hart were her staff. The chief
operating nurse was 1st Lt. Evelyn Longmire and Staff Sergeant H.
Zimoski. 46
As combat operations intensified in 1943 and 1944, wounded
patients arrived at the station hospital. The majority of these
wounded were assigned to the camp's Infantry Replacement
Training Center (IRTC) training staff when sufficiently recovered.
Medical staff quickly realized that they needed to provide
rehabilitation services to enable injured and sick patients to return
to service.
In early May 1944, a reconditioning section was inaugurated
at the station hospital. The purpose was to provide convalescent
services to men recovering from illness, injury, or wounds, and
hasten their physical and mental recovery. Robert G. Goodall
commanded the reconditioning section with lieutenants John W.
Davis, Sterling E. Hoon, andJoe Freidman as staff. 4 7
Corporal Raymond Spier was one of the first men to benefit
from this program. A veteran of the Buna campaign, he had been
wounded in the Pacific Theatre battle. An article in the IRTC's
newsletter, Bayonet, identified Spier as the first to use a new facility
at the station hospital-a row of telephones set at heights for
patients in wheelchairs. Spier reportedly used the phone to call
his home in Nebraska. 48

By
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The reconditioning effort reflected a larger need seen
throughout the wartime army. In an April 1944 conference at
Lawson General Hospital in Atlanta, Surgeon General Norman
T. Kirk noted that the British army had successfully implemented
a reconditioning effort and ordered that a similar program be
initiated in the U .S. Army. 49 General Kirk recognized the new
program required additional physical therapists and indicated
that a new program would offer trainjng for servicewomen in
the Women's Army Corps (WACs) to fill the need for therapists.
Previously therapists had been recruited only from civilian schools,
but the supply had proved inadequate for military needs. At Camp
Blanding the reconditioning section made extensive use of the
services of physical therapists . First Lieutenant Emily Fairbanks
supervised activities at the convalescent gymnasium that was part
of the physio-therapy clinic.50
Dental care required a substantial staff, and by early 1945, the
dental staff consisted of 100 dental officers. Across Camp Blanding
there were a total of 61 dental units, with dental care available
in the Prisoner of War facility and all bivouac areas. The station
hospital included three dental clinics and a dental laboratory. 51
The station hospital laboratory began operations in a field
tent in December 1940 with one offiEer and nine enlisted men.
The first laboratory officer was a Captain Askew, who was replaced
by Captain John Cuttino, M.D . The laboratory served many
functions, but was particularly important to one area-infectious
disease . Major Roy E. Kinsey served as the chief of contagious and
infectious diseases throughout 1942 and 1943. 52
As the station hospital began functioning, the laboratory
collected about 2,000 specimens per month, examining about half
of these principally for blood typing, venereal disease control, etc.
Once the hospital was in full service in the fall of 1942, the laboratory
collected 20,000 specimens per month and performed 70 different
tests . Housed in Building A-13 (see the station hospital layout
in Figure 4), the laboratory had twelve fully equipped laboratory
rooms. Tests were provided for clinical diagnosis, but also included
water quality tests and milk quality tests for the mess hall. In an
interesting side not, the station hospital kept two sheep for use in
49
50
51
52
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various laboratory tests. These sheep were sheared annually, with
the forty to sixty pounds of wool sold commercially. 53
Laboratory service also provided training for personnel who
were then deployed to other field and general hospitals. As a
measure of its performance, the station hospital received an
"Excellent" rating from the Fou-rt:h Service Headquarters and held
this high standard throughout the hospital's existence . 54 The high
ratings the laboratory received can be explained by the quality of the
staff which was available to the army cluring the war. For example,
pt Lt. Jakob A. Stekol, Sanitary Corps, held a PhD in biochemistry
and had been employed by the Institute for Experimental Medicine
at the Mayo Clinic prior to joining the army. A prolific researcher,
Lt. Stekol had forty-two publications by the time he came to Camp
Blanding in 1942. As an indication of military concerns for the
future, Stekol had received a diploma from the 79t11 Infantry Special
Services School as a Unit Gas Officer. 55
The station hospital provided a supportive environment for
developing improved medical procedures relevant to battlefield
medicine. For example, anticipated jungle combat encouraged the
military to understand the causes and treatment of heat casualties.
The station hospital staff participated in a study conducted across
all Fourth Service Command facilities to monitor heat-related
casualties. Of the 1,307 such casualties in the period January 1
to August 26, 1942, Camp Blanding soldiers accounted for only
eight cases. Of the total casualties across the command, 378 were
hospitalized; all eight Camp Blanding cases were. Most important
to the study, of the thirteen deaths associated with heat, none
occurred at Camp Blanding. 56 In another example, Major Roy.E.
Kinsey exaTilined techniques for reducing hemorrhaging in men
with severe liver damage, discovering ways to improve the utility
of donor blood. 57 Finally, the widespread use of sulfa drugs in
combat zones made the development of protocols for their safe use
a priority. Major Duward Wright and Major Roy Kinsey reported
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methods for reducing kidney problems that resulted from the use
of sulfa compounds. 58
The medical inspector's office, headed by Lt. Colonel James A.
Coleman, was responsible for camp and hospital sanitation. This
office oversaw insect and rodent control as well as efforts to control
venereal disease. Major Joseph E. Webb Jr. served as the camp 's
entomologist. One of the most important tasks of the inspector's
office was mosquito control, a near constant occupation due to the
camp's location and topography. By December 1942, fifty miles of
drainage ditches had been built inside the camp and more were
planned. Mosquito control was accomplished by spreading oil
over standing water in ditches; by December 1942, some 100,000
gallons of oil had been used for mosquito control. The strategy
seemed to have been effective. The Bulletin noted that no new
cases of malaria had occurred in Camp Blanding and no yellow
fever-bearing mosquitoes had been found. 59
Toward the end of the war, Camp Blanding was selected as a
test site for demonstration of the effectiveness of the insecticide
DDT, billed as the "Army's powerful new insecticide." DDT was
shown effective in controlling roaches in mess halls and for fly and
mosquito control. A seminar held at Camp Blanding in the fall of
1944 instructed other posts on the proper use of DDT. 60
Other functions in the medical inspector's office included
venereal disease control, food and nutnt1on and sanitary
engineering. As was true for military bases everywhere, venereal
diseases caused particular challenges. The medical inspector's
office attempted to control the spread of venereal diseases through
education and by tracing the contac~ of infected soldiers. This
effort was conducted in conjunction with the U.S. Public Health
Service. In the food and nutrition section, a civilian, Miss Jane
R. Spinella served as the hospital's chief dietician and advised
on menus and food preparation for the hospital and the camp.
58
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Figure 7. Spraying for mosquitoes at CamP-..Blanding. Medical Corps Photograph.

Under the supervision of Captain H. McDonnell, the sanitation
engineer's section focused on issues related to water supply and
treatment, sewerage collection and disposal, garbage disposal, and
to the drainage of swamps and ditches. These often-unnoticed
sections of the station hospital were critical to the health of the
camp population and the recovery of men transferred to facility
from war zones.
A final note demonstrates the home front aspects of the station
hospital. As a large army post, wives and families of both training
staff and trainees moved the Camp Blanding area to be near their
husbands and fathers. The station hospital provided services to
wives and families, opening an obstetrical ward in 1942. During
the course of 1943, the station hospital's "Women's Section"
recorded 1 78 deliveries, including 90 male babies (two sets of
twins) and 88 females. The Women's General Ward was located
in Buildings A-19 to A-27 (see Figure 5; wards were relocated from
their original 1942 locations) with the Obstetrical Ward located in
Building A-26. 61
61
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The Nursing Staff
Nurses served in the Army Nurse Corps (ANC) and were critical
to medical services everywhere including the Camp Blanding
station hospital. Initially nurses entered the ANC as graduates
of accredited nursing schools. They were subsequently trained
in army procedures and prepared to staff hospitals in combat
theatres . Their military training included both combat medical
topics and physical fitness. As the war progressed members of the
Women's Army Corps were trained as nurse technicians to relieve
the nursing shortage . WAC volunteers received 4 1h weeks of basic
hospital training and six weeks of specialty training as a medical,
surgical, or clerical technician. At Camp Blanding, these women
served in the radiology department and the laboratory. 62
As the war continued, nurses with overseas service returned to
the United States and some were assigned to the station hospital.
In all, 36 nurses who were stationed at Camp Blanding had from
6 months to 36 months of overseas service.!iQ Three examples
of women with combat-area experience will demonstrate the
commitment of military nurses. In August 1942, 1st Lt. Mollie
Peterson joined the nursing staff in the Chief Nurse's office. Lt.
Peterson had joined ANC in October 193.8 and was serving in
the Philippines when the Japanese attacked in December 1941.
Moving from Bataan to Manila to Corregidor, Lt. Peterson was
evacuated from the Philippines by submarine. 64 First Lieutenant
Eugenia L. Holzknecht served in New Guinea and was awarded
the Bronze Star. Second Lieutenant Regina C . Monaghan served
in the Burma-India Theatre and was awarded a Battle Star for her
service there .65
While the nursing and medical staff experienced on-going
personnel turnovers and a persistent shortage of supplies, they
were proud of their facilities . Nurses boasted that Camp Blanding's
station hospital was the only such facility with its own Nurse's
Club .66 They also enjoyed a section of the Lake Kingsley Beach
that was reserved specifically for nurses, where they sponsored an
annual beach party, typically in March .67
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Station Hospital Training
In addition to providing medical, surgical, and dental care for
the men and women serving at Camp Blanding, the station hospital
also developed and supported training courses for combat units.
For example, in spring 1944, the station hospital staff developed
a "Combat First Aid" course for men training in the IRTC. The
objective of the course was to ensure that wounded soldiers
received proper first aid. The course became a regular part of the
IRTC battle courses. Taught in a two-hour program (with 1.5 hours
of practical work), trainees were taught to administer first aid. The
program consisted of eight practice stations: hemorrhages, shock,
hand wounds, bullet wounds to the jaw, chest wounds, fractures of
arms and legs, and burns. Station hospital staff provided teaching
materials and regularly reviewed the instruction. 68
Station hospital staff developed a series of intensive training
courses for enlisted medical personnel. For example, in the late
fall of 1942, a set of weekly tutorials was implemented. Throughout
the following year, the Camp Blanding Bulletin recorded a variety
of topics of instruction that ranged from transportation of patients
by litter to the proper way to splint.a broken limb. As a reflection
of the ongoing concern soldiers retained from the experiences
of WWI, medical servicemen were instructed on the detection
of poison gas. Finally, in recognition of the military's medical
organizational structure, they also learned the functions of the
battalion aid station and the collecting station.69
By the end of 1943, in addition to individuals trained through
the hospital's programs, the following units had been trained for
service in Europe and the Pacific.
• 3rd Station Hospital (European Theatre)
• 5t1i Evacuation Hospital (European Theatre)
• gm Evacuation Hospital (Mediterranean and European
Theatres)
• 24th Evacuation Hospital (European Theatre)
• 37th General Hospital (Mediterranean Theatre)
• 43rd Station Hospital (Mediterranean Theatre)
• 264th Station Hospital (European Theatre)
68
69
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Two additional units trained at Camp Blanding in 1944.
The l 76th Station Hospital served on Saipan in the Pacific
theatre and participated in efforts to control dengue
fever. 70
The hospital staff also contributed to the health education of
the civilian population in the Camp Blanding area. Infectious and
debilitating, tuberculosis remained a significant health problem
in the 1940s. Since undiagnosed cases were significant factors in
the spread of the disease, the station hospital staff cooperated with
the Florida Board of Health in reporting cases diagnosed among
the camp's trainees and staff. 71 The hospital staff also actively
participated in local medical seminars. Colonel C. B. Callard, the
hospital's second commander, spoke on the topic of "Restaurant
Sanitation in War Areas from U .S. Army Viewpoint" at a Jacksonville
Food and Milk Seminar in May 1943. 72 Finally, with the return to
civilian life of wounded soldiers, the hospital staff made the War
Department film, "Sweeping into Step," available to the public
to educate Floridians on the thoughts and challenges amputee
veterans faced. 73 These public education initiatives demonstrate
that the role of Camp Blanding's station hospital was not limited to
post activities, nor was the health of soldiers training there isolated
from local health issues.
The Maneuvers
Training maneuvers were a regular feature of life at Camp
Blanding as men gained combat skills for deployment to the Pacific
and European-Mediterranean theatres. - Medical and technical
services were critical to the training maneuvers and the successful
deployment of soldiers. In the late summer of 1941, sixteen nurses
from the station hospital were sent to staff an evacuation hospital
for the Louisiana maneuvers. In this example, injured and sick
soldiers were taken to an evacuation hospital where those needing
additional hospitalization were loaded on trains and some were
70
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sent to the Camp Blanding station hospital. During the Louisiana
maneuvers in September 1941, 438 patients arrived at the Camp
Blanding rail siding where they were transferred to ambulances
and taken to the station hospital for treatment. 74
In the fall of 1941, fifteen nurses were sent to the Carolina
maneuvers to staff evacuation_hospitals. Again, injured patients
were evacuated to the Camp Blanding hospital. 75 On November
28, 1941 , the station hospital processed a record 286 injured
patients arriving on twelve Pullman cars. By this point in the war,
station hospital staff had become so proficient in the management
of patient arrivals that they averaged unloading of ambulances at a
rate of five minutes per patient. The skills learned and procedures
optimized during maneuvers served not only the combat troops,
but also the support and technical services.

Segregation
As was the case for all branches of the military, station hospital
staff was racially segregated. Separate quarters were maintained
for black troops and, starting with the May 23, 1942 issue of The
Bulletin, a column in the camp ne:.vspaper was provided for black
enlisted men.
Entitled "Hutment Happenings," the column
contained information on social activities and gossip for black
soldiers. Private Julius Russell, the author of the column, described
the hutments used throughout Camp Blanding as " .. . the latest
innovation in troop housing for warm climates." He enthused that
"the new huts with 4-way panel ventilation are almost like cottages
at some beach. " 76 The army provided a separate beach that was
located seven miles south of Camp Blanding for black personnel
and transportation was available for trips to the lake. 77 Medical
care for black soldiers was also segregated with separate wards
established for African Americans. It is unclear if black nurses
were stationed at the hospital.
Prisoner of War Cam.p
Among the more unusual features of Camp Blanding were the
three prisoner of war camps that were located on the .installation at
74
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various times during the war. Just after the United States entered
World War II, a prison camp (Stockade Two) for civilians from
Central America was opened. These prisoners were of German
descent and many of them had lived in Guatemala, Costa Rica,
and Panama. Over 4,000 people of German heritage were arrested
after the attack on Pearl Harbor and moved to prison camps in the
United States. Stockade Two was never intended to be a permanent
POW camp and by mid-1942, the prisoners had been moved to
other camps or exchanged for civilians being held in Germany. 78
There were, however, two permanent POW facilities at Camp
Blanding. The smaller of the two held German naval personnel
captured from the sinking of German submarines. The larger
POW facility housed German captives, many from the North
Africa campaign. 79 In accordance with provisions of the Geneva
conventions for the treatment of POWs, enlisted men held a Camp
Blanding were required to work and were sent to sub-camps across
the state to labor in citrus and sugar cane production.
The station hospital maintained a ward for the prisoners
(building C-24 in figure 5). While U.S. Army Medical Corps
personnel worked in the POW ward, German Medical Corps
men also cared for POW patients. Figure 9 shows some of these
men. Interestingly, late in the war a German physician, Capt. W.
Reinhardt, became a member of the POW medical ward staff. 80

Recreation and Cam.p Life
The Bulletin documents a variety of forms of entertainment for
white soldiers and staff stationed at Camp Blanding. Organized
sports were immensely popular with station personnel. Boxing
was a particular favorite and men were encouraged to "settle their
differences" in the ring. Baseball, softball, football, and basketball
were also popular and teams were organized within the divisions at
the camp; games were played between divisions and with military
teams in Jacksonville and some civilian teams. 81
Entertainment for both patients and hospital staff was highly
organized. Concerts and shows were scheduled regularly. Some
78
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Figure 9. German POW Medical Ward Staff. Men in white uniforms are POWs
from the German Medical Corps. Standing second from right is physician Capt. W .
Reinhardt, German Medical Corps, also a POW. Photo: Courtesy Camp Blanding
Museum.

of the programs were produced with camp personnel, but many
professional shows also appeared on the Florida stage. In June
1941, the "Hollywood Troupe" with a "chorus of Hollywood
lovelies" participated in a show with Allan Jones, 82 Vo la Colli,
Collette Lyons, and Honey Murray. 83 That same year, the Citizens
Committee for the Army and Navy provided a show with Beverly
Whitness, the Hilton Sisters, 84 George Prentice, and Lynda
Moody perforrning. 85 The ROXY Theater Review, a USO camp
show, appeared in October 1942 with the Gae Foster Girls, Dave
Apollon, and Star Kavanagh in the cast. 86 The following month
the Fisk Jubilee Singers performed a USO musical for the camp.87
82
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The ROXY USO show returned to Camp Blanding in January
1943 with "Show Time at the ROXY." 88 In October 1943, Irving
Berlin's Broadway musical, "This is the Army" with an "All Star"
cast was performed at the camp.89 Laraine Day appeared in Camp
Blanding in mid-November 1943; she toured the station hospital
and performed a show for the camp.90
Entertainment took various forms ranging from classical
concerts to the "Camel Caravan" to locally-produced talent shows.
In July 1942, David Rubinoff (1897-1986),- a popular violinist of
the period presented a violin concert for hospital patients at the
recreation building. 91 Later that fall, Martha Reddick performed
a violin recital for patients as well. 92 The "Camel Caravan" was an
interesting and well-known form of entertainment for wartime
soldiers. The caravan had no connection to circuses or animals;
instead, it was a traveling troupe of actors, dancers, and singers
sponsored by the manufacturers of Camel cigarettes. Popular with
the troops, the main reason for attending was to get free cigarettes.
The Bulletin invariably noted that these events ended with a
room full of smoke.93 Not all entertainment at the hospital was
professional. An "All Hospital Talent Show" was staged in August
1942 using home-grown talent. 94 In October 1943, hospital talent
was featured in a show titled "Blitz of Hits," and was produced by
Capt. Lester Russin and directed by Lt. Phillip Faversham. The
show included minstrel acts, music, comedy, and "glamour." 95
Starting in July 1942, a series of programs were broadcast from
Camp Blanding. Radio station ~HP in Jacksonville provided
the initial broadcasting, with ~AX soon assuming control over
the programming.96 The first broadcasts were heard on Sunday
evenings and lasted for one hour. The programs were funded by
88
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Starke, Jacksonville, and St. Augustine USOs and directed by the
Camp Blanding Public Relations Office. Lt. Edmund D . Smith
was the announcer and the station hospital Glee Club provided
opening and closing features. Brigadier General Kunzig delivered
a short address in the inaugural broadcast. Programming later
moved to a half-hour slot on Wednesday evenings.97 Another
popular radio broadcast was staged on Saturday mornings from
6:30 am to 8:00 am on Jacksonville station WPDQ. Titled "Here's
Heidy," the program featured music selections and was broadcast
by Heidy Mayer who devoted partic ular attention to activities at
Camp Blanding. 98
The radio broadcasts became major productions for camp staff
and made full use of camp talent. For example, the early broadcasts
featured an orchestra under the direction of Staff Sergeant Leyden
(station hospital staff) with a saxophonist and clarinetist from Rudy
Vallee's orchestra and a clarinetist from Artie Shaw's orchestra.
The vocalist with the camp orchestra was Bill Lester, formerly with
the Mel Hallett orchestra. Nill Wallet, a former opera singer also
performed. "Boogy woogy" piano solos vied with the camp glee
club to provide entertainment for the men and women at Camp
Blanding. 99
_
Not all broadcasts were as entertaining. In 1943, Gainesville
station, WRUF, began broadcasting the "Blanding Bed Check" every
Wednesday night at 9:00 pm. The September 8, 1943 program,
dedicated to the new Women's Army Corps drew particular
interest. The Quartermasters stationed at Camp Blanding hosted
the "Quarter Hour" at 6:30 pm on Wednesdays that highlighted
quartermaster activities. 10° Finally, local radio stations also provided
educational broadcasts, including WPDQ's 39-week series titled
"Let's Learn Spanish. " 101
Games, contests, and dances also filled the leisure hours of
staff, patients, and soldiers. Chess and checkers tournaments were
ubiquitous. These tournaments progressed through elimination
rounds to crown hospital champions.102 In the fall of 1943, the
camp organized a "Football Guessing" contest, with winners divided
between officers and enlisted men. Weekly winners received a
97
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prize of a carton of cigarettes. 103 Dances were also popular events.
In May of 1942, the station hospital staged a "Barn Dance" that
featured a Hillbilly Band and a harmonica band. Private [first
name] Sasoujaskas kept the scene lively as he played polkas on an
accordion. 104 President Franklin Roosevelt's birthday provided the
occasion for an "All Servicemen's Dance" in January 1944. The
event highlighted the concurrent themes of war and public service
with "Fight, March" and "Fight Infantile Paralysis and Join the
March of Dimes. " 105
As was true for many military installations, holidays and
anniversaries were occasion for special celebrations. For example,
on Thanksgiving Day 1942, the station hospital nurses held their first
"Passing in Review" parade for the commanding officer, General
Kunzig and a visiting officer from the Fourth Service Command
Headquarters, Col. John M. Thompson. Fifty-two nurses in field
blue uniforms participated in the parade, led by Capt. Inez Wiley,
Chief Nurse. The nurses had been trained in drill regulations by
Lt. Pugh of the hospital staff. 106
The Christmas 1942 Bulletin contained greetings from
Col. Charles B. Gallard, Medical Corps commanding officer and
Major Miles Warren Williams, Executive Officer. The American
Red Cross provided Santa Claus for a visit to each hospital ward
on December 25. 107 December 1942 was also the first anniversary
of the surprise attack on Pearl Harbor. War news throughout the
year had been very grim, and the Allied situation had finally begun
to improve slightly in late 1942. No good news could counteract
the reality that Christmas season represented another year of what
might be many away from family for men and women in the service.
In an attempt to keep morale high, the USO staged a number of
shows at military installations. The Camp Blanding show for 1942
was "Hellzapoppin," which had spent three years on Broadway
(1938-1941) before becoming a Hollywood film of the same name
(1941) .108
The war and its demands shaped everything at Camp Blanding,
including recreation . Hospital staff worked with the American
Red Cross to provide solace for sick and wounded servicemen, and
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soldiers stationed at the camp shouldered their responsibilities in
maintaining security and participating in the funding of the war
effort. American Red Cross (ARC) activities at Camp Blanding
began in 1941; by mid-1943, thirty-eight Red Cross personnel had
served at the facility. An American Red Cross Camp and Hospital
Service Council was organized j n January 1942 to coordinate
services for the ARC staff. The ARC provided much needed staff,
including recreation specialists, social workers, and psychologists. 109
By early 1943, the ARC had provided pillow radio systems for
800 beds in the station hospital and had installed table radios in
50 wards. In addition, the ARC furnished sun rooms in 25 wards
and developed a circulating library for patients as well as recording
devices for sending recorded letters to the families of hospitalized
men. As previously noted, telephones were available to wheelchairbound soldiers at a convenient height to enable them to call
home. 11
For seriously ill or injured patients, the Red Cross
arranged for family members to travel to Camp Blanding. The
families were met at the Starke or Jacksonville train stations and
transported to the camp, where they stayed in the guest quarters
(currently the Camp Blanding Museum building).rn
Finally, the ARC worked to raise spirits by organizing ward
parties, bingo parties, and movie showings. Several station hospital
staff members had large collections of classical music recordings,
and the ARC used these to provide popular weekly music programs
for staff and patients. 112 Red Cross personnel also staged live
classical performances, such as the December 1942 concert that
pianist Private George Sandor performed with two vocalists and a
violin soloist. 113
Security of information was a critical concern for all military
installations and personnel throughout the war. The station
hospital staff enthusiastically supported this effort by establishing
the "KeG Club" or "Keep 'em Guessing Club." The July 4, 1942
hospital newsletter described the KeG Club this way"

°

Realizing that ANYTHING I repeat to ANYONE will help
the Axis, I hereby resolve not to mention any RUMOR OR
FACT about troop movements, status of equipment or
109
110
111
112
113

Ibid., 3, no. 3 , January 23, 1943 and 3, no. 26,June 26, 1943.
Bayonet, l, no. 33, May 12, 1944.
The BuUetin, 3, no. 10, March 6, 1943.
Ibid., 3, no. 6, February 13, 1943.
Ibid., 2, no. 49, December 5, 1942.
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anything else to FRIEND OR STRANGER-for I realize
that in doing so I may be endangering my own life, those
of my buddies and those back home. I'm Going to Keep
'em Guessing.
Participation in the KeG Clug was solicited by encouraging readers
to 'join this club now. A closed mouth is the only dues; discretion
is the only entrance fee." 11 4
Silence was not the only thing demanded;_as was common across
the United States, hospital staff was encouraged to participate in
financing the war effort through the purchase of war bonds. In the
3rct War Loan Bond Drive-"Back the Attack-Buy War Bond"hospital staff officers reported a 68 percent participated rate while
nurses subscribed at a 78 percent rate.11 5
Conclusion
The station hospital Bulletin ceased publication in March 1944.
Station hospital staff had declined as men and nurses were moved
to field units, making it difficult to continue publication of the
weekly newsletter. The station hospital was overshadowed by the
infantry division, unit and. replacement training that had become
the primary mission of Camp Blanding. N_evertheless, the station
hospital and its staff made significant contributions to the Medical
Corps and to medical practice during World War II. In particular,
Camp Blanding Station Hospital provided trained personnel for
field assignments, developed casualty procedures that became
common practice during the war, trained Red Cross personnel who
staffed other ARC facilities, and conducted_important experiments
that influenced medical practice during and after the war.
Regrettably, there is no trace of the station hospital at Camp
Blanding. The buildings which comprised the largest U.S. Army
hospital in the South were either sold or demolished after the war
ended. Station Hospital site is now occupied by Camp Blanding
Headquarters Building.

114 The Bulletin, 2, no. 27 ,July 4, 1942.
115 Ibid., 3, no. 37, September 11, 1943.
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Swaim Family Papers: Civil War Reports
and Letters of Recommendation for a
Carpetbagger
by John T. Foster, Jr., and Nicole Brown
nkee families became involved in Florida during the Civil
War and in the Reconstruction. For example, the family of the
American merchant John Jacob Astor owned a tiny railroad
that connected Tocoi on the St.Johns River with St. Augustine; they
later sold it to New York industrialist and founder of Standard Oil,
Henry Flagler. The family of New York-born writer Henry James
invested in a cotton plantation in Alachua County. Best known
perhaps is Harriet Beecher Stowe's orange grove in Mandarin where
she and her family wintered for seventeen years. The origins of
these ventures remained largely unexplored as Florida documents
were returned to the North, having never been seen by historians
in this state. Now, as Northern libraries, historical societies, and
archives place descriptions of their holdings online, it is possible
to locate materials and collections that have been unexamined
by Florida researchers. In 2012, Harriet Beecher Stowe's first
published articles about Florida were discovered by finding issues
of a Boston newspaper that scholars believed no longer existed. In
another example, the availability of online resources revealed the
papers of John Swaim, a founder of modern Florida. The purpose

Y;
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of this article is to share something of the range and diversity of
their content. 1
While Jacob W. Swaim donated the Swaim Family Papers to the
New Jersey State Historical Society, the collection includes a variety
of materials on other members of the family. The oldest materials
belonged to Jacob's father, John Sanford Swaim, beginning with
the minister's arrival in]acksonville during the Civil War. The items
from 1864 include John's letter of appointment as a missionary,
his first report from Florida, and his description of a Cracker
Wedding. When he came to the state, he was already fifty-eight, old
by nineteenth-century standards, and his family was plagued with
tuberculosis . While illness at times affected his ability to preach, it
did not impair his ability to dream. He was an abolitionist with a
dream that Martin Luther King,] r. would have admired generations
before King's birth. It is not surprising, then, that Swaim has been
the subject of three journal articles, two in the Florida Historical
Quarterly, and has appeared in five different books. 2
When John S. Swaim moved to Jacksonville the entire state had
a tiny population of fewer than 180,000 people. It was almost
equally divided between African Americans and whites. The white
1

2

Travel on the St. Johns Railroad is described in John T. Foster, Jr. and Sarah
Whitmer Foster, Calling Yankees to Florida: Harriet Beecher Stowe's Forgotten Tourist
Articles (Cocoa, FL: Florida Historical Society Press, 2011), 94-97. Information
about the James family came from oral communications with Sam Proctor. The
Stowe articles were discovered through the joint efforts of Beth G. Burgess,
Collections Manager, Harriet Beecher Stowe Center and John T. Foster. "The
Swaim Family Papers" are available in Manuscript Group 1189, held by the
New Jersey Historical Society. The collection is composed of 0.2 linear feet
and 23 folders, including "correspondence, certificates, deeds, estate papers,
and other items of the Swaim family."
See John T. Foster, Jr., Herbert B. Whitmers, Jr., and Sarah Whitmer Foster,
"Tourism Was Not the Only Purpose: Jacksonville Republicans and Newark's
Sentinel of Freedom," Florida Historical Quarterly 63, no . 3 (Winter 1985): 318324;John T. Foster, Jr. and Sarah Whitmer Foster," John Sanford Swaim: A Life
at the Beginning of Modern Florida," Methodist History 26 (July 1988): 229-240;
John T. Foster, Jr. and Sarah Whitmer Foster, "Last Shall Be First: Northern
Methodists in Reconstruction,Jacksonville," Florida Historical Quarterly 70, no 3
(Winter 1992): 265-280; Canter Brown, Jr., Ossian Bingley Hart: Florida's Loyalist
Reconstruction Governor (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 1997);
Foster and Foster, Beechers, Stowes, and Yankee Strangers: The Transformation
of Florida (Gainesville: University Press of Florida, 1999); Foster and Foster,
Calling Yankees to Florida; Larry E. Rivers and Canter Brown, Jr. , Laborers in
the Vineyard of the Lord: The B eginnings of the_AME Church in Florida, 1865-1895
(Gainesville: University Press of Florida, 2001); and Diane Roberts, Dream State:
Eight Generations of Swamp Lawyers, Conquistadors, Confederate Daughters, Banana
Republicans and Other Florida Wildlife (Gainesville: University Press of Florida,
2006) .
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population had three different social origins dividing them. The
oldest were the Minorcans who settled in St. Augustine after the
Seven Years' War (1754-1763). Second to arrive were rural farmers,
or "Crackers," who drifted in- from southern Georgia at the
beginning of the 1820s. The third group was composed of planters
who replicated the cotton plantations of the Old South in counties
around Tallahassee, starting later in the same decade. Modern
Florida-the world of tourists, retirees, and novel agricultural
crops, such as citrus and winter vegetables-did not exist. 3
With the prospect of a Union victory in the Civil War and the
likelihood of African American suffrage, John Swaim realized that
a small influx of Yankees to Florida could change the future of the
state. Blacks combined with a few Yankees would be a political
majority. A place of freedom could be created in the South. To
achieve this lofty goal, the Methodist minister penned newspaper
articles for the Newark, New Jersey, Sentinel of Freedom outlining
his plan and encouraging migration. During the period of the
Reconstruction, from 1865 to 1877, this prominent newspaper
published sixty some letters and articles about Florida. 4
John Swaim sought Yankee settlers, telling them that real money
could be made in citrus and winter vegetables: "The chances for
a young man of limited means are better in Florida than in any
[other] portion of the South." In time, he shared his objective:
if a few colonies of Yankees came to the state, they could help
"control this ' Italy of America."' Near the end of his efforts Swaim
further elaborated: "We want to out vote" traditional Southerners
"and hold them as a helpless minority." Then, he added, "we will
settle' em out. Come Kansas and Nebraska over them." 5
At its birth, modern Florida had a lofty purpose. A new
economy would help support the meaningful participation
of African Americans. To that end, Swaim endorsed African
Americans holding public office. He admitted that many blacks
had limited education, but the minister observed that many people
of color "had sound sterling common sense. " 6
For African Americans to fully participate in a democracy, they
needed more educational opportunities. In 1866, John Swaim
3
4

5
6

Foster and Foster, Calling Yankees to Florida, 9-10.
Foster, Whitmer, and Foster, "Tourism Was Not the Only Purpose," 318-324;
Newark Daily Advertiser, August 29 , 1865; Sentinel of Freedom, September 29,
1868. The Advertiser was a subsidiary of the Sentinel.
Ibid. ,
Ibid.,July 7, 1868.
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aided teachers in Freedmen's Bureau schools in both Jacksonville
and Gainesville. In 1872, he chaired the meeting that organized
Cookman Institute, the state's first high school for people of color.
Cookman Institute had an independent existence for fifty years
before it was moved to Daytona and merged with Mary McLeod
Bethune's school, eventually becoming Bethune-Cookman College.
The most prominent graduate of Cookman Institute was none
other than the civil rights leader A. Philip Randolph, Valedictorian
of the Class of 1907. 7
Jacksonville changed after the publication of John Swaim's
articles. The town grew from a community of two thousand residents
dependent upon saw mills to a city of six thousand residents with an
economy based upon tourism. Change further accelerated after the
famous novelist Harriet Beecher Stowe started spending winters in
Mandarin and writing about the state. Following the publication of
her articles in her brother's newspaper and a collection of articles
as a book, she observed that twelve thousand tourists had grown to
forty-thousand in two years' time. Harriet Beecher Stowe ended up
writing fifty-seven published letters and articles about the state or
travel to the state. A woman who helped free African Americans
would have wanted a place of freedom in the South. 8
While the instructions given to John Swaim in his letter of
appointment, June 18, 1864, stated that he was to meet the needs
of people "irrespective of color," he focused first on African
Americans. Swaim organized a church for each race with the
black M.E. Church opening in 1866, four years before a white one.
In time, the former would become Ebenezer United Methodist
Church and the latter became Snyder M~morial. The African
American church was relocated in the 1970s and still exists while
the second church suffered as people moved away from downtown
JacksonviUe, closing in the 1990s. In education, Swaim's activities
foUowed exactly the same pattern; he helped to organize Cookman
Institute before his family started Duval High School. 9
His 1864 letter of appointment supplied the minister a salary
of $700 a year. Aware of the limited funds, John Swaim and his
wife purchased a house large enough to board visitors and people
passing through Jacksonville. These included teachers serving
7
8
20.
9

Foster and Foster, "Last Shall Be First," 277-278.
Foster and Foster, Beechers, Stowes, 88-93; Foster and Foster, Calling Yankees, 12Ibid., 277-279; "Free schools must go hand and hand with free labor," Sentinel,
July 7, 1868.
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in black schools established by the National Freedman's Relief
Association and, in time, the Freedmen's Bureau. Among these
educators were Chloe Merrick, who would marry Harrison Reed,
Florida's first Republican governor, as well as Merrick's friends and
family.IO
On August 8, 1864, Swaim wrote his first report to Dr. William L.
Harris, Secretary of the Mission s(;Ciety. He found the small town
fortified and occupied by federal troops. Conditions in Jacksonville
were rough. Federal troops had occupied the community on three
previous occasions before they finally stayed in early February,
1864. There had been violence aimed at Unionists who fled with
the Federal forces. Southerners burned their property and Union
soldiers inflicted still further damage, explaining part of the content
of Swaim's report. While he didn't give the scale of the destruction
it included "six blocks and twenty-five buildings." The report also
indicates that Swaim had already interacted with Frances Beecher
Perkins, the sister-in-law of Harriet Beecher Stowe. Of the novelist's
female relatives who came to Florida in the Civil War, she was the
most knowledgeable of Jacksonville. A different source, one of
the army soldiers who helped Swaim, witnessed James Beecher,
Frances's husband, preach when the minister [Swaim] was ill. The
man who was trying to start modern Florida was connected with the
famous novelist's family from the beginning of his ministry. 11
August 8, 1864
Rev. W. L. Harris
Dear Brother,
Since my arrival at my post and in agreement with
instructions given me, I make the attempt to furnish my first
report. I found the church having been reserved exclusively
for religious purposes and the well disposed portion of the
community by both those who claimed a membership; and they
received me with great cordiality. The military also seemed
well pleased, promising me all needed assistance in carrying
out the purposes of my mission.

10

11

Edmund S. Janes to John S. Swaim, June 18, 1864, Swaim Family Papers,
Folder l; Foster and Foster, "Aid Societies Were Not Alike: Northern Teachers
in Post-Civil War Florida," Florida Historical Quarterly 73, no . 3(January 1995):
308-324.
John S. Swaim to W. L. Harris, August 8, 1864, Swaim Family Papers, Folder l.
The destruction is also described in Brown, Ossian Bingley Hart, 163.
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But my coming was just at the time of some important
movement of the troops into the interior so that I have very few
of the officers or the men at the first service on the Sabbath.
I have held service but few came out in the morning. In the
evening we have the house tolerably well filled with officers
and soldiers not on duty and a portion of the freed people
of color with which the town seemed filled. In visiting their
houses I find many of them claim to be Methodists and as soon
as possible I shall make an effort to gather them in to a church
organization. The colored people that came [here] escaped
from bondage and are much more intelligent and seem of
a better class than any I had met with in other places in the
department. I must as soon as I can gain proper access to them
they will be found to manifest good fruit. The greater portion
of the white population who were members of our church
have gone off with the rebels and among the few that remain
here [show] much backsliding. The loss of their property and
utter dearrangment of business has terribly affected them.
Driven from home by the rebel authorities without time to
secure their effects. Then came back last February to find
their homes desolated, furniture destroyed or stolen. A new
beginning to be made in life, and nothing to begin with. I have
witnessed many disheartening instances of such desolation in
families once prominent in our church here. I have resolved
to meet these discouragements with the best efforts I can make
to bring order out of this seeming confusion. There is another
dass of citizens here for whom provision is to be made whose
destitution I could describe. The native refugees just in and
constantly coming in from the country. Poor, abjectly poor at
home on their best days. Glad now to come into our lines to
escape the conditions they dread so terrible. They have been
compelled to leave what little they had. And here they.... every
day increasing, presenting a condition of squalid wretchedness
I had hardly supposed possible to find. Among these poor
ignorant ones more ignorant than many of their former
neighbor's slaves. A terrible sickness has begun. Especially
among the children ...VVhether we can succeed to induce these
people to go to church is a question. They say they wish they
could go and promise to send their children to Sunday School
as soon as they get well enough to go. But it will require much
labor and long patience to elevate these poor people. I have
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organized a Sunday School which promises well, composed
mostly of the children of the colored people.
With all the henderences [sic] of excessively hot weather
and the sickness that has pre~iled, we have had between forty
and fifty scholars. We have _!10 doubt the number will be more
than double as soon as these difficulties pass away. I find some
of the officers and some of the-Soldiers that kindly render us
assistance as teachers besides a few of the residents of the place.
The wife of Col. Beecher of the 35th Colored Troops came
in yesterday and knowingly offered to take a class. Brother
William Henry of the East Tennessee Conference now here as
an agent of the Christian Commission has made his month's
residence here quite effective and has rendered me good
service by introducing me to the people and to the general
work of the commission ... 12
Being respectfully in Christian bonds, John S. Swaim
When John Swaim described his plans in the Sentinel of Freedom
for seizing Florida, he never described the potential of working
with any of the state 's existing white citizens. This follows a pattern
that appeared in a post-war plan outlined in an article in the Atlantic
Monthly. In February, 1864, Edward Everett Hale proposed Yankee
control of the state while belittling its white residents. The same
attitude appeared when John Swaim married Benjamin Nobles
to Catherine McCullough. Nobles was from a farm family in the
Middleburg area of nearby Clay County. He and his friend, James
Hewitt, were members of a unit of Federal troops, the First East
Florida Cavalry. Swaim was amused by their country manners and
oblivious to any potential of a working alliance with such people.
Benjamin and Catherine later resettled in the Tampa area and

12

Frances's husband, James C. Beecher, also filled in for Swaim as a preacher.
Justus M. Silliman, A New Canaan Private in the Civil War: Letters ofJustus M.
Silliman, 17'" Connecticut Volunteers (New Canaan, CT: New Canaan Historical
Society, 1984), 77-78. Articles about Stowe's first cousin, Harriet Ward Foote
Hawley, and sister, Isabella Beecher Hooker, have appeared in the Florida
Historical Quarterly. Frances spent more time in Jacksonville than either of
these relatives. See Foster and Foster, "Historic Notes and Documents: Harriet
Ward Foote Hawley: Civil War Journalist," Florida Historical Quarterly 83, no. 4
(Spring 2005): 444-468; and Foster and Foster, "In the Aftermath of the Battle
of Olustee: A Beecher's Surprise Visit to Florida," Florida Historical Quarterly 86,
no. 3 (Winter 2008): 380-387.
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lived into the twentieth century. The minister's description, a part
of Swaim Family Papers, foreshadows future events. 13

The Cracker Wedding
Dec. 17, [1864], 11 o'clock was waited upon by two
young men belonging to the [First East] Florida Cavalry
one of whom asked me if I could marry the other that
evening. I replied that I suppose I could and then
requested the names of the parties. The young man to
be married said his name was Benj ~min Nobles and the
girl's name was Katy McCullough, that the place for the
ceremony was over the bridge toward the sawmill and
about 7o'clock the hour. Having possession myself of
these facts he said that young man No. 1 wanted the same
thing done for him. "Very well now for your name." That
I found to be John Hewitt and his girl's name Hester Allen.
After dinner sometime the latter one of the hopeful boys
called to let me know that he had given it up and would
not be married as he had said but added "never mind I will
give you the chance before long." 14
After supper, coming out of the house, I found it quite
dark and I did not know what difficulties I might meet.
I went up to Capt. Barker's tent to seek for a pilot and
protector. From him I learned that I would require the
countersign. He had not received it but would go and
obtain it and go with me to pass me [through the military
line]. This was a great favor as I deemed it unsafe for me
to go alone. The countersign could not be got at the place
he called at and he said, "I will get [it from] the Sargent
of the guard." And with this hope -we proceeded till the
picket line [?] when a stern "halt" was sounded in our ears.
The Capt. answered, "A friend without the countersign."
I3

14

Edwar d Everett Hale, "Northern Invasions," Atlantic Monthly 13 (February
1864) : 245-250. Benjamin Nobles appears on the U.S. Census of 1850 as a
nine-year-old and again in 1910. Swaim Family Papers, Folder 1. James Hewitt
·was a n e n gineer from Louisiana.
The title was written by Swaim, with negative sentiments. The First East Coast
Calvary was a small Federal unit organized late in the war in Jacksonville and
Hilto n Head, South Carolina. "The unit served in northeast Florida. . . and
was on occupation duty around Tallahassee in the summer of 1865." Record
Group Number 000172, Series S 1280, Online Catalog-State Archives of
Florida
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"Advance," he responded and I found the sergeant of
the guard was one of his sergeants but the boy had some
doubts as to any liberty he had to pass the countersign
even to his Captain. But his scruples were satisfied and we
were passed. Coming upon the bridge we found a portion
of the planks taken up and placed as a barricade upon the
other portion. This we had to climb over and then walk the
strong pieces till the other-undisturbed planks were gained.
No other obstacles meeting us we soon arrived at the place
which was once a house of some pretensions, with as to
size and general appearance: fences had put in some good
style and the gardens and the general surroundings were
in good taste. But its owner was in rebeldom and it had
been taken over to the refugee family that now occupied
it.15
The groom met us on the piazza that extended the
length of the front of the house. He brought out two seats
that once had the appearance of Chairs. But which now
imperfectly served for seats, saying, "they would be ready
soon." After some commotion and apparent confusion, he
came out at the front door ... We entered the hall [which]
opened into a room where [there] was a fireplace in which
a light pine fire was blazing to serve for lighting, the bridal
apartment. The front part of the room was occupied by
a table upon which was huddled a heap of unwashed
dishes, fragments of cold potatoes, and pieces of bone
upon which a little meat still clung-two or three knives
and forks filled out the adornment of the table. Beyond
it in the corner at the left of the fireplace was a heap of
nondescript fragments of cloth, but of what texture or
color or what purpose it was originally fabricated one
could hardly make out. At the right hand of the fireplace
was the head of a bedstead once a rather elegant affair
made of cherry wood, the parts of which were skillfully
turned and the headboard was elaborately finished but the
varnish was all off amid many signs of the dilapidation the
poor broken down thing exhibited. It was burdened with a
15

Captain Barker was Edmund P. Barker in Company E, Third Regiment of
the U.S. Colored Infantry. www.nps.gov/civilwar/search-soldiers.htm. He is
mentioned in John F. Fannin's "The Jacksonville Mutiny of 1865," Florida
Historical Quarterly 88, no. 3 (Winter 2010), 384. Barker used harsh discipline
on black troops.
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rough, coarse and very dirty bed and bedding; beneath it
lay a heap of rags and rubbish that could not be described
besides portions of bedroom furniture that should not
be described, all in plainest view. At the foot of the bed
stood a fragment of a chair filled with what had once been
clothing but like other heaps of what material or for what
purpose made did not appear. On the side opposite to
the foot of the bed at the right hand of the door stood a
"great [spinning] wheel" such as was used with us at the
North some generation and a half ago. It is now time to
introduce the inmates of the house. -And to comment on
the old lady sitting on an old low stool directly before the
blazing pine fire claims the first place in the description. It
is somewhat difficult to fix the age of these people for they
all appear as if prematurely worn down in to something
like the infirmities of age but our aged woman had all the
unmistakable marks [of being old]. Her hair gray-face
and skin generally wrinkled-teeth gone-voice sharp
and cracked-speech hoarse and quick. Cap or headdress
of a coarse material and very dirty plainly made with no
ruffle border except such as time had [not] effected. Two
young women or girls were running about the room one
cleanly dressed in new Calico with a small brown sprig or
figure with a slovenly fit, no hoop to k@ep it up and hence
dragging some two inches on the floor. Quite an attempt at
a headdress was made a few black beads. In person she was
of good size, well-formed-healthy in appearance. Face
flat; features expressionless; eyes a little squint large and
blue. The other lacked the clean, though she wore a calico
dress. She was more nervous-kept constantly stirring
about yet aiming at nothing. The young man was about 21
years old, short and firmly made. His dress was the soldiers
blue pants and darker blue coat like those worn by the
soldiers. He had been mustered into the service as one of
the "First [East] Florida Cavalry" and the dress was not very
much soiled. These four persons were the occupants of
the room; two or three young men we saw on the porch
but they had decamped or fled the premises, whatever
from fear that a wedding was some dreadful Yankee
institution or because they had no invitation to the coming
festivities ... We were all standing for the old lady occupied
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all the place that [had] any resemblance to a seat. The
Captain and I occupying a position by the table, resting the
knuckles of one hand upon it the only contact we deemed
safe for our clothing. As soon as the parties became quiet,
I asked if they were ready. I directed the bride and groom
to take their places on the floor. This they effected without
mistake or much impediment when I proceeded with
the ceremony. The bride either because she was happy
or thought she was doing something very smart threw a
smile ever and again into the face of the groom or over her
shoulder at the girl that had i.aken her position before the
fire. At the point in the ceremony when I directed them
to join their right hands, he extended his and because he
moved his outside hand, she of course put hers forward
and extended her left as a consequence. ''Your right hands
please," said I. The mistake was rectified and the marriage
rite was completed. After my congratulatory salutation [I
turned] to the blank certificate [and] asked if they had
ink. "No." responded the old lady with a sharp quick voice
we haven't got no ink. I once got some but it wasn't wanted
here and nobody here to use it on. . .. It was too much
bother to keep it." At the close of the ceremony the groom
had made a seat of the side-:-of the bed and the bride . . .
[went] to the fireplace to talk with her female companion.
Not being able to fill out the certificate I said would do it a
home and he could call and get it. 'Yes," said he. I will call
tomorrow, nodding his head and thanking me . And the
Captain and I departed. As we left, the Captain said, "D o
you think you did the right thing in marrying that couple?
I said I have the Provost Marshall's warrant for it. I found ·
my home safely, passing with the Captain's help the brid ge
without difficulty. I thanked the Captain, telling him that
if I received a fee there would be paid compensation for
his trouble.[?] He replied he had been more than paidthat the scene was worth a good deal in adding to his stock
of knowledge; he would have material for another letter. 16
The next morning the groom called and found the
certificate ready. I asked him if he had ever been married
before. "No, this is the first time." "Did you ever see
someone married before?" "No." "Well, I had some
16

It is possible that Nobles and his family had little time to clean the dwelling.
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trouble," said I, in getting there, had to call on Captain
Barker and it was quite a hard time to get there and back
and besides the certificate costs were something. There
are expenses attending to the marriage ceremony before it
is complete. "I never change for my services but we usually
have a sum given us, sometimes more and sometimes less,
according to the generosity of the parties and that helps us
to meet the expenses we are at. ''Yes," he said, "We haven't
been paid yet. I have got no money now but when we are I
will make it all right with you." I presume that will be the
last of the marriage ceremony except as it retains a place
in my memory as one of the queer things that make up the
incidents of life in this great world.
It is important to note that opinions varied among the small
group that encouraged the development of modern Florida.
Unlike John Swaim, Harriet Beecher Stowe saw Crackers as
hospitable country people. On her second trip to Florida she
visited St. Augustine by donkey cart. Slow progress on the return
to Mandarin left her and her family in pine barrens at night. Stowe
turned to a local farm family for help, expressing appreciation for
their kindness. In subsequent publications, the novelist did not
change her opinion. The person who could have forged an alliance
between the emerging new economy and rural whites would have
been Florida's second Republican governor, Ossian B. Hart. As a
native born Floridian, Hart was very aware of both Swaim 's group
and local Crackers. Overwhelmed with tuberculosis, he died in
office without achieving the potential of reconciliation. It is not
insignificant that John Swaim spoke at Hart's funeral; both men
were friends.17
John Swaim's own thoughts were influenced by a number of
factors. His denomination, the Methoaist Episcopal Church, had
divided with southern Methodists over the issue of slavery in 1844.
Duririg the Civil War, his denomination openly supported both
the Federal government and President Lincoln. In the wake of
the conflict, the church endorsed the thirteenth, fourteenth, and
fifteen amendments. It is not surprising, then, that Timothy Willard
Lewis, Swaim's immediate superior, would claim that his church
would have little appeal beyond people of color. The situation in
17

Stowe's account is in "Letter from Florida," Boston Watchman and Reflector, May
14, 1868; Brown, Ossian Bingley Hart, 17-3-175, 213.
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Jacksonville was more complicated than places in the Carolinas
since part of the town's citizens were Unionists who had been
targets of Confederate violence. Crackers who didn't support the
South's secessionist government were, at times, subjected to similar
treatment. The minis~er's own thoughts were also influenced
by the arrival of prisoners from Andersonville in 1865. Many in
the worst health died _in Jacksonville and John Swaim performed
perhaps as many as thirty funerals. 18
The Swaim papers appear to be missing important materialsone of the authors has the minister's pocket diary for 1866. John
Swaim's diaries for 1864 and 1865 are not in the collection. The
personal papers ofJacob W. Swai~ begin at the end of his residency
in Jacksonville. Of all the members of the Swaim family, he came
the closest to :fitting the stereotype of a "carpetbagger." He and
his brothers, Thomas and Matthias, moved to Florida at the urging
of their father. Thomas lived out his life in Jacksonville, running
a small business and dying in 1885. Matthias died earlier, after
making important contributions as the Principal of Duval High
School. Jacob, on the other hand, was politically active, serving as
a cashier of the local branch of the Freedmen's Savings Bank and
as Treasurer of Duval County. Fitting the carpetbagger stereotype,
Jacob left Jacksonville at the end of Reconstruction for a job in
an insurance company in another state and then in Atlantic City,
New Jersey. Jacob's observations from the Reconstruction could
have been revealing since he knew Harrison Reed and attended his
inauguration as governor. Such materials are not known to exist.
The family papers do include the letters of recommendation that
Jacob carried when he left Florida. For those who wish to subscribe
to the stereotype of "carpetbagger," his letters answer the question:
who would recommend such a person? The answer is significant,
coming from two bankers and the Mayor of the City ofJacksonville,
a Democrat elected after Reconstruction. The Treasurer of the
Florida Savings Bank, J. C. Greely, wrote, "I have been acquainted
with ]. W. Swaim for about twelve years & have no hesitation in
recommending him. A Gentleman and Christian- I know of no
one in the city who if absent would be more missed as a Citizen, as a
Mason and as a Christian. He is entitled to the confidence & esteem
of the Public wherever he may locate." The second comes from
William B. Barnett, whose family would be prominent in banking
18

Swaim's account of the Andersonville prisoners appears in the Newark Daily
Advertiser May 30, 1865.
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for generations to come, "The bearer of this, Mr. J. W. Swaim was
cashier of this Bank for over one year. I always found him a very
careful.. .man." He is "well qualified for almost any position he may
accept." The last came from Luther McConihe, "Having known
the bearer of this note Mr. J. W. Swaim quite intimately for about
seven years, I take pleasure in certifying that he is a gentleman of
excellent character and of undoubted integrity and as such I would
recommend him to the favorable consideration of all with whom
he may wish to sojourn." Rather than fleeing to the North in the
myths of old, Jacob's nextjob was in Lync:_hburg, Virginia. 19
The Swaim Family Papers offer valuable insights into Florida's
past. As more historical collections are described online, it will be
possible to find other important documents. This may be especially
true of the Reconstruction when many records are fragmentary or
missing.

19

Swaim Papers, Folder 6. The places where Jacob worked are named in the
New Jersey Historical Society's description of the Swaim Papers.
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Daniel Murphree, Book Review Editor
Discovering Florida: First-Contact Narratives from Spanish Expeditions
along the Lower Gulf Coast. Edited and translated by John E.
Worth. (Gainesville: University Press of Florida, 2014. Illustrations, preface, notes, references, index. Pp. xvii, 315. $79.95
cloth.)
In the sixteenth century, the lower gulf coast of Florida was a frequent and sometimes contentious site of contact between Indians
and Spaniards. In Discovering Florida: First-Contact Narratives from
Spanish Expeditions along the Lower Gulf Coast, anthropologist John
Worth allows the historical actors to describe this "ground zero"
for contact in their own words. Drawing from the 1513-1569 era,
Worth transcribes and translates primary sources which highlight
the richness of the source base of the lower gulf coast in terms of
ethnographic information, first contact experiences, and Spanish
views of Florida's indigenous peoples.
The documents included in the volume center on five events:
the Juan Ponce de Leon expeditions of 1513-1521; the Panfilo de
Narvaez and Hernando de Soto expeditions, spanning 1528-1539;
the 1549 expedition of Luis Cancer; the 1549-1566 captivity of Hernando de Escalante Fontaneda; and the 1566-1569 expeditions of
Pedro Menendez de Aviles. Most of the document groupings feature not just narratives of the expeditions, but also supplementary
documents such as the royal contracts for expeditions and letters
to the crown. Perhaps one of the most interesting supplementary
documents is an excerpt of letter from Fray Cancer to Bishop Bartolome de las Casas, author of A Short Account of the Destruction of the
[601]
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Indies and famed "protector of the Indians." This particular document also highlights one of the strengths of Worth's document
groupings. Although all documents were written by the Spanish,
there are many voices represented in the groupings. Most readers
will be familiar with the voice of conquerors such as de Soto; this
volume widens the Spanish voice to include actors such as Dominican friar Lufs Cancer and shipwrecked Spanish men such as Juan
Ortiz and Hernando de Escalante Fontaneda, who were able to
offer more of an insider's view of Florida cultures.
Worth's introductions to each of the groupings of documents
and to individual documents themselves are well written and comprehensive, providing context to the accounts. The explanatory
footnotes within the texts provide great insight into terms, items,
and constructions that are unfamiliar to readers unacquainted
with sixteenth-century Spanish. The introductions and the notes
alike are specific enough to be of use to the Florida expert, but expansive enough to thoroughly inform scholars of other fields and
Florida history enthusiasts.
Worth has many reasons for choosing these specific documents.
Some of the accounts are physically inaccessible. Others are inaccessible because of the complex paleography. This work continues
a long-standing tradition within the field of Spanish Florida, from
Jeanette Thurber Connor, Woodbury Lowery, Buckingham Smith,
to John Hann, of working to make primary sources more accessible
to scholars and to those interested in Florida history. Moreover, the
work brings together useful groupings of documents, such as the
Escalante Fontaneda documents, that have never before been published together. Many of the document groupings, especially the
captivity narratives, offer insight into the ethnography of groups
that did not survive the colonial period. Even within the field of
Spanish Florida, lower gulf groups like the Calusa are often overlooked in favor of mission groups like the Timucua, Apalachee,
and Guale. With this volume, Worth is able to make an important
contribution to addressing this gap. Finally, these document groupings offer a context and framework that brings rightful attention to
the importance of the lower gulf coast of Florida in the earliest
chronicles of contact.
In this work, Worth has achieved each of his goals admirably
and has made an important contribution to the scholarship not
only in the transcriptions and translations of the documents, but
also for his historical introduction to the work, which will be of
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great use across the spectrum of readers. Of particular interest
is Worth 's parsing of the evolution of the legends of the island of
Bimini and the Fountain of Youth and their associations with the
Ponce de Leon expeditions. Here, Worth argues that the association comes only after the 1513 expedition and that rather than
Bimini and Florida being the same land mass, the names were conflated by the Spanish, and thus Florida was a truly unanticipated
discovery in 1513 (12-13). Finatly, the historical introduction offers
one of most important and frequently forgotten lessons of the region: that conquest is not inevitable. Worth reminds us that, "far
from representing yet another inS-tance of American Indians living
on the cusp of imminent colonial assimilation and cultural transformation, the first-contact narratives of Florida's lower Gulf coast
illuminate the shadowy period of tentative and occasionally violent
engagement that preceded an even longer period of withdrawal
and disengagement" (xiii).
In this work, Worth has made an important contribution to
the scholarship of Spanish Florida and the borderlands. The volume will continue the work of placing Florida within the realm of
both Latin American and United States history. This fine work will
draw a very wide audience, from experts on Spanish Florida, colonial Latin America and the colonial United States to enthusiasts of
Florida history.
Tamara Shircliff Spike

University of North Georgi,a

Ambiguous Anniversary: The Bicentennial
Slave Trade Bans. Edited by David T.
Lewis. (Columbia: University of South
Acknowledgements, illustrations, index.
cloth.)

of the Internahonal
Gleeson and Simon
Carolina Press, 2012.
Pp. xii, 248. $49.95

Those readers who believe based on the title that this book
will be focused mostly on an analysis of the bicentennial observations in the United States, Great Britain, and elsewhere in 2007
and 2008 will be disappointed. Growing out of a conference held
at the College of Charleston, this volume contains twelve essays. Of
those, only three attend directly to comparing, contrasting, and explaining the British and American commemorations of slave trade
abolition. The rest of the essays are more traditional historical es-
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says attending to a wide range of issues relative to the slave trade
and the governmental bans thereof.
As a result, the book's analysis of memory in 2007-2008 is suggestive but not developed enough to be satisfactory or conclusive.
In his foreword, for instance, James Walvin makes the potentially
useful point that "the cultural and political differences between a
unitary Britain" with enormous cultural power centered in London
and headed by the BBC "and a federal United States" with no such
cultural center help explain why the former gave so much more
attention to the abolition anniversary than did the latter (ix). But
that begs the question of why the BBC, and the British government
more generally, chose to lavish as much attention on the anniversary as they did. Likewise, Steven Deyle contrasts the relative quiet
about this anniversary in the United States with the bigger deal
made of the bicentennial of the Lewis and Clark Expedition. But
as he makes this point in passing, it is another argument crying
for further development. John Oldfield's concluding chapter gives
the most sustained attention to the politics of memory involved in
these commemorations, but this one chapter cannot accomplish
what a full volume dedicated to this question would have.
Another result of this two-track approach to assembling the
book is that the chapters devoted to history, rather than memory,
do not hold together especially well. The subjects involved range
widely across subjects and sub-disciplines, and thus give a sense of
the scope of current historiography relative to slavery and the slave
trade. The effect on the reader, however, is that the transitions
between essays are jarring. As stand-alone pieces none of these are
bad essays, and many of them are unusually insightful on their individual topics or questions. But assembled together in this way, it
is not always obvious how every piece is relevant to the other essays
or to the announced themes of the book.
One interpretive thread running through the book is the determination to present both history and memory "stripped of any
sense of triumphalism" (vii) . The authors and editors all evince
a dogged commitment to downplaying the significance of the
two governments' slave trade bans. This leads to overstatements
that at times mar otherwise good essays. To take just one example, Gregory O'Malley contributes an excellent discussion of how
the infamous Middle Passage was in reality only the "middle" of a
three-stage journey from Africa to New World slavery, showing how
slaves' journey to the African coast, and then the at times compli-
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cated journeys to their final place of enslavement, comprised the
other stages. But then he posits that "the abolitions of 1807 and
1808 outlawed only the 'middle' phase of this three-part forced migration" (111). This is of course true in the most literal sense, but
understates the significance- of efforts to abolish the transatlantic
slave trade. That Middle Passage hardly comprised an exact 33%
of the overall slaving enterprise in the Atlantic world, and abolishing it would have an impact on- more than that particular phase of
the traffic.
The volume takes a more targeted approach to downplaying abolition's significance when. focused on the United States,
and in the process makes some curious assertions. Kenneth Morgan, for instance, insists that economic self-interest and "colonial
self-determination rather than" (not in addition to) "antislavery opinion underpinned" the drive for abolition in the United
States ( 4). "Abolition," Walvin states, "made no great difference to
North America," unlike to Britain (ix). This assertion fits uncomfortably with a raft of scholarship showing the impact slave trade
abolition had on the political and social history of slavery in the
United States. It also contradicts Deyle's argument that Britain's
1807 ban "set in motion a series of events that eventually led to the
abolition of slavery throughout the British Empire," whereas the
U.S. ban "led to the emergence of one of the most powerful and
dehumanizing race-based slave systems the world has ever known"
(149). One could easily challenge both the teleology posited here
for Britain, and the causal effect of the 1808 ban posited here for
the United States. But that would be to flirt dangerously with the
idea that, as Deyle himself states just a few lines after the above
quote, "the decision to end" American participation in the transatlantic slave trade "is something in which all Americans should take
pride" (149).
Deyle's assessment that abolition was a step forward compromised by enormous steps back in the years following is almost
alone in this volume, however. In almost continually downplaying
the achievement of abolition in favor of what it failed to achieve,
it is hard for this book to lay claim to revealing much "ambiguity."
Thus, neither of the words in the title are especially good indicators of what this volume delivers.
Matthew Mason
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Becoming Confederates: Paths t;o a New National Loyalty. By Gary W.
Gallagher. (Athens and London: University of Georgia Press,
2013. Acknowledgments, illustrations, notes, index. Pp. x,
152. $18.95 paper.)

In this concise and well-argued volume, adapted from his 2011
Lamar Lectures at Mercer University, Gary W. Gallagher hunts for
the disparate "paths" that led three Confederate generals - Robert
E. Lee, Stephen Dodson Ramseur, and Jubal A. Early - to genuine and abiding support for the Confederate nation. Although
Gallagher has published extensively about.each of his subjects and
revisits here many of the arguments that he leveled in his 1999
book The Confederate War, the author nonetheless tills some new
ground - along the way providing a valuable corrective to a number of Civil War history's most entrenched misconceptions.
In brisk biographical chapters, Gallagher examines how filial, state, and national obligations could both co-exist and collide.
He claims that in the end, a full-throated defense of slavery and
white supremacy routed all other obligations - and that all odes
to "state's rights" aside, Confederates enthusiastically embraced
a strong central government to replace the one they left. Challenging popular perceptions that Lee's allegiance to Virginia was
unrivaled, Gallagher argues that Lee's antebellum loyalties to both
the United States and the slaveholding South - as well as his often
overlooked yet stanch embrace of the Confederate nation - usefully complicate our understanding of the "Marble Man." In the
chapter on Ramseur, Gallagher makes the case for generational
history, contending that the general's adolescence amidst the political imbroglios of the 1850s rendered him especially willing to
fight for the new Confederate nation. And although infamous as
an unapologetic evangelist of the Lost Cause, Jubal Early in 1861
"maintained that true Virginians would resist secession" (66). After all, what was the United States if not a "slaveholding republic"?
A short epilogue demonstrates the stamina of Confederate nationalism in the years and decades after Appomattox. Indeed, one
of Gallagher's most significant findings is the way that the actual
experience of war, which, he argues, stoked a genuine. hatred for
the Yankee enemy, intensified loyalty to the new Confederate nation. Even Lee seethed with hatred for the enemy beneath his
gentlemanly postwar exterior. These conclusions dovetail nicely
with a burgeoning scholarship - led by Caroline E. Janney, John
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R. Neff, M. Keith Harris, and others - that seeks to recognize the
"limits" of sectional reconciliation.
Gallagher insists that the "paths toward Confederate loyalty" he
charts here "render it exceedingly difficult to argue the Confederacy should not be deemed a nation" (91). Certainly Lee, Ramseur,
and Early never renounced ""their Confederate citizenship, but did
civilians - especially those who did not share in the distinctive experience of combat - think ah.out loyalty to the Confederacy in
the same way that high-ranking military officers did? Compelling
scholarship by Drew Gilpin Faust and others has argued that many
southern civilians were less successful than Lee, Ramseur, and Early
at 'jug [ling] multiple, often conflicting, loyalties" (91).
Questions such as these aside, Gallagher has made another
important contribution to the field by blending the crisp analysis
and historiographical mastery that we've come to expect from him.
Ably researched, forcefully argued, lacking any pretense or jargon,
Becoming Confederates is an eminently teachable book that will soon
find a place on many undergraduate syllabi - including my own.
Brian Matthew Jordan

Gettysburg College

Recalling Deeds Immortal: Florida f"lonuments to the Civil War. By
William B. Lees and Frederick-Gaske. (Gainesville: University
Press of Florida, 2014. Preface, acknowledgements, illustrations, notes, bibliography, index. Pp. xvii, 370. $44.95 cloth.)
In Recalling Deeds Immortal: Florida Monuments to the Civil War,
William Lees and Frederick Gaske have undertaken the challenging task of documenting and historicizing 150 years' worth of Civil
War monuments, memorials, and historical markers. It would be
challenging to undertake such a project which focused on any
state. But Lees and Gaske have to grapple with the fact that Florida
was often at the margins of the war and in the years since the conflict, the state has seen perhaps the most dramatic sociocultural
transformation of all former Confederate states. However, by carefully and thoroughly researching Florida's monuments and then
situating them within the larger histories of the Civil War, the evolution of Civil War and southern memory, and the sociocultural
changes in the South, Lees and Gaske have written an engaging,
informative, and useful book.
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Recalling Deeds Immortal is organized both chronologically and
topically so that it captures the uniqueness of the long history of
Civil War memory in Florida and allows the authors to catalogue
memorials while also analyzing cultural and social history. In a concise introduction, Lees and Gaske explain that "the story of Florida
monuments illustrates the war's lasting legacy in a state that by the
end of the nineteenth century was growing rapidly, due largely to
the influx of new residents from the northern United States" ( 4).
They go on to reveal a concern for the uses of Civil War memory
and purposes of Civil War memorials, noting that Confederate
history and symbols have been appropri~ted for very divergent,
sometimes questionable uses, and the continued placement of
monuments, some of which are "more concerned with honoring
Confederate descendants than with commemorating and remembering the Civil War, Civil War soldier dead, and Civil War
veterans" ( 4). The introduction goes on to describe the few markers and memorials erected during the war and traces the formation
of veterans' and social organizations, such as the Grand Army of
the Republic and the Ladies' Memorial Associations, which played
essential roles in the development of Civil War memory. Chapter
one, "Reconstruction and Beyond: Different Memories," follows
with a concise though important summary of the end of the Civil
War and the ensuing twelve years of the Reconstruction period.
This historical overview of Reconstruction reminds the reader of
the lingering tensions of the period and allows Lees and Gaske to
situate Florida's earliest Civil War memorials within the social and
political tumult of the period.
Chapters two, three, and four cover roughly the same period,
from the end of Reconstruction in 1877 to the Civil War Centennial in 1961-1965. However, each chapter is dedicated to a unique
topic: the numerous Confederate memorials in Florida; the very
few Union monuments in the state; and the use of monuments and
markers to consecrate battlefields and cemeteries in Florida and
elsewhere. The unique approach of topically distinct chapters covering the same period is effective in that it allows Lees and Gaske the
opportunity to situate their catalogue of monuments within social
and cultural history. Chapter two's coverage of Confederate memorials, for example, is presented with a summary of the development
of the Ladies' Memorial Associations and the United Daughters
of the Confederacy while the Union-specific Chapter three allows
for a discussion of the Grand Army of the Republic . Chapter five,
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"Monuments Erected After the Civil War Centennial," dispenses
with the topical distinctions and considers the persistence and evolution of Civil War memory in the past half century. This chapter
covers important and politically sensitive topics such as the erection of a memorial to the U.S. Colored Troops in Ft. Myers and the
continued development of Confederate monuments. Here and in
the conclusion, Lees and Gaske consider the very intriguing question of why Civil War memory ersists and its meanings and uses
150 years after the end of the war. They remind the reader that although Florida was the least populated of the Confederate states, it
has become "one of the most populated states of the reconstructed
and expanded nation" and that so "many of the state's residents
are non-natives proudly hailing from cold-climate northern states
and other parts of the world" that it is sometimes joked that Florida
is no longer part of the South. This demographic shift makes the
long-standing network of Confederate memorials something of a
relic and complicates more recent monuments to the Civil War
and the Confederacy. Lees and Gaske very respectfully consider
recent monuments which have acknowledged these changes and
avoided overt use of controversial Confederate symbols, such as
the 2007 Plant City "Cow Cavalry" monument, while also addressing more challenging and difficult memorials, such as the Sons of
Confederate Veterans recent project of placing huge Confederate
battle flags along major Florida highways. Lees and Gaske approach this recent history carefully and urge continued respect for
Civil War history and the labor and sacrifice made by Confederates
and Union soldiers and Sailors in Florida while steering the reader
away from the cooption of Confederate symbols for contemporary
social, cultural, or political causes.
At its core, Recalling Deeds Immortal: Florida Monuments to the
Civil War is a thorough catalogue of Civil War monuments erected
in Florida and in the memory of Floridians. It provides detailed
descriptions of over 100 such monuments and will prove to be a
solid reference guide for students and scholars of Florida history.
But perhaps just as significant, Lees and Gaske provide important
historical contextualization for these monuments which enables
readers to understand the long history of Civil War memory. In this
capacity it proves a worthy and useful addition to the ever growing
body of work on Civil War and Southern memory.
Matthew Mace Barbee
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Fort Marion Prisoners and the Trauma of Native Education. By
Diane Glancy. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 2014.
Illustrations, acknowledgements, bibliography.
Pp. 136.
$20.00 paper.)
Diane Clancy's part fact, part fiction work, Fort Marion Prisoners and the Trauma of Native Education, highlights the possible
experiences of American Indian prisoners at Fort Marion in St.
Augustine, Florida, between 1875 and 1878. These prisoners were
the first to be formally educated by the United States government
under the direction of Captain Richard Henry Pratt, who was later
the founder of the Carlisle Indian lndustnal School (1879). The
Indians were taught how to speak, read, and write English; basic mathematics; and geography, as well as how to dress and act
"white." They chronicled their experiences through colored pencil
drawings, many of which are included in this book. What is intriguing about Clancy's work is the attempt not to analyze the prisoners'
experiences, but rather to convey the possible reality of these experiences. As a professor emerita of English at Macalester College
and a professor at Azusa Pacific University in California, Glancy
wrote this book in a way that is both unique and engaging, with
broken diction to relate the Natives' confusion, and rich and descriptive prose to paint the images the prisoners would have seen.
In this way, this book is excellent for the general reader interested
in understanding many of the problems with Native education. In
a short 117 pages of text divided into forty-eight chapters, Glancy
provides readers with her own understanding of what this experience was like for these prisoners.
However, for any serious academic, this book poses many
problems. First and foremost, Glancy does not cite any of her information directly, aside from pictures and drawings and one long
quotation (filling an entire chapter) from a letter from Pratt to the
Board of Indian Commissioners. While there are many quotations,
factual details, and opinions, there are no footnotes or endnotes
to guide scholars to her sources. She does provide a short bibliography at the end, yet even this is lacking many seminal works in
the field, including]on Reyhner and Jeanne Eder's American Indian
Education: A History (2004), and David Wallace Adam's Education
for Extinction: American Indians and the Boarding School Experience,
1875-1928 (1995). It is clear by looking at the bibliography that
the historiographical research for Clancy's book was superficial,
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at best, which leads to questions about the thoroughness of her
primary research. While she frequently discusses working within archives, she only includes the images that she references in the text
and offers little indication as to which other primary sources she
utilized. Further, she regularly invents quotations, thoughts, and
feelings for the prisoners, which she repeatedly admits is how she
envisioned they would speak, think, or feel. This makes this work
part non-fiction, and many par_~ fiction.
Unfortunately, there are several facts that she gets wrong in
her book. For example, in her chapter "A Snapshot of the History
of Native Education," she notes that the Fort Marion experiment
was not the first attempt to educate Natives, and while that is true
(though it is the first government-sponsored event), she lists the
Hampton Institute in Virginia as a prior attempt, when in reality,
the school for African-Americans didn't incorporate Natives until after the Fort Marion experiment in 1878 (56). Additionally,
this two-page chapter covering a "snapshot" of American Indian
education is incomplete, leaving out important facts about the curriculum such as forced labor, vocational training for work such as
farming or blacksmithing, and the high amount of abuse aimed,
in the infamous words of Pratt himself, to "kill the Indian; save the
man." While it is understood she is not attempting to discuss the
entirety of Indian education, this "snapshot" can lead to or perpetuate many of the existing misconceptions surrounding Native
education.
Other oddities of this book include Clancy's tendency to explain her writing process (and the many travels she took while
writing) in spurts throughout the text rather than in a single
foreward. This leads to much confusion, especially early on, as
to whom she is referring when she says "I." This is a continuous
problem throughout the book as she often switches between her
own thoughts and her estimation of the prisoners' perspectives.
Additionally, the way Glancy presents her story makes it difficult
to discern what is fact and what is fiction unless the reader already
has an extensive knowledge of the field. Had she provided a clear
distinction between the two, or added a detailed historical analysis
(with accuracy) to support her perceptions, this work could have
been excellent for introducing students to the reality of late-nineteenth and twentieth- century Native American history.
Overall, this book, while excellently written and open about
the amount of fiction included, takes many liberties with scholarly
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work. It would be great for introducing young students or the general reader to Native American history, though for older students
or those starting in the field, it would have to be combined with
a more substantial work. For any serious academic, however, this
work adds little to the existing historiography, and when combined
with the citation and factual problems, it is too problematic for use
in research. While the purpose of portraying the confusion and
anxiety that these prisoners may have felt is well met, it is done in
such an un-academic way that it cannot be taken seriously, despite
the excellence of its prose.
Leanne Wiggins

University of Central Florida

A World More Concrete: Real Estate and the Remaking ofJim Crow
South Florida. By N.D.B. Connolly. (Chicago: University of
Chicago Press, 2014. Acknowledgements, illustrations, notes,
index. Pp. xiii, 389. $45.00 cloth.)
N. D. B. Connolly's book, A World More Concrete, is a new work
in a recent trend by scholars to globalize the American South.
Nowhere is this task more complementary than Miami, Florida,
since the city sits between the South and the Caribbean. Connolly
addresses many different threads in this book including the idea
that Jim Crow as a political, economic and social institution is the
American variant of an Apartheid racial system no different than
that which emerged in South Africa. Additionally, he posits the notion that white racial conservatives and progressive liberals were
two sides of the same coin when it came to residential segregation
since the economic interests of both converged as property owners
in and around black slums. Although their intentions and outlooks
may have differed, the outcome of their policies still produced little
black low-income housing as well as fewer black property owners.
Connolly is not plowing new ground by examining the making
of the inner city or even the inner city of Miami, but he demonstrates copious research and a comprehensive study of this process
through most of the twentieth century. Many of the people and
events are covered in the works of Raymond Mohl, Melanie ShellWeiss, Maria Cristina Garcia, Alejandro Portes and Alex Stepick.
What Connolly offers us is a new frame and critical eye. He complicates the well-worn narrative of the liberal civil rights-minded
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reformer trying to end racism and the conservative capitalist bleeding the black slum of wealth. According to Connolly, white liberal
reformers and black property owners collaborated on policies with
the intention of cleaning up the slums, but instead their efforts
amounted to unknowingly compounding the economic and housing pro bl ems of the inner ci ty.-A middle class paternalism informed
these desperate groups who organized and lobbied for legislation
and legal remedies, such as emwent domain, to remake, revitalize
and gentrify low income black neighborhoods. This is the greatest
contribution of the book; Connolly recasts the heroes and villains
of the Miami civil rights movement and asks the reader to consider
the impact these actors had on maintaining crushing poverty for
the black masses unable to escape the inner city.
When the author is unfolding his thesis, the book is engaging
and on firm ground. However, there are sections of the book that at
times do not connect directly to the overall thesis and only inform
the reader of some of the broader events and circumstances of the
main characters. Many times in these cases the author is on more
tenuous ground. There are a few brief mentions of the role a black
Miami dentist named Ira Davis played in feeding George Smathers
information concerning Senator Claude Pepper before the 1950
election that famously smeared Pepper as a communist sympathizer
(121). According to the endnotes, this information came from a
letter Davis wrote to Smathers three years after the election and
an unpublished paper by a historian working on this election. Unfortunately, Jim Clark's 2011 book, Red Pepper and Gorgeous George,
which covers the election specifically, is not consulted by the author.
Since there was so much in the public domain that Smathers used
against Pepper, I find it hard to believe that the information Davis
delivered was of any consequence, at least not to the degree the author speculates. And since the specific information Davis delivered
is missing from the text and I would assume the source as well, why
does the author gives Davis the benefit of the doubt about his letter's impact? Additionally, when discussing the effect the transfer of
land from the Seminoles to local developers had on divisions within
the Seminole tribe, the author uses this odd and dismissive phrasing: this action, " ... eventually prompted a group calling themselves
Miccosukee to splinter off and attain their own federal recognition
in 1962" (68). Again, this is a really minor issue, but is the author
suggesting there may not be an indigenous people called Miccosukee or is he stating these people are not the historic Miccosukee
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people? Records of a Miccosukee people in Florida go back to at
least the American Revolution and it seems oddly dismissive of
another Dade County subaltern population. All and all, these are
minor draw backs, but they demonstrate points where the author
suspends his critical eye or does not consider the evidence as carefully when it concerns topics outside the main story of segregated
housing. Finally, there is an unusual use of the terms "negro" and
"colored" throughout the book, since the author seems to use black
and African American less frequently. Yet no explanation is given.
My guess is this choice of terminology was made to parallel racial
language in South Africa. Since the author examines Cuban and
native peoples throughout the work, alongside African Americans
and black people from the Caribbean, the use of colored becomes a
catchall for what other scholars refer to as "people of color."
Overall this book is a major contribution to our understanding
of Jim Crow and the complicated politics across economic, racial
and political lines segregation engendered. There are numerous
accounts of the process of gentrification, revitalization, urban renewal and slum clearance, but this is one of the only works that
synthesizes these processes and demonstrates how they are all interrelated to produce an American Apartheid system. This work
will be indispensable to scholars interested in learning how the inner city evolved over the course of the twentieth century.
Robert Cassanello

University of Central Florida

Wilson. By A. Scott Berg. (New York: G.P. Putnam's Sons, 2013.
Acknowledgements, illustrations, notes, bibliography, index.
Pp. 743. $40.00 cloth.)
As we commemorate the centennial of Woodrow Wilson's
presidency, a reemphasis on the significance of the twenty-eighth
pres!dent of the United States is in order. Although eclipsed in
more recent memory by Franklin Roosevelt and Ronald Reagan,
Wilson remains a dominant figure on the historical landscape. In
the twentieth century only FDR and LBJ accomplished more in
domestic reform. No other president equaled his impact on American foreign policy.
Over the years Wilson has received his share of scholarly attention but for whatever reasons that attention diminished greatly
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in the past forty years. Now A. Scott Berg has come forward with a
large new biography that, in conjunction with the Wilson centennial, may reignite the great debate over Wilson and his presidency.
Berg is not an academic historian but he is an accomplished writer
and author of biographies of Maxwell Perkins, Samuel Goldwyn,
Charles Lindbergh, aha Katharine Hepburn. His biography of
Perkins won a Nationaf Book Award and his biography of Charles
Lindbergh won a Pulitzer Prize.
Berg's book is divide& into four parts. After an introductory
chapter set in 1918, the author examines Wilson's life from childhood until his decision to seek the governorship of New Jersey in
1910. The second section, and-the shortest, covers his run for governor, his governorship, and the presidential campaign of 1912.
The third part describes his presidency to November 1918. The
final section examines his peacemaking efforts in Paris in 1919, the
titanic struggle with the Senate, and his bitter last years after leaving the White House until his death in 1924.
Berg's treatment of Wilson is sympathetic but not uncritical.
The author admires Wilson's progressive politics, the great domestic reform initiatives, and the efforts to forge a new international
order based on moral principles. At the same time, Berg is critical
of Wilson 's decisions, beginning in November 1918, as he headed
toward disastrous political defeat in 1919-1920.
Berg emphasizes Wilson.!s early life. The first part of the book
is five chapters and more than 150 pages. By way of comparison,
Arthur Link's monumental uncompleted biography of Wilson (at
five volumes and more than two thousand pages) devoted just one
chapter and fewer than forty pages to Wilson's life before becoming president of Princeton in 1902.
The first part of the book is the best. Berg skillfully discusses Wilson's early years with attention to his family, his education,
and his academic career. Berg sees Wilson as a lively, engaging
professor. Contrary to the popular imagination, Wilson was not
a stern, remote, humorless academic, but a brilliant lecturer who
enthralled his students. Undergraduates consistently voted him
the most popular professor on the campus. He was also a highly
productive scholar who turned out one major work after another.
Berg is very good on Wilson and his two wives-Ellen Axson
Wilson who died in 1914 and Edith Bolling Galt Wilson. His picture of Wilson is one of a romantic, passionate suitor and husband.
The author's portrayals of the two women are sympathetic and
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sens1t1ve. He also succeeds in developing the stories of Wilson's
relationships with some of the men closest to him such as Joseph
Tumulty (his secretary) and Cary Grayson (his personal physician).
Berg examines in detail in the subject of Wilson and race relations. Here he does his best to rehabilitate Wilson's reputation.
Wilson is usually understood as a southern segregationist who was
hostile to African American social and political concerns. Most
famously, Wilson is portrayed as segregating his administration
and endorsing Birth of a Nation. At best, according to the standard interpretation, Wilson was a paternalist. Berg maintains
that although Wilson viewed Birth of a Nation, he never provided
an endorsement of it. He argues that Wilson was sympathetic to
African Americans. According to Berg, the president met with
prominent African American leaders, listened carefully to them,
and attempted to promote their best interests as he saw them. In
the president's view, these best interests included segregation. Although the author's case for Wilson as a racial moderate is ably
argued, it is not persuasive.
It is in the apocalypse of World War I and its aftermath, though,
that Wilson's greatest significance resides. Any Wilson biographer
confronts a major challenge in coming to grips with the events of
1914-1920 and the president's decisions during these years. Here
Berg is disappointing. His description of the outbreak of the war
is badly flawed. The Schlieffen Plan had not "been sitting in a
drawer for a decade" (336) and Germany did not attack Russia in
1914. The battle ofTannenberg produced approximately 150,000
Russian casualties, not the woeful underestimate of 30,000 cited by
Berg. Similarly, his treatment of Gallipoli is both misleading and
cites a much lower casualty number than is commonly accepted.
The truth of the matter seems to be that Berg does not possess a
command of the military history of the war~
Berg does better with Wilson's conduct of American diplomacy
during the neutrality period, 1914-1917, but here there are shortcomings as well. He attributes the strict accountability note of 1915
to William Jennings Bryan and he mishandles the details of the
House-Grey Memorandum ofl916. His explanation ofwhyWilson
decided to ask the congress for a declaration of war in 1917 offers
no new insights and he does not address the critical question of
why Wilson at the high point of his bargaining power with Britain and France did not seek significant concessions from them for
United States entry into the war.
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Berg's problem in dealing with Wilson and the neutrality period appears to rest with a calculated decision to ignore the best
historical literature on the subject. Nowhere in his bibliography
will one find any of the authoritative works of Link, the classic single volume study of Ernest May, or the more recent contributions
of such scholars as William Knock. Instead, Berg has proceeded
to write his own account '}Vithout utilizing the work of the most
respected scholars in the field.
Berg's treatment of the Paris Peace Conference, the Treaty of
Versailles, and the climactic battle with the Senate retells the familiar story with an emphasis on Colonel House's betrayal of Wilson's
program in Paris, Wilson's disintegrating health, and the mean
spiritedness of Henry Cabot Lodge. Berg's treatment of House is
perceptive but his descriptions of Theodore Roosevelt and Henry
Cabot Lodge are little more than partisan Democratic caricatures
of the two men. The rationale of their opposition to Wilson and
his policies never gets a fair hearing.
The tragic end of Wilson's great crusade finds Berg endorsing
a version of Gene Smith's When the Cheering Stopped (1964) . This
melodramatic account had Mrs. Wilson secretly running the country while trying to conceal the president's incapacity. Few historians
endorsed this interpretation but Berg cites Smith in his Acknowledgements as inspiring his interest in Wilson. Smith's book is also
to be found in the bibliography, unlike the works of Link and May.
Berg's book comes to almost 750 pages and yet it is not adequate. The author does very well with some aspects of Wilson's life
but falls short with the most crucial events. Historians can applaud
an effort to come to grips with the twenty-eighth president and his
significance but Wilson is a daunting subject. In the end, Berg has
not offered a new or compelling interpretation. As Americans contemplate Woodrow Wilson and his place in this country's history,
there is a rich collection of older works and John Milton Cooper's
recent biography (2009). Whether another historian is able to
match the older works or Cooper's with a fresh, new interpretation
of Wilson remains to be seen but A . Scott Berg has not been equal
to the challenge.
Edmund F. Kallinajr.
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Freedom's Pragmatist: Lyndon Johnson and Civil Rights.
By
Sylvia Ellis. (Gainesville: University Press of Florida, 2013.
Acknowledgements, notes, bibliography, index. Pp. xii, 320.
$44. 95 cloth.)
In recent years much of the scholarship pertaining to the Civil
Rights Movement has explored the grassroots campaigns throughout the country during the 1950s and 1960s. This trend stems from
earlier historical analysis emphasis on political or "great man" history, leaving these localized movements on the periphery, but with
the pendulum swinging firmly towards a bottom up approach, the
influence of political leaders has become largely ignored. In Freedom's Pragmatist, Sylvia Ellis attempts to reassert the influential role
politicians played during the movement, writing, "the history of
the civil rights movement cannot be told without recognizing the
contribution of those powerful individuals who do make a difference at vital junctures." (2). By exploring the career of Lyndon
Johnson, Ellis effectively portrays him as an essential member of
the movement, one who provided the governmental power necessary for the push towards civil rights. Viewing Johnson as a leader
deeply concerned with equality and welfare of all Americans regardless of race, Ellis argues that his upbringing in Texas, coupled
with his early career as a teacher and eventual move towards politics, influenced his progressive stance on race. While much has
been written on Johnson, few historians have delved as deeply as
Ellis into Johnson's role as a civil rights leader.
For Ellis, place plays a crucial role in the formation ofJohnson's
ideology. His upbringing in Texas provided him with a Southern
identity that converged and diverged from his counter-parts from
the Deep South. The racial makeup of West-central Texas, with a
low percentage of African Americans, allowed Johnson to grow up
away from the "Lost Cause" mythology that permeated the South,
allowing him, as Ellis asserts, to formulate a southwestern identity
as much as Southern one (10). This identity played a crucial role
in Johnson's decisions during his political career. His pride as a
Southern man forced him, during his early career, to side with
those who sought to maintain racial inequality, but his upbringing
in Texas also led to his support of economic opportunity and the
war on poverty, regardless of race . His ideas on economic equality
formulated during his early years as a teacher for impoverished
Mexican immigrants. It was with these students, Ellis argues, that
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Johnson became attuned to indignities minorities faced within the
South, but it was not until decades later thatJohnson began to use
his political clout to fight for racial equality.
Johnson's career as a U.S. Representative and Senator provided little evidence that he would become a champion for civil rights.
Voting against every bill that- addressed civil rights, he echoed the
creed of states' rights that Southern congressmen clung to. It was
not until his vice-presidency that Johnson moved away from the
racialized ideology of states' rights that plagued his Southern colleagues, illustrating the complicated nature ofJohnson's Southern
identity. Though Ellis effectively portrays Johnson's true concern
for racial equality, she also notes that for the majority of his career
he struggled to reconcile his ideas on equality with his loyalty to the
South, allowing many within the public to view his quest for civil
rights during his vice-presidency and presidency as little more than
political posturing.
As vice-president Johnson began a push for civil rights that few
could predict based upon his record in Congress. Ellis points to
a trip Johnson took to St. Augustine in 1963 as a major turning
point in his career. St. Augustine officials, in preparation for the
quadricentennial celebrations, sought federal funding for building
improvement. In response to the request, Johnson, as vice-president, attended a banquet in his honor at the historic Ponce De
Leon Hotel. Here,Johnson demanded the event, at the segregated
hotel, be integrated. He also met with local black leaders to discuss the plight of African Americans within St. Augustine, placing
himself in the discussion of civil rights like never before. Ellis argues that, "This direct involvement in the affairs of a segregated
city appears to have sparked a new commitment in Johnson" (132).
Decades after leaving his position as a teacher for underprivileged
immigrants, Johnson's support for the Civil Rights Movement began in earnest.
Johnson used his vice-presidency as a means to make civil rights
a core issue of the Kennedy administration, carrying this platform
with him after his succession to the presidency. As president,Johnson's championing of civil rights and equality was unparalleled. He
signed into law major initiatives that brought forth the end of a
racialized system which maintained white supremacy throughout
the South. While the efforts of local mobilizers and civil rights
leaders alike should not be minimized,Johnson's efforts and influence cannot be denied. His ideological opposition to segregation,
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coupled with his political ingenuity, allowed him to push through
legislation that perhaps no other president could have achieved.
Throughout his presidency he maintained his stance for civil rights,
believing the war on poverty was the next logical step in garnering
full equality. By the end of his term, though, he faced a changing
tide of militancy, black power, and anti-war sentiments with which
he struggled to reconcile his pragmatic approach to politics, hindering his legacy as president and as a civil rights advocate.
Ultimately Ellis has provided an important addition to the
Johnson historiography. By using a plethora of primary source
documents and interviews, in addition to analyzing numerous historical narratives and biographies ofJohnson, Ellis describes a man
deeply concerned with both racial and economic inequality. Ellis
though, at times, minimizes Johnson's role as a congressman voting
against numerous civil rights bills, and as a Southerner ingrained
with the racial terminology of the time. While Ellis acknowledges
the contradictory nature of Johnson's career in the House and
Senate, and his use of racialized language, she could have delved
deeper into the pervasiveness of ideas of racial superiority and
Southern identity that surrounded Johnson, perhaps influencing
his early stance against civil rights. This critique notwithstanding,
historians of the Civil Rights Movement, modern America, and of
Johnson should find her work useful.
Jody Noll

Auburn University

Cold War Dixie: Militarization and Modernization in the Modern South.
By Kari Frederickson. (Athens: University of Georgia Press,
2013. Acknowledgments, illustrations, notes, index. Pp. xii,
256. $24.95.)
The impact of the Cold War on America was obvious and undeniable: from domestic politics to foreign affairs, education to
athletics, the United States aimed to plant a strong hedge around
its population, while projecting the image and reality of its military
power abroad. Kari Frederickson, in Cold War Dixie: Militarization
and Modernization in the Modern South, examines the social and political changes wrought by the decision to build the Savannah River
Plant near Aiken, South Carolina, as part of the post-1945 nuclear
weapons program.
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As an essential piece within the Cold War arsenal, the hydrogen bomb was both awe-inspiring and terrifying, and its production
was viewed as vital to American security. Frederickson does well to
place the choice to produce the weapon within the context of the
Korean War and simultaneous buildup of Soviet nuclear capabilities. Her initial chapters, portraying the acquisition and clearing
of over 300 square miles of privately owned land-necessitating
the rapid relocation of whole .towns and restructuring of a physical landscape-accurately point to the priority placed on national
defense in the 1950s, and the forceful tugging of a largely agrarian
South Carolina lifestyle into a highly technical world.
With the Cold War as a permanent backdrop, and the development of the Savannah River Plant as the core of the narrative,
Frederickson ably explains how Aiken and its immediate environs
were fundamentally transformed, as traditional social and political
constructs were challenged and overturned. Also woven into the
story is the essential role of the DuPont Corporation, as that giant
entity was contracted to organize and execute the massive project.
With DuPont's development of the Savannah River Project fitting
within the timeline for the modern Civil Rights movement, Frederickson's work illustrates how the historically accepted Civil Rights
context does not always account for specific local areas, like Aiken.
In this, Cold War Dixie is important-pointing to factors based in
Cold War military necessities that propelled changes in race relations and politics. Further, Frederickson's portrayal of DuPont's
corporate culture in terms of its hiring practices and racial assumptions, really a reflection of the national stutter-steps taken in the
struggle for black equality in America during this era, illustrates
how important the role of business history is in more fully recreating and studying this pivotal time.
Corporate entities like DuPont are, often, easy targets for derision; indeed, choices focusing on economic or political expediency
at the expense of fairness or transparency in business practice
make such derision justifiable. Doubtless, the speed necessary to
complete the Savannah River Project-and amazingly, by Frederickson 's account, plutonium was being produced within four years
of the decision to build near Aiken-combined with the secrecy necessitated by the nature of nuclear weapons production, dovetailed
with the twin problems of a lack of trained, professional AfricanArnericans and the desire to settle this massive project as easily as
possible into a segregated society, to lead to necessary questions
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about hiring practices in terms of race. Frederickson expends a fair
amount of effort in critiquing DuPont on this point, but it should
be noted, too, that fewer local residents of any color were qualified to be hired in the professional ranks that DuPont required for
their technical production facilities; in fact, as the narrative illustrates, large numbers of semi-skilled, general laborers poured into
the area around Aiken to provide the construction work necessary
for this project. More valuable would have been a comparison of
DuPont's practices and the work force at the Savannah River Plant
with similar practices and work forces in southern California or
other areas of the South at this point, which also saw massive defense spending. As Frederickson concludes on this matter, some
progress was made in hiring black labor and professionals, but
more could have been accomplished.
As important as considering the impact of the Savannah River Project on society was the transformational aspect the nuclear
weapons plant had on local politics; this work gives some nuanced
context to the regional shift from Democratic to Republican party
affiliations during the 1960s through the early 1980s. Frederickson does a valuable job in pointing out the different priorities and
interests of the new element of Aiken's society-which was rooted
in the activist mentality of the science community in that era. That
these professionals and scientists, based on their economic status as
well as their critical interests in the defense industry, would tend toward supporting an Eisenhower presidency and more conservative
Republican national policy, seems a matter of course. That some
bigoted politicians and private citizens, disaffected by a Democratic leaning toward a "Civil Rights agenda," would also lean toward
the GOP over time is also acknowledged. Frederickson does well
to illustrate how South Carolina's politics, and Aiken's more immediately, were fundamentally altered by the arrival by "the Bomb"
plant.
Cold War Dixie begins to fill an important gap in the historiography of the South, and of the Cold War, generally. By examining
the cultural impact of the Savannah River Project, Frederickson
effectively illustrates how military and political history, too often
segregated or ignored in modern academia, intersects and changes
society-from whole cities and towns, to individuals having their
lives forever changed. Ultimately, Frederickson addresses the larger matter of the Cold War's consequences, both intentional and
unintended; by understanding that, perhaps we can better grasp
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the world in which we now live, and even thoughtfully consider the
consequences of our own choices.
Brian Lewis Crispell

Florida College

Making Sense of Marshall Ledbetter: The Dark Side of Political Protest.
By Daniel M. Harrison. - (Gainesville: University Press of
Florida, 2014. Preface, acknowledgements, illustrations, notes,
bibliography, index. Pp. xii, 206. $24. 95 cloth.)

Marshall Ledbetter's life makes for a sad story: a very bright
teenager, he failed at just about everything he tried. He enrolled at
Florida State University and flunked out-twice. He tried to make
friends , but had a hard time following through and maintaining
any kind of relationship-or making anything resembling a career.
He planned to take psilocybin mushrooms every day for a month,
but ran out on day 23. Not long afterward, he broke into the State
Capitol Building in Tallahassee one night in June 1991, barricading
himself in the office of the Sergeant at Arms, and demandingamong other things-specific brands of beer, cigarettes, and $100
worth of Chinese food. He asked for media coverage and meetings
with Timothy Leary (renowned pr:oponent of psychedelic drugs),
several prominent rappers, and the leadership of the American Indian Movement. He stayed for eight hours, smoking cigars and
drinking whisky. He left-peacefully-after watching a fake CNN
broadcast of his demands that was staged to trick him into thinking
he was having influence.
Numerous stories can be passed through the prism of any life;
it's Marshall Ledbetter's bizarre occupation in the Capitol building
that piqued Daniel Harrison's interest, and it serves as the central
incident in this inquiry. The easiest interpretation, one offered by
authorities and one that readers are likely to come to quickly, is that
Marshall Ledbetter was crazy. The state of Florida agreed, finding
that he lacked competence to stand trial. Court-appointed psychiatrists offered different diagnoses: psychosis, manic-depression,
schizophrenia; Ledbetter was hospitalized and medicated several
times. But tagging the offender as mentally ill makes for an end to
discussion and examination, rather than helping us approach any
fuller understanding. Indeed, opponents of activism are quick to
dismiss protesters as crazy, thereby writing off their concerns and
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activities at the same time. Totalitarian states label dissidents as
mentally ill and detain them, and we should not assume that liberal
polities don't sometimes do the same.
Daniel Harrison is determined not to let a diagnosis end the inquiry. Because Ledbetter had a glancing involvement in a dissident
student government group-mainly, a few social contacts and late
night conversations-and because he chose the seat of state government for this incident of acting out, Harrison considers protest
politics as part of the story. In seeking to make sense, Harrison devotes serious attention to Ledbetter's life, family, and relationships,
and the context of Florida State University and Tallahassee in the
1990s. The reader learns about conflicts in student government at
FSU, about Ledbetter's first acquaintance with politics of any kind,
and his intense interest in drugs. Harrison is quick also to deploy
insights from a broad range of scholars and activists; Hegel, Goffman, Merton, Mario Savio, and others pop up in the text, generally
invoked to prevent a quick dismissal of Ledbetter's life. But the
great strength of the book is less the use of theory than Harrison's
dogged research into the details and context of this one life.
Although we should not automatically dismiss activists as crazy, it's also inadequate to assume that protest politics are strictly
the product of rigorously calculated rationa] action. Activists report moments of intense elation and commitment, far beyond a
rational calculus of political ends and means. Movements draw
up all kinds of people in their wake, and unlike more conventional means of political expression, aren't generally that effective at
filtering out troubled or undisciplined individuals whom they inspire. The search for a fanatic, troubled, or diagnosed Tea Partier
or Occupier wouldn't take very long; of course, this isn't enough to
dismiss the broader movement.
But Marshall Led better's story really isn't much about any kind
of politics, protest or otherwise. Harrison does yeoman work to
find the sources of Ledbetter's demands, but his subject's commitments are scattered and not really coherent. Although Ledbetter
drew from the world around him in constructing demands, explanations, or even conversations, he didn't really speak back to them.
Harrison can't provide evidence of a consistent commitment to
anything in Ledbetter's efforts beyond trying to find a way to make
a life. Ultimately, his family, friends, and Florida's justice and mental health systems were unable to do enough to help him. In 2003,
nearly a dozen years after his dramatic personal protest in Tallahas-
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see, Ledbetter put a loaded shotgun in his mouth and pulled the
trigger.
The suicide ends a tragic story, pointing not only to Ledbetter's failures, but also to those of all of those who tried to help; for
Harrison, it provides an indictment of the society at large and of a
medical model of mental ill-Hess. I'm not sure that I've been able to
make sense of Ledbetter'.s life and death, but I'm grateful to Harrison for helping me to try.
David S. Meyer
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End Notes
Raymond A. Mohl, 1938-2015

A scholar of Florida history and friend of the Florida Historical
Society, Raymond A. Mohl passed away on January 29th, 2015 after
a long battle with cancer. He joined the Florida Historical Society
in 1971 and served on the Board of Directors from 1985 until 1992.
In addition, he served two separate terms on the Editorial Board
of the Florida Historical Quarterly first from 1993 through 2002 and
again from 2010 until his passing in 2015. Professor Mohl was the
recipient of the Dorothy Dodd Lifetime Achievement Award in
2014.
Ray Mohl graduated from Hamilton College and earned a
master's degree at Yale University and later a PhD from New York
University in 1967. Mohl was trained during a time of seismic shifts
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in the academy with the emergence of New Left historians and the
blossoming field of Social History - he was a vocal advocate of the
latter throughout his work and career. He started his career at
Indiana University Northwest in Gary and published his first book
Poverty in New York, 1783-1825 (1971). For Mohl, history was not a
series of remote events bu a window to understand the world in
which the contemporary _exists. In Poverty in New York, he asserted
that "Americans continue to E,lOralize about the poor and ignore
more fundamental causes for poverty," connecting the US government's abandonment of the Great Society's War on Poverty to the
emergence of the New Right as a force in American politics. At
the beginning of his career, like others of his generation, he was
criticized for imposing a "presentism" on his work by more traditional historians who claimed that history's purpose was only to
understand what people in the past said and did. These early debates shaped the scholar and, more importantly the professor he
became. In his classes he taught countless students that the pursuit
of pure "objectivity" for the historian was a fools' errand. Instead
he implored students to come to terms with and understand their
bias to ultimately account for it. While the pursuit of objectivity
may be noble and pragmatic, the exercise of historical inquiry by
nature does not arrive at true objectivity. For Mohl this was the central lesson to historiography.
While at Indiana University Northwest Mohl embarked on what
would ultimately be his next project, Steel City: Urban and Ethnic Patterns in Gary, Indiana, 1906-1950, a book he coauthored with Neil
Betten ( 1986). A pattern now emerged. While Mohl was finishing
his research at NYU, he studied New York and when he landed his
first job in Gary, the history of that city became his second project.
In this book, like his first, Mohl explored groups pushed to the
margins of society in a company town, as opposed to the poor, this
time the ethnic working class. Both Mohl and Betten were praised
in reviews for not only incorporating social science methods into
the study but for exploring the impact of race relations and the
existence of Jim Crow practices in a Northern, so-called progressive city.
Although he started this research while working in Gary, he
completed it after he moved to Boca Raton and joined the department of history at Florida Atlantic University. As he was writing
chapters on racial discrimination, the treatment of the poor and
working class in industrial America and later the rust-belt Midwest,
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the neighboring city of Miami was rife with the influx of Cubans
over the previous decades, and the marginalization and removal of
African Americans from historic downtown black neighborhoods
in the name of urban renewal. It was certainly the case that while
finishing Steel City, Mohl witnessed and became interested by the
news accounts of the Miami and Overtown riots of the early 1980s.
His first articles on Miami were published during this time and
he often referenced these events in them. It was clear at this time
he wanted to understand how the community where he lived had
evolved into the society around him. Mohl would publish articles
on Miami throughout the remainder of his life.
After examining the poor in colonial New York and ethnic
workers in Gary, Mohl would embark on a decade's long research
and publication tenure examining black and Hispanic immigrants'
struggles to make a place for themselves in the bustling Sunbelt
city. Although Mohl never published a monograph on Miami, a
collection of his journal articles on the topic would fill multiple
volumes. Since he began researching Miami, several books have
been published that referred to him as the dean of Miami history.
Although he did not write those books, according to the acknowledgements and footnotes, his voluminous work birthed those very
monographs.
I recall a student who asked Mohl why he was interested in
Miami. Mohl's response was enlightening; he said he wanted to
know the history of where he lived. What came with that explanation was his belief that as a historian, he too was part of the
community where he lived and as such had a responsibly to it as
a member of that community. He fashioned himself as a public
servant, a citizen scholar if you will whose mission was to research,
publish and bring to light social ills that could have been avoided
with smarter and more enlightened public policies. By the late
1980s and throughout the 1990s, Mohl had become interested in
housing for the poor, housing reform in Miami and urban renewal.
He collaborated with Kenneth W. Goings on a special issue of the
Journal of Urban History that later became the edited collection The
New African American Urban History. In these works he explored
the role of federal, state and local forces that helped deteriorate
the historic black downtown of Miami and instead created the effect known as the second ghetto. Additionally, he would write a
series of articles and book chapters that would eventually cumulate
in the book South of the South: Jewish Activists and the Civil Rights
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Movement in Miami, 1945-1960 (2003). In both these works he illuminated the unfair housing practices and urban renewal policies
that were thrust upon black residents and brought attention to the
civil rights and housing reform activists who sought to change the
system. Because of this wor:k he was approached by the US Commission on Civil Rights to "8erve as expert witness in cases regarding
housing and elections.
Throughout this time, M_s>hl embedded a lesson or philosophy
for other historians and it was something he explicitly taught to his
students: writing about one's local community does not inherently
make that history provincial. It is the challenge of the historian to
bring big questions to local places. Throughout his time at FAU and
beyond, Mohl was a member of the Florida Historical Society, wrote
for the Florida Historical Quarterly and Tequesta, and produced work
that made him one of the premiere Urban History scholars. What
was remarkable was the fact that he did not shun Florida or other
statewide academic outlets, but embraced them and through his action and his own publications demonstrated that there are no state
and local historians, only historians. There are very few scholars who
could walk around the corridors yearly of the American Historical
Association Conference and the Florida Historical Society Meeting
without pretension and contribute and be stimulated by both. And
of course be recognized as an esteemed scholar at both as well.
After two- and- a half decades at FAU, Ray Mohl accepted a job
as chair of the department of history at the University of Alabama at
Birmingham. "While there he continued his work on Miami, but in
predictable fashion published articles on Alabama. His most notable
contribution were articles and book chapters on the Latinization of
the workforce in Alabama and the rest of the South. I recall organizing a history conference years ago in Birmingham where Mohl.was
featured on a panel. "When the conference schedule was posted online before the conference an irate young scholar called me to give
me an earful, asking how I could schedule her at the same time Ray
Mohl's panel was in session? She cried, "How can I see Ray Mohl's
paper? That was the reason I wanted to come to this conference."
Not at all feeling insulted but ashamed I moved her panel time. No
one should ever have to present a paper at the same time as Ray
Mohl. It brings a tear to my eye that now no one ever will.
I was a former student of Ray Mohl, lucky enough to be in
his classes and to have him as my mentor throughout my career.
He was more to me than a former professor or the person who
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wrote books and articles that will outlive any of my own work. No
doubt, obituaries will appear that will describe Ray's scholarly work
and achievements, where he was employed and other important
life events. There are things outside his articles and books I think
we all carry with us because he was so much more than the scholar.
For current and future historians who did not have the pleasure to
know Ray, there are books and articles, but I implore you to search
for the idea that was Ray Mohl. In that you will find his greatest
contribution.

Robert Cassanello
The Florida Historical Society Archaeological Institute (FHSAI) at
the Brevard Museum of History and Natural Science

The Brevard Museum of History and Natural Science, located
at 2201 Michigan Avenue in Cocoa, is owned and operated by the
Florida Historical Society. Established in 1969, the nearly 15,000
square foot facility sits on a 20-acre nature preserve with walking
trails through three Florida ecosystems. The museum is adjacent to
Eastern Florida State College and the University of Central Florida
Cocoa Campus.
The centerpiece of the Brevard Museum of History and Natural Science is an exhibition on the Windover Archaeological Dig.
In 1982, an ancient pond cemetery was discovered near Titusville.
Hundreds of ritualistically buried bodies were remarkably well
preserved, wrapped in the oldest woven fabric found in North
America. Ninety-one skulls contained intact brain matter. The
Windover people were between 7,000 and 8,000 years old, making
them 2,000 years older than the Great Pyramids and 3,200 years
older than King Tutankhamen.
Also featured at the Brevard Museum of History and Natural
Science are exhibits on other native peoples, the Spanish Colonial
period, pioneer culture, the space program, and numerous archaeological artifacts.
The museum is the physical home of the Florida Historical
Society Archaeological Institute (FHSAI). Established in 1856, the
Florida Historical Society has been supporting archaeology in the
state for more than a century.
FHS was the first state-wide organization dedicated to the preservation of Florida history and prehistory, as stated in our 1905
constitution. We were the first state-wide organization to preserve
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Native American artifacts such as stone pipes, arrowheads, and pottery, and the first to actively promote and publish archaeological
research dating back to the early 1900s. Archaeology enthusiast
Clarence B. Moore became a Member of the Florida Historical
Society in 1907, and donated his written works to the Library of
Florida History.
From the early twentieth century to the present, leading Florida
archaeologists have had their work published in the FHS journal,
The Florida Historical Quarterly. The Florida Historical Society was
instrumental in the creation of the position of State Archaeologist and the establishment of the Florida Anthropological Society
(FAS) in the 1940s, and served as host of the Florida Public Archaeology Network (FPAN) East Central Region from 2010 through
2013. Under the direction ofFHS, the East Central Region was one
of FPAN's most successful.
Today, FHS is continuing our long tradition of supporting
archaeology in the state with the Florida Historical Society Archaeological Institute (FHSAI) at the Brevard Museum of History and
Natural Science. The mission statement says that FHSAI "is dedicated to educating the public about Florida archaeology through
research, publication, educational outreach, and the promotion of
complimentary work by other organizations."

FLORIDA FRONTIERS: THE WEEKLY RADIO MAGAZINE OF
THE FLORIDA HISTORICAL SOCIETY

Florida Frontiers: The Weekly Radio Magazine of the Florida Historical Society, airing on public radio stations throughout the state,
continues to be one of our most successful educational outreach
projects. The program is a combination of interview segments and
produced features covering history-based events, exhibitions, activities, places, and people in Florida. The program explores the
relevance of Florida history to contemporary society and promotes
awareness of heritage and culture tourism options in the state.
The first section of the program each week is a long-form
NPR-style piece from Florida Frontiers producer and host Ben Brotemarkle, Executive Director of the Florida Historical Society. He
talks with authors of books about Florida history and culture; takes
listeners to historic sites around the state; discusses important issues dealing with education and preservation; and demonstrates
how learning about our history and culture can provide a sense of
community to Floridians today.
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The second section of the program is a conversation between
Ben Brotemarkle and FHS Director of Educational Resources Ben
DiBiase about various items in our archive at the Library of Florida
History in Cocoa. Recent discussions have focused on early land
grants in Florida, the Jacob Rhett Motte journal, and Florida's 1812
Patriot Constitution.
The third section of the program is produced by Robert Cassanello, Associate Professor of History at the University of Central
Florida and an award-winning podcaster. Cassanello's segment has
recently featured a look at the religion of Santeria in Florida, Jackson County in the Reconstruction era, and Spanish Colonial Era
olive jars.
The program is edited by FHS Director of Media Production,
Jon White.
Florida Frontiers: The Weekly Radio Magazine of the Florida Historical
Society is currently broadcast on 90.7 WMFE Orlando, Thursdays at
6:30 pm and Sundays at 4:00 pm.; 88.l WUWF Pensacola, Fridays at
5:30 p.m.; 89.9 ~CT Jacksonville, Mondays at 6:30 pm; 89.5 WFIT
Melbourne, Sundays at 7:00 a.m.; 88.9 WQCS Ft. Pierce, Mondays
at 6:30 p.m.; 89.l WUFT Gainesville, Saturdays at 6:00 am and Sundays at 7:30 a.m.; 90.1 ~UF Inverness, Saturdays at 6:00 am and
Sundays at 7:30 a.m.; 90.1 WGCU Ft. Myers, Sundays at 3:00 p.m.;
and 91. 7 WMKO Marco Island, Sundays at 3:00 p.m. Check your
local NPR listings for additional airings. The program is archived
on the Florida Historical Society web site and accessible any time at
www.myfloridahistory.org/frontiers.
Florida Frontiers: The Weekly Radio Magazine of the Florida Historical
Society is made possible in part by the Jessie Ball duPont Fund and
by Florida's Space Coast Office of Tourism, representing destinations from Titusville to Cocoa Beach to Melbourne Beach.
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2015 AWARD RECIPIENTS
CHARLTON TEBEAU AWARD
For a general interest book on a Florida history topic
THOMAS GRAHAM
Mr. Flagler's St. Augustine
(University Press of Florida)

REMBERT PATRICKAWARD
For a scholarly book on a Florida history topic
ANTHONY]. STANONIS
Faith in Bikinis: Politics and Leisure in the Coastal South S
ince the Civil War
(University of Georgia Press)

PATRICK D. SMITH AWARD
For a book of fiction on a Florida history topic
TIM ROBINSON
A Tropical Frontier: The Cow Hunters
(CreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform)
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HARRY T. AND HARRIETTE V. MOORE AWARD
For a book relating to Florida's ethnic groups or dealing with a
significant social issue from an historical perspective

JUDITH G. POUCHER
State of Defiance: Challenging the johns Committee Assault on Civil
Liberties
(University Press of Florida)

STETSON KENNEDY AWARD
For a book based on investigative research which casts light on
historic Florida events in a manner that is supportive of human
rights, traditional cultures, or the natural environment
KATE DUPES HAWK, RON VILLELIA,
ADOLFO LEVYA DE VARONA
with KRISTEN CIFERS
Florida and the Mariel Boatlift of 1980: The First Twenty Days
(University of Alabama Press)

SAMUEL PROCTOR AWARD
For an outstanding oral history project substantially about Florida
LYN CORLEY
Conversations from Mayport:
Transcriptions of Oral History Recordings from the "Characters" of
Mayport Village, Florida

ARTHUR W. THOMPSON AWARD
For the most outstanding article in the Florida Historical Quarterly
MATTHEW J. CIAVIN
"An 'Underground Railway' to Pensacola and the Impending
Crisis over Slavery"
Volume 92, No. 4, (Spring 2014)
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CAROLYN MAYS BREVRD AWARD
For most outstanding essay or research paper on Florida history
produced by an undergraduate student at a college or university
in the United States
TYLER CAMPBELL
"The Forgotten Minority: The Voice of Florida's Unionists in the
- Secession Crisis"
University of Central Florida

HAMPTON DUNN INTERNET AWARD
For emerging "new media" utilizing computerized production
and distribution techniques, recognizing outstanding audio or
video programs, announcements or other works promoting or
expanding knowledge of Florida history
ROBERT CASSANELLO
A History of Central Florida Podcast Series
University of Central Florida

GOLDEN QUILL ARTICLE AWARD
For outstanding article about Florida history in print media
ELIOT KLEINBERG and
Photojournalist THOMAS CORDY
"150 Years Later: The Battle of Olustee"
The Palm Beach Post, Sunday, March 2, 2014

DAVID C. BROTEMARKLE AWARD
For creative expressions of Florida history other than books
ROBERTO FERNENDEZ
"History Across Broward Initiative: Woodland Cemetery Project"
Boyd H. Anderson High School
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MARINUS LATOUR AWARD
For outstanding volunteer in a local historical society, library,
museum or other Florida history-related program or organization
CHRISTINE GALLAWAY
Florida Historical Society

PRESIDENTIAL CITATION
JIM SCHNUR
University of South Florida St. Petersburg
For his Service to the Florida Historical Quarterly and the Florida
Historical Society

DISTINGUISHED SERVICE AWARD
CONNIE LESTER
University of Central Florida
For I 0 Years of Outstanding Service as Editor of the Florida
Historical Quarterly

JILLIAN PRESCOTT MEMORIAL LECTURESHIP
DAVID R. COLBURN
University of Florida
"Coming to the Study of Race Relations in Florida: One
Historian's Journey"

CAROLINE P. ROSSETTERAWARD FOR
OUTSTANDING WOMAN IN FLORIDA HISTORY
ADRIENNE ARSHT
Philanthropist and Business Leader"
For the Restoration of ''Villa Serena," the Miami home of William
Jennings Bryan

DOROTHY DODD LIFETIME ACHIEVEMENT AWARD
DAVID R. COLBURN
Historian, Author, Educator; and Administrator
University of Florida
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F/,orida Historical Quarterly News
FHQWebsite
The Florida Historical Quarterly now has its own website. Previously Quarterly patrons found information about the journal on the
Florida Historical Society webpage or on the University of Central
Florida Department of History webpage. You can still reach the
Quarterly through those sites. Now, however, you can find the FHQ
at its own, expanded site: http:/ /fhq.cah.ucf.edu
•
On the Home page, users can see the editorial staff,
connect to JSTOR and PALMM, see the current Face book
posts, and Donate.
•
A Current Issue page shows the cover and the Table of
Contents of the most recent issue.
•
The Thompson Award page lists award winners since
2000.
•
The Submissions page provides guidelines for manuscript
submissions, book reviewers, and advertising.
•
The Membership tab takes you directly to the
membership page of the FHS.
•
E-FHQ connects you to the FHQpodcasts; FHQ Online
informs readers aboutJSTOR, Florida Heritage, and
PALMM. Within a few weeks, FHQ online will also offer its
first fully online article: "Florida's Early West Point Cadets"
by Erwin]. Wunderlich. We are also planning to highlight
the FHQ digital research that our students have been
conducting in this space. Keep looking for these additions.
•
The Copyright and Permissions tab informs users about
copyright and permission to use requirements.

FLORIDA HISTORICAL QUARTERLYPODCASTS
The Florida Historical Quarterly has entered a new era of media. Dr. Robert Cassanello, Associate Professor of History at the
University of Central Florida and a member of the FHQ editorial board, has accepted a new role as the coordinator for podcast
productions. In coajunction with the Public History programs at
UCF, Dr. Cassanello will produce a podcast for. each issue of the
Quarterly. Each podcast will consist of an interview with one of the
authors from the most recent issue of the Quarterly. The podcasts
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are uploaded to iTunes University and are available to the public at
http:/ /publichistorypodcast.blogspot.com/.
Dr. Jack E. Davis on his article "Sharp Prose for Green: John
D. MacDonald and the First Ecological Novel," which appeared in
Volume 87, no. 4 (Spring 2009).
Dr. Michael D. Bowen on his article "The Strange Tale ofWesley
and Florence Garrison: Racial Crosscurrents of the Postwar Florida
Republican Party" appeared in Volume 88, no. 1 (Summer 2009).
Dr. Nancy]. Levine discussed the research project undertaken
by her students on the Hastings Branch Library that appeared in
Volume 88, no. 2 (Fall 2009).
Dr. Daniel Feller, 2009 Catherine Prescott Lecturer, on "The
Seminole Controversy Revisited: A New Look at Andrew Jackson's
1819 Florida Campaign," Volume 88, no. 3 (Winter 2010).
Dr. Derrick E. White, on his article "From Desegregation to Integration: Race, Football, and 'Dixie' at the University of Florida,''
Volume 88, no. 4 (Spring 2010).
Dr. Gilbert Din was interviewed to discuss his article "William Augustus Bowles on the Gulf Coast, 1787-1803: Unraveling a
Labyrinthine Conundrum,'' which appeared in Volume 89, no. 1
(Summer 2010).
Deborah L. Bauer, Nicole C. Cox, and Peter Ferdinando on
graduate education in Florida and their individual articles in Volume 89, no. 2 (Fall 2010).
Jessica Clawson, "Administrative Recalcitrance and Government Intervention: Desegregation at the University of Florida,
1962-1972,'' which appeared in Volume 89, no. 3 (Winter 2011).
Dr. Rebecca Sharpless, "The Servants and Mrs. Rawlings: Martha Mickens and African American Life at Cross Creek,'' which
appeared in Volume 89, no. 4 (Spring 2011).
Dr.James M. Denham, "Crime anctPunishment in Antebellum
Pensacola,'' which appeared in Volume 90, no. 1 (Summer 2011).
Dr. Samuel C. Hyde Jr., Dr. James G. Cusick, Dr. William S.
Belko, and Cody Scallions in a roundtable discussion on the West
Florida Rebellion of 1810, the subject of the special issue of the
Florida Historical Quarterly Volume 90, no. 2 (Fall 2011).
Dr. Julian Chambliss and Dr. Denise K. Cummings, guest
editors for "Florida: The Mediated State,'' special issue, Florida Historical Quarterly Volume 90, no. 3 (Winter 2012).
Dr. David H. Jackson, Jr., on his article "'Industrious, Thrifty
and Ambitious': Jacksonville's African American Businesspeople
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during the Jim Crow Era," in the Florida Historical Quarterly Volume 90, no. 4 (Spring 2012) and Dr. Tina Bucuvalas, 2012 Jillian
Prescott Memorial Lecturer and winner of the Stetson Kennedy
Award for The Florida Folklife Reader.
Dr. Claire Strom, Rapetti-Trunzo Professor of History at Rollins
College, on her article, "Controlling Venereal Disease in Orlando
during World War II," Florida Historical Quarterly Volume 91, no. 1
(Summer 2012).
Dr. Matthew G. Hyland, on his article, "The Florida Keys Hurricane House: Post-Disaster New Deal Housing," Florida Historical
Quarterly Volume 91, no. 2 (Fall 2012).
Dr. Paul E. Hoffman, guest editor ofVolume 91, no. 3 (Winter
2013) on sixteenth century Florida.
Dr. Christopher Meindl and Andrew Fairbanks were interviewed for the Spring 2013 (Volume 91, no. 4) podcast on their
article (with Jennifer Wunderlich). They talked about environmental history and the problems of garbage for Florida's environment.
Dr. Samuel Watson was interviewed about his article, "Conquerors, Peacekeepers, or Both? The U.S. Army and West Florida,
1810-1811," Volume 92, no. 1 (Summer 2013). His article challenged some of the work published in the Fall 2010 special issue
on the West Florida Rebellion. In his interview Dr. Watson spoke
about the discipline of his!ory and the way in which the field advances as historians debate iarger interpretative issues.
Richard S. Dellinger, Esq., attorney with the Orlando firm of
Lowndes, Drosdick, Doster, Kantor & Reed and Vice President for
the 11th Circuit Court, was interviewed for the Fall 2013 Special
Issue on the 50th Anniversary of the United States District Court,
Middle District of Florida.
Dr. Jane Landers, guest editor for Volume 92, no. 3 (Winter
2014) on seventeenth century Florida, the second issue in the 500
Years of Florida History series of special issues.
Dr. Matt Clavin, an Associate Professor of History at the University of Houston was interviewed for Volume 92, no. 4 (Spring
2014) on his article "An 'underground railway' to Pensacola and
the Impending Crisis over Slavery."
Dr. Lisa Lindquist Dorr's article "Bootlegging Aliens: Unsanctioned Immigration and the Underground Economy of Smuggling
from Cuba through Prohibition" was the topic for the podcast on
Volume 93, no. 1 (Summer 2014).
·
Dr. C.S. Monaco was interviewed on his article "'Wishing that
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Right May Prevail': Ethan Allen Hitchcock and the Florida War"
which appeared in Volume 93, no. 2 (Fall 2014).
Dr. Sherry Johnson, special issue editor for the 18th Century in
Florida History, was interviewed for the Volume 93, no. 3 (Winter
2015) podcast.

FLORIDA HISTORICAL QUARTERLY
AVAILABLE ON JSTOR
The Florida Historical Quarterly is available to scholars and researchers through JSTOR, a digital service for libraries, archives,
and individual subscribers. JSTOR editors spent more than a year
digitizing FHQ volumes 3-83; it became available to academic libraries and individual subscribers in August 2009. The FHQ has
reduced the 5-year window to a 3-year window for greater access.
More recent issues of the Quarterly are available only in print copy
form. JSTOR has emerged as a leader in the field of journal digitization and the FHQjoins a number of prestigious journals in all
disciplines. The Florida Historical Quarterly will continue to be available through PALMM, with a 5-year window.

FLORIDA HISTORICAL QUARTERLY ON FACEBOOK
Join the Florida Historical Quarterly on Facebook. The FHQ
Facebook page provides an image of each issue, the table of contents of each issue, an abstract of each article. There is also a link
to the Quarterly podcasts and the Florida Historical Society. Go to
the FHQ to find information on recent "Calls for Papers" for conferences in Florida and the South.
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GUIDELINES FOR SUBMISSIONS TO THE FLORIDA
HISTORICAL QUARTERLY
The Florida Historical Quarterly is a peer-refereed journal and
accepts for consideration manuscripts on the history of Florida,
its people, and its historical relationships to the United States, the
Atlantic World, the Caribbean, or Latin America. All submissions
are e x pected to reflect- substantial research, a dedication to writing, and the scholarly rigor demanded of professionally produced
historical work. Work submitted for consideration should not have
been previously published, soon to be published, or under consideration by another journal or press. Authors who are engaged in
open source peer review should watermark any manuscript available through an open source site as "Draft Under Consideration."
Authors should submit an electronic copy in MS Word to the
Florida Historical Quarterly, at Connie.Lester@ucf.edu.
Manuscripts should be typed and double-spaced (excluding
footnotes, block quotes, or tabular matter).
The first page should be headed by the title without the author's name. Author identification should be avoided throughout
the manuscript. On a separate sheet of paper, please provide the
author's name, institutional title or connection, or place of residence, and acknowledgements. Citations should be single-spaced
footnotes, numbered consecutively, and in accordance with the
Chicago Manual of Style. Use the reference feature to create footnotes rather than the superscript button.
Tables and illustrations should be created on separate pages,
with positions in the manuscript indicated.
In a cover letter, the author should provide contact information that includes phone numbers, fax number, email address, and
mailing address. The author should provide a statement of the
substance and significance of the work and identify anyone who
has already critiqued the manuscript.
Images or illustrations to be considered for publication with
the article may be submitted in EPS or PDF electronic format at
300 dpi or higher. Xeroxed images cannot be accepted. All illustrations should include full citations and credit lines. Authors
should retain letters of permission from institutions or individuals
owning the originals.
Questions regarding submissions should be directed to Connie L. Lester, editor, addressed to Department of History, PO Box
161350, 12790 Acquarius Agora Dr., Suite 551, University of Central Florida, Orlando, FL 32816-1350, by email to Connie.Lester@
ucf.edu, or by phone at 407-823-0261.
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Other News of Interest
Call for Papers
Thirty-Third Annual Meeting of the Gulf South
History and Humanities Conference
October 1-3, 2015, Natchez Grand Hotel, Natchez, Miss.
Deadline for Submissions: July 6, 2015
Send submissions to program chairJames Cusick: jgcusick@ufl.edu
THEME: Celebrating Mississippi and Beyond-- Life and Society in the

Gulf South
The Gulf South History and Humanities Conference seeks
submissions for its annual conference to be held Oct. 1-3, 2015 in
Natchez, Miss. The conference hotel will be the Natchez Grand
Hotel overlooking the Mississippi River. For information about
conference registration and hotel reservations please see http://
www.usm.edu/ gulfcoast/ gulf-south-historical-association, the website of the Gulf South Historical Association, University of Southern
Mississippi.
Submission guidelines: In anticipation of the 400ch anniversary
of the founding of Natchez (1716-2016) the 2015 conference takes
us to the heart of the Gulf South. All topics bearing on the history,
ethnography, archaeology, and development of the Gulf South and
related Circum-Caribbean are welcome!
•
INDIVIDUAL PAPER: send a title, 150-word abstract and
one-page vita.
•
THEME PANEL: send a title and brief (150 word)
description of the theme; 150-word abstract for each
paper, one-page vita for each presenter, suggested chairI
discussant.
•
ROUND TABLE FORUMS OR DISCUSSIONS: send
a title and brief (150 word) description of the topic
and a complete list of the participants and moderator/
discussant with vi tas.
Send submissions by email as an MSWord attachment to
program organizer James Cusick at jgcusick@ufl.edu (Please put
"2015 Gulf South Paper" in your email heading). Or send a paper
copy to James Cusick, Special & Area Studies Collections, George
A. Smathers Library, University of Florida, Gainesville, FL 32611.
Expect an email confirmation -that your submission has been received. If you do not receive a confirmation, send an email query
to James Cusick to verify receipt.

https://stars.library.ucf.edu/fhq/vol93/iss4/1
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Lawton M. Chiles Center for Florida History Presents the
2015-2016 Florida Lecture Series
September 3

Ed Ayers President Emeritus, University of
Richmond)

"From War to Freedom: Reflections on the Civil
War"
October 8

Drew Fulton (Conservation Photographer and
Filmmaker)

"Filming Florida: A Journey of Filmmaking and
Photography"
November5

Sandra Parks (Educator, Writer)

"Stetson Kennedy: Living a Life of Purpose"
January 14

Michael Francis (Hough Family Chair of Florida
Studies and Professor of History, University of
South Florida, St. Petersburg)

"Before Jamestown: Europeans, Africans, and
Indians in La Florida, 1513-1607."
February 18

Nathaniel Millett (Professor of History, Saint
Louis University)

"The Maroons of Prospect Bluff and Their Quest
for Freedom in the Atlantic World"
March 3

Bob H. Lee (Writer)

"Backcountry Lawman: True Stories from a
Florida Game Warden"
Lawton M. Chiles Center for Florida History, Florida Southern College, 111 Lake Hollingsworth Dr. Lakeland, Florida 33801,
(863) 680-4312, www.flsouthern.edu/flhistory
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Florida History in Publications, 2014
Compiled by Katie L. Kerns and James Anthony Schnur

Books
Abrams, Frank. Miami: A Survivor's Tale. Asheville, NC: Black
Mountain Press, 2014.
Aho, Paul. Surfing Florida: A Photographic History. Gainesville:
University Press of Florida, 2014.
Algoet, Gaetan, T. L. Armstrong, and Robert H. Baer. A Hundred
Giants: The French Huguenot Experience in Florida, 1562-1565 with
Pieter Vander Aa 's Diverse Voyages of 1705. Merritt Island, FL: Sign um
Ops, 2014.
Appleyard, John. 4 Stories of Pensacola: S.S. "Tarpon"; Andrew Jackson;
the Bay Bridge; Naval Stores. Pensacola: John Appleyard Agency, 2014.
Atwood, Mary, and William Weeks. Historic Homes of Florida's First
Coast. Landmarks Series. Charleston, SC: History Press/Arcadia
Publishing, 2014.
Bejarano, Margalit, and Haim Avni. The Jewish Community of Cuba:
Memory and History. Jerusalem: Hebrew University Magnes Press,
2014. [Includes a discussion of Jewish Cubans who resettled in
Miami and southern Florida after Fidel Castro took control of
Cuba.]
Belleville, Bill. The Peace of Blue: Water Journeys. Gainesville:
University Press of Florida, 2014.

[644]
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Berge, Ruth Hartman. Growing Up in Northern Palm Beach County:
Boomer Memories from Dairy Belle to Double Roads. Charleston, SC:
History Press/Arcadia Publishing, 2014.
Bertilli, Brad, and Jerry Wilkinson. Islamorada. Images of America
Series. Charleston, SC: Arcad1a Publishing, 2014.
Brandon, Pam, Katie Farmand and Heather McPherson. Good
Catch: Recipes and Stories Celebrating the Best of Florida s Waters.
Gainesville: University Press of Florida, 2014.
Brown, Allen. Ghosts of Florida s Gulf Coast. Sarasota: Pineapple
Press, 2014.
Brunson, Laura Jo, and Kendall Brunson. Legendary Locals of
Jacksonville. Legendary Locals Series. Charleston, SC: Arcadia
Publishing, 2014.
Cain, Suzy. Ghost Tales from the Oldest City. Sarasota: Pineapple Press,
2014.
Carlisle, Rodney P., and Loretta Carlisle. St. Augustine in History.
Sarasota: Pineapple Press, 2014.
Carlson, Amanda B., and Robin Poynor, eds. Africa in Florida: Five
Hundred Years of African Presence in the Sunshine State. Gainesville:
University Press of Florida, 2014.
Carroll, Barbara. Southside Baptist Church, Jacksonville, Florida,
Celebrating 75 Years: A Photographic History. Jacksonville: Silent E
Publishing, 2014.
Casavantes Bradford, Anita. The Revolution Is for the Children: The
Politics of Childhood in Havana and Miami, 195 9-1962. Chapel Hill:
University of North Carolina Press, 2014.
Cathey, Al, and Cathey Parker Hobbs . Mexico Beach. Images of
America Series. Charleston, SC: Arcadia Publishing, 2014.
Chicone, Jerry, and Brenda Eubanks Burnette. Florida's First
Billboards: Florida Citrus Crate Labels. Lakeland, FL: Florida Citrus
Hall of Fame, 2014.
Clark, James C. A Concise History of Florida. Brief History Series.
Charleston, SC: History Press/Arcadia Publishing, 2014.
Connolly, N. D. B. A World More Concrete: Real Estate and the Remaking
ofJim Crow South Florida. Historical Studies of Urban America Series.
Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2014.
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Corrigan, Matthew T. Conservative Hurricane: How ]eb Bush Remade
Florida. Florida Government and Politics Series. Gainesville:
University Press of Florida, 2014.
Cronin, Richard Lee. CitrusLAND: Altamonte Springs, Florida: History
of Seminol,e County s Highlands. North Charleston, SC: CreateSpace
Independent Publishing, 2014.
DeNote, Mark. The Great Florida Craft Beer Guide. Gainesville:
University Press of Florida, 2014.
Dfaz Balsera, Viviana, and Rachel A. May, eds. La Florida: Five
Hundred Years of Hispanic Presence. Gainesville: University Press of
Florida, 2014.
Dickson, Martha Lee. Anchors of Faith: Early Wooden Churches of the
Deep South. Montgomery, AL: NewSouth Books, 2014.
Dorsey, David A. Fourth Down in Dunbar: Guns, Drugs, and NFL
Dreams. Gainesville: University Press of Florida, 2014.
Evans, Katherine G. Finding 191i Century Florida Records: for
Biographical, Genealogical, and Other Historical Research. Brandon, FL:
Terra Enterprises, 2014.
Florida. Division of Highway Patrol. Florida Highway Patrol: 75i1i
Anniversary, 1939-2014. Morley, MO: Acclaim Press, 2014.
Fortune, T. Thomas. After War Times: An African American Childhood
in Reconstruction-Era Florida. Tuscaloosa: University of Alabama
Press, 2014.
Frethem, Deborah. Haunted Ybor City. Haunted America Series.
Charleston, SC: History Press/Arcadia Publishing, 2014.
Furman, Andrew. Bitten: My Unexpected Love Affair with Florida.
Gainesville: University Press of Florida, 2014.
Gennawey, Sam. Universal versus Disney: The Unofficial Guide to
American Theme Parks' Greatest Rivalry. Birmingham, AL: Keen
Communications, 2014.
Gilmore, Tim. In Search ofEartha White, Storehouse for the Peop!,e. San
Bernardino, CA: CreateSpace Independent Publishing, 2014.
Glancy, Diane. Fort Marion Prisoners and the Trauma of Native
Education. Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 2014.
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Glatt, John. The Prince of Paradise: The True Story of a Hotel Heir,
His Seductive Wife, and a Ruthless Murder. New York: St. Martin's
Paperbacks, 2014. [Story of Ben Novack Jr., the heir of the
Fontainebleau Hotel in Miami Beach.]
Graham, Thomas. Mr. Flagler's St. Augustine. Gainesville: University
Press of Florida, 2014.
Grenier, Bob. Central Florida's Civil War Veterans. Images of America
Series. Charleston, SC: Arcadia Publishing, 2014.
Gulf Islands National Seashore. Gulf Islands National Seashore Coast
Artillery Self-Guided Tour. Washington, DC: United States Department
of the Interior, National Park Service, 2014.
Harris, Joy Sheffield. A Culinary History of Florida: Prickly Pears,
Datil Peppers & Key Limes. American Palate Series. Charleston, SC:
History Press/ Arcadia Publishing, 2014.
Harrison, Daniel M. Making Sense of Marshall Ledbetter: Politics,
Protest, and Madness in the Florida Capitol. Gainesville: University
Press of Florida, 2014.
Harvey, Bob. Cocoa, Florida: A History. Brief History Series.
Charleston, SC: History Press/Arcadia Publishing, 2014.
Haught, Brandon. Going Ape: Florida's Battles over Evolution in the
Classroom. Gainesville: University Press of Florida, 2014.
Hawk, Kathleen Dupes, et al. Florida and the Mariel Boatlift of 1980:
The First Twenty Days. Tuscaloosa: University of Alabama Press, 2014.
Hiaasen, Carl, and Diane Stevenson. Dance of the Reptiles: Selected
Columns. New York: Vintage Books, 2014.
Hicks, Rob. Amelia Island. Then & Now Series. Charleston, SC:
Arcadia Publishing, 2014.
Hillyer, Reiko. Designing Dixie: Tourism, Memory, and Urban Space in
the New South. American South Series. Charlottesville: University
of Virginia Press, 2014. [Includes an extended analysis of Saint
Augustine.]
Hope, John. Lake Mary. Images of America Series. Charleston, SC:
Arcadia Publishing, 2014.
·
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Janson, Mary Lou. Moving to Tampa: The Un-Tourist Guide. N.p.:
Voyager Media, 2014.
Johnson, Charlene Rose. Central Florida Thoroughbreds: A History of
Horses in the Heart of Florida. Charleston, SC: History Press/Arcadia
Publishing, 2014.
Johnson, Ron. North Florida Folk Music: History & Tradition.
Charleston, SC: History Press/Arcadia Publishing, 2014.
Joye, Mary, and Richard Powers. FloridaPineywoods Pioneers. Raleigh,
NC: Lulu.com, 2014.
Keillor, Maureen Smith, and Richard P. Keillor. Naval Air Station
Pensacola. Images of Aviation. Charleston, SC: Arcadia Publishing,
2014.
Kercheval, Jesse Lee. Space: A Memoir. Madison: Terrace Books/
University of Wisconsin Press, 2014.
Klepser, Carolyn. Lost Miami Beach. Charleston, SC: History Press/
Arcadia Publishing, 2014.
Knight, Cher Krause. Power and Paradise in Walt Disneys World.
Gainesville: University Press of Florida, 2014.
Knowles, Thomas Neil. Long Key: Flaglers Island Getaway for the Rich
and Famous. Gainesville: University Press of Florida, 2014.
Kober,]. Jeff. Disney's Hollywood Studios: From Show Biz to Your Biz.
N. p.: Theme Park Press, 2014.
Kramer, Joyce. River Rover Chronicles. Bloomington, IN: WestBow
Press, 2014. [Includes a discussion of steamboats along the
Apalachicola River.]
Kushlan, James A., and Kirsten Hines. Key Biscayne. Images of
America Series. Charleston, SC: Arcadia Publishing, 2014.
La Ronciere, Charles-M de, and Benjamin S. Di.Biase. French Florida:
A Narrative Based on the Earliest Accounts with Accompanying Facsimiles
of the Pictures ofJacques le Mayne de Morgues Portraying Scenes of Indian
Life in Florida ( 1564-1565). Cocoa: Florida Historical Society Press,
2014.
Lees, William B., and Frederick P. Gaske. Recalling Deeds Immortal:
Florida Monuments to the Civil War. Gainesville: University Press of
Florida, 2014.
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Leseman, William G. History of Tallahassee, Florida(,) Public
Water System pre 1860-1920, a Reference Work with Comment.
Published electronically at: http:/ I edocs.dlis.state.fl.us/fldocs/
FLORIDAebooks/leseman.pdf, 2014.
Letchworth, Rodney R. The Wakulla Volcano. Tallahassee: Author,
2014.
Lookingbill, Brad D. War Dance at Fort Marion: Plains Indian War
Prisoners. Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 2014.
Macdonald, Peggy. Marjorie Harris Carr: Defender of Florida's
Environment. Gainesville: University Press of Florida, 2014.
Machen, Bernie. The Purposes of the University: Selected Speeches.
Gainesville: University Press of Florida, 2014.
Mann, Robert W. Streetcars of Florida's First Coast. Transportation
Series. Charleston, SC: History Press/Arcadia Publishing, 2014.
May, Mary Cathrin. Tallahassee in the Gilded Age. Tallahassee: DurraQuick Print, 2014.
McClellan,Jim. Life along the Apalachicola River. American Chronicles
Series. Charleston, SC: Arcadia Publishing, 2014.
McCullough, Charles, Poppy Evans, and Robert McCullough.
Sanibel Memories: The Photographs of Charles McCullough. Park Hills,
KY: Self published, 2014.
Mersereau, Jack. Venice Fire Department 1926-2011: 85 Years of Service.
Venice, FL: Venice Heritage Inc., 2014.
Monroe, Gary. Mary Ann Carroll: First Lady of the Highwaymen.
Gainesville: University Press of Florida, 2014.
Mormino, Gary R. ''Ybor City Goes to War: The Evolution and
Transformation of a 'Latin' Community in Florida, 1886-1950." In
Latinas/as and World War JI: Mobility, Agency, and Ideology, edited by
Maggie Rivas-Rodriguez and B. V. Olguin, 13-42. Austin: University
of Texas Press, 2014.
N arrett, David E. Adventurism and Empire: The Struggle for Mastery in
the Louisiana-Florida Borderlands, 1762-1803. Chapel Hill: University
of North Carolina Press, 2014.
Odom, Ersula Knox. African Americans of Tampa. Images of America
Series. Charleston, SC: Arcadia Publishing, 2014.
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0 'Donnell, Henry. Commissioner in Exile: True Life Politics in the
Florida Swamp. London, UK: Zidane Press, 2014.

Owens, Henry P. Apalachicola before 1861. Tallahassee: Sentry Press,
2014. [Edited version of author's 1966 doctoral dissertation.]
Parker, Elizabeth, and Mark Ebner. Poison Candy: The Murderous
Madam: Inside Dalia Dippolito 's Plot to Kill. Dallas: BenBella Books,
2014.
Paul, Alan. One Way Out: The Inside History of the Allman Brothers
Band. New York: St. Martin's Press, 2014.
Penniman, Nicholas G. Nature's Steward: A History of the Conservancy
of Southwest Florida. Sarasota: Pineapple Press, 2014.
Pittman, Craig. The Scent of Scandal: Greed, Betrayal, and the World's
Most Beautiful Orchid. Florida History and Culture Series. Gainesville:
University Press of Florida, 2014.
Poucher, Judith. State of Defiance: Challenging the Johns Committee's
Assault on Civil Liberties. Gainesville: University Press of Florida,
2014.
Poyo, Gerald E. Exil,e and Revolution: Jose D. Poyo, Key West, and Cuban
Independence. Gainesville: University Press of Florida, 2014.
- - - - . "Seeking 'America': A Cuban Journey through the
United States and Beyond during the World War II Era." In Latinas/
os and World War II: Mobility, Agency, and Ideology, edited by Maggie
Rivas-Rodriguez and B. V. Olgufn, 217-236. Austin: University of
Texas Press, 2014.
Provenzo, Eugene F. Streetways: Chronicling the Homel,ess in Miami.
Charlotte, NC: Information Age Publishing, 2014.
Pruitt, Dorothy. Correct Me If I Am Wrong: An Independent Analysis
of State of Florida vs. George Zimmerman. Mustang, OK: Tate
Publishing & Enterprises, 2014.
Quincoces, Ana, Nicole Valls, and Andy Garcia. The Versailles
Restaurant Cookbook. Gainesville: University Press of Florida, 2014.
[Includes historical background on the Versailles Restaurant in
Miami.]
Rajtar, Steve, and Gayle Prince Rajtar. Gone Pro Florida: Gator Athletes
who Became Pros. Covington, KY: Clerisy Press, 2014.
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Redd, Robert. St. Augustine and the Civil War. Civil War Series.
Charleston, SC: History Press/Arcadia Publishing, 2014.
Rey, Carol Matthews. Indiantown. Images of America Series.
Charleston, SC: Arcadia Publishing, 2014.
Rigdon, John C. HistoricaLSketch and Roster of the Florida znd Cavalry
Regiment. Confederate Regimen tal History Series, Volume 5. North
Charleston, SC: CreateSpace Independent Publishing, 2014.

The Ringling Visitor Guide. Paris, France: Scala, Editions, 2014.
Robb, Matthew M. Edgar Everett Goodno: A Florida Pioneer and His
Ghost Town Remembered. Charleston, SC: CreateSpace, 2014. [Focus
is on La Belle, FL, and Hendry County.]
Robert, Bill. All I Ever Wanted to Be Was a Cowboy. Ocala: Atlantic
Publishing Group, 2014.
Roberts, L. Thomas. Deland. Postcard History Series. Charleston,
SC: Arcadia Publishing, 2014.
Romans, Bernard. A Concise Natural History of East and West Florida.
Reprint of 1776 ed., edited by Kathryn E. Holland Braund.
Tuscaloosa: University of Alabama Press, 2014.
Rushworth, Theresa Lee. Vero Beach. Images of America Series.
Charleston, SC: Arcadia Publishing, 2014.
Sardinas, Zeida Comesaiias. Men for Others: The Belen Jesuit Story.
Miami: Editorial Cubana, 2014. [Discusses Jesuits in Florida from
the 1500s through the mid-1850s.]
Schafer, Daniel L. Thunder on the River: The Civil War in Northeast
Florida. Gainesville: University Press of Florida, 2014.
Schnur, James Anthony. St. Petersburg through Time. America
through Time Series. Charleston, SC: Fonthill Media LLC/Arcadia
Publishing, 2014.
Seifer, Marc]., et al. Framed! Murder, Corruption, and a Death Sentence
in Florida. Old Saybrook, CT: Tantor Media, 2014.
Shaughnessy, Amy. Sailfish Club ofFlorida: Celebrating 100 Years, 19141924. Palm Beach: Donning Company, 2014.
Simon, Antonio. Miami Is Missing: Miami's Abandoned, Forgotten, and
Little-Known Historical Places. Miami Lakes: Darkwater Syndicate,
Inc., 2014.
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Sitler, Nevin D. Warm Wishes from Sunny St. Pete: The Success Story of
Promoting the Sunshine City. Charleston, SC: History Press/Arcadia
Publishing, 2014.
Slongwhite, Dale Finley. Fed Up: The High Costs of Cheap Food.
Gainesville: University Press of Florida, 2014.
[Examines
agricultural activities around Lake Apopka.]
Smith, F. Todd. Louisiana and the Gulf South Frontier; 1500-1821.
Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 2014.
Smith, Michael Buffalo. Rebel Yell: An Oral History of Southern Rock.
Macon, GA: Mercer University Press, 2014.
Smith, Roger. The 141h Colony: George Washington s Planned Invasions
ofEast Florida. Saint Augustine: Colonial Research Associates, 2014.
Stanway, Eric. Haunted Hillsborough County. Haunted America
Series. Charleston, SC: History Press/Arcadia Publishing, 2014.
Stemm, Greg, and Sean Kingsley. Oceans Odyssey 4. Pottery from the
Tortugas Shipwreck, Straits of Florida: A Merchant Vessel from Spain s
1622 TierraFirmeFleet. Oxford, UK: Oxbow Books Ltd., 2014.
Stone, Mac. Everglades: Americas Wetland. Gainesville: University
Press of Florida, 2014.
Thomasson, Clarissa. Surviving Sarasota. Venice, FL: Salt Marsh
Publications, 2014.
Valentine, James, and D. Bruce Means. Floridas Magnificent Water.
Sarasota: Pineapple Press, 2014.
Walby, David L. William Henry Chase: Uniquely American. Parker, CO:
Outskirts Press, 2014.
Walen, Gerard. Florida Breweries. Mechanicsburg, PA: Stackpole
Books, 2014.
Walker, Jackson. Recovering Moments in Time: The Florida History
Paintings ofJackson Walker. Cocoa: Florida Historical Society Press,
2014.
Wallis, Neill]. and Asa R. Randall, eds. New Histories ofPre-Columbian
Florida. Florida Museum of Natural History: Ripley P. Bullen Series.
Gainesville: University Press of Florida, 2014.
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Waters, Robert A., and Zack C. Waters. The Kidnapping and Murder
of Little Skeegie Cash: J Edgar Hoover and Florida s Lindbergh Case.
Tuscaloosa: University of Alabama Press, 2014.
Welsh, Judith. Miami Beach'sJndian Creek Country Club: Island in the
Sun. Virginia Beach: Donning Publishers, 2014.
Wentz, Rachel K, and Kathleen Deagan. Searching Sand and Surf
The Origins ofArchaeology in Florida. Cocoa: Florida Historical Society
Press, 2014.
Whitney, Ellie, D. Bruce Means, and Anne Rudloe. Floridas Uplands.
Sarasota: Pineapple Press, 2014.

- - - - . Floridas Waters. Sarasota: Pineapple Press, 2014.
Wise, Madonna Jervis. Dade City. Images of America Series.
Charleston, SC: Arcadia Publishing, 2014.
Worth, John E. ed. and trans. Discovering Florida: First-Contact
Narratives from Spanish Expeditions along the Lower Gulf Coast. Florida
Museum of Natural History: Ripley P. Bullen Series. Gainesville:
University Press of Florida, 2014.
Wynne, Nick. On This Day in Florida History. Charleston, SC: History
Press/Arcadia Publishing, 2014.
Zellwood Historical Society, Museum and Library, Inc. Zellwood.
Images of America Series. Charleston, SC: Arcadia Publishing,
2014.

Journal Articles
"1826 Manumission from Pensacola, Escambia County, Florida
Territory." Florida Genealogist 37 (2): 48-49.
Anderson, Chelsea. "Reclaimed Water Use: The Example of
Florida." University ofFlorida journal ofLaw & Public Policy 25 (2014):
1-21.
Austin, Robert J., and Jeffrey M. Mitchem. "Chronology, Site
Formation, and the Woodland-Mississippian Transition at Bayshore
Homes, Florida." Southeastern Archaeology 33 Quly 2014): 68-86.
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Beach, Jane. "First United Methodist Church of Melbourne: A
Congregation Grows with Melbourne." Indian River Journal: The
Journal of the Brevard Historical Commission 13 (Fall/Winter 2014):
13-18.
Bernadett, Lauren D. "Equitable Apportionment in the Supreme
Court: An Overview of the Doctrine and the Factors Considered
by the Supreme Court in Light of Florida v. Georgia." journal of
Environmental Law & Litigation 29 (3): 511-534. [Focus is on
conservation measures, riparian rights, and other environmental
matters.]
Boston, Jeff. "Neil Armstrong, a Man Never as Great as He Was
Good." Indian River journal: The journal of the Brevard Historical
Commission 13 (Spring/Summer 2014): 27-28.
Brian, Amanda M. "The Faux History of The Villages, Florida."
Southern Cultures20 (Winter 2014): 58-71.
Butler, David S. B., and Nathan R. Lawres. "Modeling Belle Glade
Lithic Use Behaviors" A Case Study from Highlands County."
Florida Anthropologist 67 (June/September 2014): 113-135.
Cacho, Lisa Marie. "The Presumption of White Innocence."
American Quarterly 66 (December 2014): 1085-1090. [Discusses
Florida cases, including State ofFlorida v. George Zimmerman.]
Clavin, Matthew]. "Interracialism and Revolution on the Southern
Frontier: Pensacola in the Civil War." journal of Southern History 80
(November 2014): 791-826.
Cleveland, Weona. "There Are Old Pilots, There Are Bold Pilots,
but, There Are No Old-Bold Pilots." Indian RiverJournal: TheJournal
of the Brevard Historical Commission 13 (Spring/Summer 2014): 1517.
Du Verney,JeffreyP. ''Yon Mound and Village: A Fort Walton Center
in the Middle Apalachicola River Valley of Northwest Florida."
Florida Anthropologist 6 7 (March 2014) : 3 7-61.
Foster, Roz. "Explore Your History: Lost Communities of North
Merritt Island [Third in a Series]." Indian River journal: The journal
of the Brevard Historical Commission 13 (Spring/Summer 2014): 1822.
- - - - . "Explore Your History: Lost Communities of North
Merritt Island [Fourth in a Series]." 19-26.
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"Merritt Island National Wildlife Refuge History and
Purposes." Indian River Journal: The Journal of the Brevard Historical
Commission 13 (Spring/Summer 2014): 23-26.
Francis,]. Michael. "Colonial Florida in the Seventeenth Century."
Tampa Bay History 27 (2013): 43-57. [Was released in 2014.]
Garmon, Jim. "The Eau Gal-lie Record, Eau Callie, FL, Sebastian
Star; Sebastian, FL." Indian River Journal: The Journal of the Brevard
Historical Commission 13 (Fall/Winter 2014): 6-12.
- - - - . "The Melbourne Times& the MelbourneJournalNewspapers."
Indian River Journal: The Journal of the Brevard Historical Commission
13 (Spring/Summer 2014): 2-14.
Gillaspy, Jr., James Arthur, Jennifer L. Brinegar, and Robert D.
Bailey. "Operant Psychology Makes a Splash-in Marine Mammal
Training ( 1955-1965)." Journal of the History of the Behavioral Sciences
50 (Summer 2014): 231-248. [Includes research at the Marineland
attraction in Florida.]
"Green Gables/The Wells House." Indian RiverJournal: The Journal
of the Brevard Historical Commission 13 (Fall/Winter 2014): 27.
Harley, Grant L., et al. "Fire Synchrony and the Influence of Pacific
Climate Variability on Wildfires in the Florida Keys, United States."
Annals of the Association of American Geographers 104 (January 2014):
1-19. [Covers the period from 1818 to 1956.]
Herron, Michael C., and Daniel A. Smith. "Race, Party, and the
Consequences of Restricting Early Voting in Florida in the 2012
General Election." Political Research Quarterly 67 (September 2014):
646-665.
Hill, James L. "'Bring them what they lack': Spanish-Creek
Exchange and Alliance Making in a Maritime Borderland, 17631783." Early American Studies, An Interdisciplinary Journal 12 (Winter
2014): 36-67.
Jones, Marian Moser. "Tempest in the Forbidden City: Racism,
Violence, and Vulnerability in the 1926 Miami Hurricane." Journal
of Policy History 26 (July 2014): 384-405.
Kil, Namyun, Stephen M. Holland, and Taylor V. Stein. "Place
Meanings and Participatory Planning Intentions." Society & Natural
Resources 27 (May 2014): 475-491. [Used data from Florida Fish
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and Wildlife Conservation area visitors to see how humans connect
natural areas with resource management issues.]
Klofstad, Casey A., and Benjamin G. Bishin. "Do Social Ties
Encourage Immigrant Voters to Participate in Other Campaign
Activities?" Social Science Quarterly 95 (June 2014): 295-310. [Focus
is on Miami-Dade County during a 2008 exit poll.]
Knetsch, Joe, and Pamela Gibson. "And the Boys Wrote Home:
Lives and Letters of Greater Tampa Bay Soldiers in World War I."
Tampa Bay History 28 (2014): To be released in 2015.
Knight, Henry. "'Savages of Southern Sunshine': Racial
Realignment of the Seminoles in the Selling ofJim Crow Florida."
journal of American Studies 48 (February 2014): 251-273.
Levitt Helle, Anna Livia. "Use a Gun and You're Done: How 10-20Life and 'Stand Your Ground' Together Have a Disparate Impact
on Florida Citizens." Southwestern Law Review 43 (3): 431-453.
Linkous, Evangeline R., and Timothy S. Chapin. "TDR Program
Performance in Florida." journal of the American Planning Association
80 (Summer 2014): 253-267. [Examines the transfer of development
rights (TDR) in Florida between 1974 and 2012.]
Luer, George M. "Four More Tabbed Circle Artifacts in Florida,
with Comments on the Middle St. Johns River Region and Shaw's
Point on the Manatee River." Florida Anthropologist 67 (June/
September 2014): 105-112.
MacLaren, James. "Talking Story with Pat O'Hare." Indian River
Journal: The Journal of the Brevard Historical Commission 13 (Fall/
Winter 2014): 2-5.
Marquardt, William H. "Tracking the Calusa: A Retrospective."
Southeastern Archaeology 33 (July 2014): 1-24.
McDonald III, Bruce D., and Carl]. Cabrini. "Determinants of
Charter County Decisions: An Event History Analysis of Florida
Counties." Journal ofPublic Administration Research & Theory 24 (July
2014): 721-739.
Miller, Vivian. "Respectable White Ladies, Wayward Girls, and
Telephone Thieves in Miami's 'Case of the Clinking Brassieres'."
Tequesta 74 (2014): 35-65.
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Mohl, Raymond A. "The Origins and Early History of the Dade
County Community Relations Board." Tequesta 74 (2014): 5-33.
Moore, DorothyL., andRogerT. Grange,Jr. "New AMS Radiocarbon
Dates on the Orange Period in Coastal Volusia County." Florida
Anthropologist 67 (March -2014): 23-35.
Murphy, Kathleen S. "To Ma:Ke Florida Answer to Its Name: John
Ellis, Bernard Romans and the Atlantic Science of British West
Florida." British Journal for the History of Science 47 (March 2014):
43-65.
Nauman, Stratton D. "The Metropolitan Community Church
Goes to Denny's: Religion, Bar Culture, and the Origins of GLBT
Activism in Tampa." Tampa Bay History 28 (2014): To be released
in 2015.
Nissen, Bruce. "Serving the Faculty Union in Fighting Austerity
Policies: A Case Study of Labor Studies Research on One's Own
Cam pus." Labor Studies Journal 39 (March 2014): 46-59.
Phillips, Zachary. "Why Does Florida Have Public Defender
Elections?" St. Thomas Law Review 26 (Spring 2014): 322-345.
Polatsek, Michael. "Extortion th_rough the Public Record: Has the
Internet Made Florida's Sunshine Law Too Bright?" Florida Law
Review 66 (April 2014): 913-959.
Randall, Asa R. "LiDAR-Aided Reconnaissance and Reconstruction
of Lost Landscapes: An Example of Freshwater Shell Mounds
(ca. 7500-500 CAL B.P.) in Northeastern Florida." Journal of Field
Archaeology 39 (May 2014): 162-179.
Reich, Paul D., and Andrew Leib, eds. Florida Studies: Selected
Papers from the 2012 and 2013 Annual Meetings of the Florida College
English Association. Newcastle upon Tyne, UK: Cambridge Scholars
Publishing, 2014.
Schartmueller, Doris. "People Matter More than Numbers:
Organized Efforts against Prison Privatization in Florida."
Contemporary Justice Review 17 (June 2014): 233-249.
Schuster, Irwin N. "The Weedon Island Dugout, an· 1,100 Year-Old
Saltwater Canoe." Nautical Research Journal 59 ( 4): 243-250.
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Semes,Jr., Louis "Larry," and Robert Louis Semes. "The Boom, the
Blow, and the Bust: One Man's Memories." Tequesta 74 (2014): 67102.
Staley, C. Ann. "Actual Settlements in Florida, under the Armed
Occupation Law, 4 August 1842, Transcribed by C. Ann Staley, CG,
CGL." Florida Genealogist 37 (2): 9-37.
Sullivan, Esther. "Halfway Homeowners: Eviction and Forced
Relocation in a Florida Manufactured Home Park." Law & Social
Inquiry 39 (Spring 2014): 474-497.
Thomas,Jacquelyn A. "The Failure and Future of Lake Okeechobee
Water Releases: A Quasi-Governmental Solution." Florida State
University Law Review 42 (Fall 2014): 285-312.
Thompson, Amanda D. Roberts. "The Archaeology and History of
Fort Center during the Second and Third Seminole Wars." Florida
Anthropologist 67 (March 2014): 5-21.
Wallis, Neill]., Ann S. Cordell, and James B. Stoltman. "Foundations
of the Cades Pond Culture in North-Central Florida: The River
Styx Site (8AL458) ." Southeastern Archaeology 33 (December 2014):
168-188.
Wallis, Neill]., etal. "Inter-ethnic Social Interactions in 16th Century
La Florida: Sourcing Pottery Using Siliceous Microfossils." Journal of
Archaeological Science43 (March 2014): 127-140.
Westfall, Loy Glenn. "Cigar Entrepreneur Antonio Santaella
and His Tampa Legacy." Tampa Bay History 27 (2013): 1-13. [Was
released in 2014.]
Wetherington, R. Wade. "The Continued Fight for the Soul of
Tampa: Crime and Vice in the Early 20th Century." Tampa Bay
History 28 (2014): To be released in 2015.
- - - - . "Saloons, Bordellos, and Gambling Houses: The Fight
for the Soul of Tampa." Tampa Bay History 27 (2013): 14-42. [Was
released in 2014.]
White, Nancy Marie. "Apalachicola Valley Riverine, Estuarine,
Bayshore, and Saltwater Shell Middens." Florida Anthropologist 67
(June/September 2014): 77-104.
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Magazine and Newsletter Articles

Barnett, Cynthia. "Splashing and Laughing in the Springs-and
Working Together to Save~Them." FHCForum 38 (Fall 2014): 3.
Belleville, Bill. "Enter Another World Where Waters, Once
Worshipped, Are Now Threatened." FHCForum38 (Fall 2014): 4-9.
- - - - . "Where Early People Sought Sustenance." FHC Forum 38
(Fall 2014): 12.
Bullard,Johnny. "Remembering a Once-Magical Place." FHCForum
38 (Fall 2014) : 14.
Cimitile, Matthew. "Fountain of Youth." History Magazine 16
(December 2014/January 2015): 35.
Friend, Lani. "Stitching a Legacy." FHC Forum 38 (Spring 2014):
20-22.
Gibson, Emily, and Laura Capell. "Heartbeats, Lifelines, and
Legacies." Florida Archivist 30 (Fall 2014): 10. [Describes the Pan
American World Airways archives at the University of Miami.]
Gott, Gilbert V. "Archives Spotlight: Plant City Photo Archives
and History Center: A Story of a Neophyte Organization." Florida
Archivist 30 (Spring 2014): 1, 6.
Hoarn, Katherine, and Rebecca Bramlett. "Scrapbooks: The
Original Social Media." Florida Archivist 30 (Fall 2014): 8-9.
[Describes scrapbooks at the Florida State College for Women,
predecessor to Florida State University.]
Jones, Cathy. "Archives Spotlight: McKay Archives Center, Florida
Southern College." FloridaArchivist30(Summer2014):1, 10.
Lister, Michael. "Wewahitchka: A Brutally Beautiful Eden of Water
Eyes and Waterways." FHCForum38 (Spring 2014): 28-31.
Locklin, Steven P. "Finding the Deeper Conversation in Old Key
West." FHCForum 38 (Fall 2014): 28-30.
Lopez, Carmen. "Greater Miami and the Cuban Missile Crisis as
Told by Miami's Newspapers." HM: The Magazine ofHistoryMiami 40
(Issues 1-3): 18-21.
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Mormino, Gary. "Dream Fruit for a Dream State." FHC Forum 38
(Spring 2014): 4-5, 7-11.
- - - - . "The Great Freeze Dashed Dreams, Triggered Crop
Migration South." FHC Forum 38 (Spring 2014): 6.
- - - - . "Springs Were Mecca for Tourists-and Movie-Makers."
FHCForum38 (Fall 2014): 16-17.
- - - - . "Sunshine and Shadows, Hard Work and Dreams." FHC
Forum 38 (Spring 2014): 24.
O'Reilley, Barbara. "The Orange: A Florida Icon under Siege."'
FHC Forum 38 (Spring 2014): 2-3.
O'Sullivan, Maurice. "Have You Not Hard of Floryda." FHC Forum
38 (Summer 2014): 4-5.
----."Poetry and Pie." FHCForum 38 (Fall 2014): 32-34.
Putnam, Adam. "Working to Ensure Survival of Citrus." FHCForum
38 (Spring 2014): 13.
Robinson, Erik T. "Archives Spotlight: The Florida Supreme Court
Historical Society." FloridaArchivist30 (Fall 2014): 1, 11.
Schnur, James Anthony, and Patricia M. Landon. "Raising Archives
to New Heights in Central Florida: The Archives and Library at Bok
Tower Gardens." Florida Archivist 30 (Fall 2014): 6-7.
Wilson, Jon. "Can Wakulla Recapture Its Luster?" FHC Forum 38
(Fall 2014): 13.
----."Celebrating the Legacy of Florida's Highwaymen." FHC
Forum 38 (Fall 2014): 24-25.
- - - - . "Lue Gim Gong, the Citrus Wizard." FHC Forum 38
(Spring 2014): 14-15.
Theses and Dissertations

Albus, Michelle Christine. "Elegba, Why Am I Ill?: Healing and
Transformation of Persons in an Ocha Community in Miami,
Florida." Ph.D. diss. (Anthropology), University at Buffalo, State
University of New York, 2014.
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Ando, Erica. "Decade of Progress: Origins of the Perez Art Museum
Miami." Ph.D. diss. (American Studies/Museum Studies), Florida
Atlantic University, 2014.
Arhin-Sam, Evelyn E. "Death Rituals in the New Diaspora: Funerals
in the Lives of Ghanaians in South Florida." M.A. thesis (Religious
Studies), Florida Internation~ University, 2014.
Becnel, Audrey R. "Land Use and Water Quality Correlations in
Miami-Dade, Florida." M.S. thesis (Environmental Studies), Florida
International University, 2014. Beecken, Timothy M. "Place Making: The Elements of Landmarks."
M.Arch. project (Architecture), University of Florida, 2014.
Bell, Gregory Jason. '"An Island in the South': The Tampa Bay
Area as a Cultural Borderland, 1513-1904." Ph.D. diss. (History),
University of Cincinnati, 2014.
Birnbaum, David Jeremy. "Ceramic Technology and Cultural
Identity in the Fox Lake Sanctuary, Brevard County, Florida." M.A.
thesis (Anthropology), Southern Illinois University Carbondale.
Boucher, Diane M. "Networks and Empires in the Maritime
Borderlands: East Florida, 1763- to 1811." Ph.D. diss. (History)
Clark University [Worcester, MAJ, 2014.
Bowens-Hendley, Latasha L. "Florida's K-20 Education Model: A
Policy Analysis of Legislation Related to Post Secondary Readiness
and Participation of Students of Color." Ed.D. diss. (Education),
University of Florida, 2014.
Bowes, Megan. "A Cascade of Intervention? Legislating Midwifery
in Florida, 1920-1992." M.A. thesis (History), Florida State
University, 2014.
Bowman, Robert. "Labor and Leisure in the Tropical Environment:
Race, Class, and the Enjoyment of Nature." Ph.D. diss. (English),
Florida State University, 2014. [Examines writings about the natural
environment.]
Brewer, Katherine Louise. "Engendered Death: A Comprehensive
Analysis of Identity in the Mission System of l 7Lh Century Spanish
Florida." M.A. thesis (Anthropology), University of West Florida,
2014.
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Burton, Rebecca L. "Risk Communication: The Case of Cabot/
Koppers Superfund Site in Gainesville, Florida." M.A.M.C. thesis
(Mass Communication), University of Florida, 2014.
Byars, Amanda. "Marked Passages: Revealing a Community
Portrait." M.Arch. project (Architecture), University of Florida,
2014.
Caton, Amber L. "New Directions in House Museum Interpretation:
Creating a Desired Visitor Experience at the de Mesa-Sanchez
House." M.H.P. thesis (Historic Preservation), University of Florida,
2014. [Historic houses in Saint Augustine are examined.]
Conlin, Erin L. "Invisible Hands in the Winter Garden: Power,
Politics, and Florida's Bahamian Farmworkers in the Twentieth
Century." Ph.D. diss. (History), University of Florida, 2014.
Cribeiro, Marisol. "The Efficacy of San Lazaro and His
Manifestations: Divine Mediators of Health within Miami's CubanAmerican Santeria Community." M.A. thesis (Religious Studies),
Florida International University, 2014.
Crosley, Katie L. "The Frontiers of Environmental Education:
Understanding the Role of Community-Based Organizations
in the Socio-Ecological Learning of Urban Youth." Ph.D. diss.
(Environmental Science and Policy), University of Miami, 2014.
[Focus is on Miami.]
Dickens, Bethany. "'The Best and Worst of All That God and Man
Can Do.': Paternalistic Perspectives on the Intellectually Disabled
at Florida's Sunland Institutions." M.A. thesis (History), University
of Central Florida, 2014.
Edmunds, Willard T. "Resisting the Civil Rights Movement: Race,
Community and the Power of the Southern White Press." Ph.D.
diss. (History), Florida State University, 2014. [Includes discussion
of Tallahassee.]
Eisenhauer, Emily. "Socio-Ecological Vulnerability to Climate
Change in South Florida." Ph.D. diss. (Global and Sociocultural
Studies), Florida International University, 2014.
Ercolani, Christian Paul. "Reconstructing the Prehistoric Record of
Intense Hurricane Landfalls from Southwest Florida Back-Barrier
Sediments." M.S. thesis (Ecological Studies), Florida Gulf Coast
University, 2014. [http:/ /fgcu.digital.flvc.org/islandora/ object/
fgcu%3A27278]
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Garren, SandraJo. "Greenhouse Gas Emissions and Climate Policy
in Florida's State and Local Governments (2000 to 2010)." Ph.D.
diss. (Geography, Environment and Planning), University of South
Florida, 2014. [http:/ /sc~olarcommons.usf.edu/etd/5024/]
Gonzalez, Bianca M. "The Effect Street Art Has on Gentrification:
A Case Study of Miami's Wynwood Arts District." M.A. thesis (Art
Business), Sotheby's Institute of Art-New York, 2014.
Grant, Bruce. "Leadership and the Politics-Administration
Dichotomy: A Comparative Study of Political Influences in Four
Florida State Agencies." Ph.D. diss. (Public Administration and
Policy), Florida State University, 2014.
Gray, Saber. "'I Do Not Know How to Fulfill Those Demands':
Rethinking Jesuit Missionary Efforts in La Florida, 1566-1572."
M.L.A. thesis (Liberal Arts, Florida Studies), University of South
Florida St. Petersburg, 2014. [http:/ I dspace.nelson.usf.edu/
xmlui/handle/10806/11704]
Hamilton, Anna 0. "Bottling Hell: Myth-Making Cultural Identity
and the Datil Pepper of St. Augustine, Florida." M.A. thesis
(Southern Studies), University of Mississippi, 2014.
Hayslip, Andrew Cullen. "New Governance in the New South:
Can Changes in Water Policy Foster a Shift from a 'Culture of
Consumption' to a 'Culture of Conservation' and Introduce
Sustainability to Metropolitan Atlanta and the ApalachicolaChattahoochee-Flint (ACF) River Basin?" M.S. (Environmental
Science and Policy), UniversityofSouthFloridaSt. Petersburg, 2014.
[http:/ /dspace.nelson.usf.edu/xmlui/handle/10806/13490] .
Howard III, George Washington. "What Makes a Great Street?:
Revitalizing the Connection between the University and
Downtown." M.Arch. project (Architecture), University of Florida,
2014.
Huerter, Megan L. "Aiding the Refugees: Voluntary Agencies and
the Realization of Cuban Refugee Asylum, 1959-1965." M.A. thesis
(History), University of Nebraska, 2014.
Hunt, Christopher N. "A Forgotten Community: Archaeological
Documentation of Old St. Joseph, Gulf County, Florida." M.A.
thesis (Anthropology), University of South Florida, 2014.
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Jones, Rachel A. "The Role of Native American Fire Regimes in
the Maintenance of Longleaf Pine Savanna." Ph.D. diss. (Ecology),
University of Wyoming, 2014.
Lafontaine, Synthia Delina. "A Comparative Study of Reading
Achievement of Florida's Students 2002 to 2013." Ed.D diss.
(Education), University of Florida, 2014.
Lefils, Jr., Gregory William. "History of the Stetson University
Concert Choir." Ph.D. diss. (Music), Florida State University, 2014.
Mahnich, Alison. "A History of the Florida Chautauqua and Its
Founding Fathers' Influences on Higher Education." Ed.D. diss.
(Education), Texas A&M University-Commerce, 2014.
Marshall, Erin. "One for the (Sports) Books: A Case Study on
Scandal in College Athletics." M.S. thesis (Sport and Recreation
Management), Florida State University, 2014. [Used archived
documents to look at the Adrian McPherson scandal at FSU]
McGuire, Kelsey Marie. "They Are Rich Only By the Sea: Testing a
Model to Investigate Calusa Salvage of 16th- and Early I 7lh Century
Spanish Shipwrecks." M.A. thesis (Anthropology), University of
West Florida, 2014.
McLeod, ]. Bart. "Digital Modeling and Non-Destructive
Technological Examination of Artifacts and Safety Harbor Burial
Practices at Picnic Mound 8Hi3, Hillsborough County, Florida."
M .A. thesis (Anthropology), University of South Florida, 2014.
McLeod, Yanela Gordon. "The Miami Times: A Driving Force for
Social Change, 1948-1958." Ph.D. diss. (History), Florida State
University, 2014.
McNiven, Jennifer Lee . "The Question of Anomalies in Slave
Archaeology: Evidence from an Antebellum Industrial Site." M.A.
thesis (Anthropology), University of West Florida, 2014.
Medic, Katelyn . "City Church, Tallahassee: Blurring the Lines of
Sacred and Secular." M .M . thesis (Music), Florida State University,
2014.
Melecci, Christine S. "We Women: From the Age of Aquarius to
the Coming of Age: An Intimate Look at the Challenges of Aging
in America through the Eyes of Pinellas County Women." M .L.A.
thesis (Liberal Arts, Florida Studies), University of South Florida
St. Petersburg, 2014. [http:/ I dspace.nelson.usf.edu/xmlui/
h and le/10806/13493 ]
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Merida, Victor M. "Life in the Penit: Framing and Performing
Miami's Graffiti Subculture." M.A. thesis (English), Florida
International University, 2014.
Mixon-Perez, Nicole. "Sizing Up Miami: A Multilevel Analysis of
the Discourses and Politics of Obesity." Ph.D. diss. (Global and
Sociocultural Studies), Florida-International University, 2014.
Nicholas, Tekla. "Crossing Boundaries to Education: Haitian
Transnational Families and the Quest to Raise the Family Up." Ph.D.
diss. (Global and Sociocultural Studies), Florida International
University, 2014. [Focus is on Haitian immigrants in southern
Florida.]
Norman, Sean Patrick. "Modeling the Relationship between
Climate Change and Landscape Modification at the Crystal River
Site (8CI1), Florida." M.A. thesis (Anthropology), University of
South Florida, 2014.
Nostrom, Rachel Victoria. "Portable X-ray Fluorescence Analysis in
Pottery at the Bayshore Homes Site in Pinellas County, Florida."
M.A. thesis (Anthropology), University of South Florida, 2014.
Omundsen, John. "The Constitutionality of Florida's McKay
Scholarship Program under the Bush Standard." Ed.D . diss.
(Education), University of Florida, 2014.
Ortiz, Robert. "Claude Pepper(,) the New South Rebel: Ideology in
Action 1936-1952." Ph.D. diss. (History), Florida State University,
2014.
Ostrowski, Richard D. "Impact of Urbanization on Local
Precipitation Patterns around the City of Orlando, Florida." M.A.
thesis (Geography), Western Illinois University, 2014.
Palmer, Kathryn Blieler. "'A Cruel Hoax': How Brown v. Board of
Education Undermined Florida's Black Educators, an Examination
of Two Counties, 1954-1971." M.A. thesis (History), Florida State
University, 2014.
Powers, Elizabeth. "Reconstructing Florida's Ethos." Ph.D. diss.
(Rhetoric), Florida State University, 2014. [Examines nineteenth
century travel texts.]
Rachmat, ShantyYulianti. "The Relationship of Time-of-Day Travel
and Built Environment in Southeast Florida: Incorporating Parking
Characteristics in Downtown Miami and Fort Lauderdale." Ph.D.
diss. (Urban and Regional Planning), University of Florida, 2014.
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Rodgers, Jacqueline Leigh. "Virtue Lost: Utilizing Previously
Excavated Collections to Study the Red Light District of Pensacola,
Florida." M.A. thesis (Anthropology), University of West Florida,
2014.
Ryoo, Nayong. "Magnet School Choice and Its Impacts on Student
Achievement and Racial and Socio-Economic Segregation in
Florida." Ph.D. diss. (Public Administration and Policy), Florida
State University, 2014.
Satterwhite, Christopher Scott. "'That Magic Moment When All
the Stars Were Aligned': New Left Activism and the Pensacola
Underground Press." M.A. thesis (History) , University of West
Florida, 2014.
Seeteram, Nadia A. "Valuation of Ecosystem Services for
Environmental Decision Making in South Florida." M.S. thesis
(Environmental Studies), Florida International University, 2014.
Severe, LeTania. "Access to Better Education: The School Choice
Experience of Families Served by Low-Performing Elementary
Public Schools in Miami-Dade County." Ph.D. diss. (Global and
Sociocultural Studies), Florida International University, 2014.
Shivlani, Manoj. "The Impacts of Fisheries Management on the
Performance and Resiliency of the Commercial Fishing Industry
and Fishing Communities in the Florida Keys (Monroe County)
from 1950-2010." Ph.D. diss. (International Relations), Florida
International University, 2014.
Thomas, Rylan Nathaniel. "Industrial Slavery at Arcadia Mill:
An Historical and Archaeological Investigation." M.A. thesis
(Anthropology), University of West Florida, 2014.
Tolar, Caeli M. "Treatment of Modernist Urban Park Plazas:
Considerations for Adaptation for Contemporary Use." M.H.P.
thesis (Historic Preservation), University of Florida, 2014.
[Discusses Kiley Garden in downtown Tampa as one of the sites.]
Walsh, Jane M. "'Our Struggles Are Not the Same, but They
Converge': Farmworkers, Allies, and the Fair Food Movement."
Ph.D. diss. (Sociology), University of Pittsburgh, 2014.
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Xu, Ruoying. "How the Built Environment Affects Elderly Travel
Behavior: An Activity-Based Approach for Southeast Florida."
M.A.U.R.P. thesis (Urban and Regional Planning), University of
Florida, 2014.
Zaman, Nishat. "Understanding Immigrants' Travel Behavior in
Florida: Neighborhood Effects and Behavioral Assimilation." M.S.
thesis (Civil Engineering), Florida International University, 2014.
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Comprehensive Index: 2014-2015 (Volume 93)
A
'"A Few Crazy Ladies': How Women Broke Down Barriers and
Created a Place for Female Martial Artists in Florida, 19741983,'' by Christopher David Thrasher, 226.

Ain't Scared of Your Jails: Arrest, Imprisonment, and the Civil Rights
Movement by Zoe A. Colley, reviewed, 487.
Ambiguous Anniversary: The Bicentennial of the International Slave Trade
Bans David T. Gleeson and Simon Lewis, eds., reviewed, 603.
B

Barbee, Matthew Mace, review by, 607.
Barger, Lilian Calles, review by, 270.
Becoming Confederates: Paths to a New National Loyalty by Gary W.
Gallagher, reviewed, 606.
Berg, A. Scott. Wilson, reviewed, 614.
"Between Swamp and Sea: Bahamian Visitors in Southeast Florida
before Miami,'' by Devin Leigh, 511.
Blackett, RJ.M. Making Freedom: The Underground Railroad and the
Politics of Slavery, reviewed, 4 77.
Block, Kristin, Ordinary Lives in the Early Caribbean: Religion, Colonial
Competition, and the Politics of Profit, reviewed, 95.
[668]
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Blood and Bone: Truth and R.econciliation in a Southern Town by Jack
Shuler, reviewed, 111.
Blum, Edward]. and Paul Harvey. The Color of Christ: The Son of God
and the Saga of Race in America, reviewed, 270.
Bonner,Judith H. and Estill C. Pennington, eds. The New Encyclopedia
of Southern Culture. Volume 21: Art and Architecture, reviewed, 251.
"Book Review: Braukman, C0mmunists and Perverts under the Palms:
The Johns Committee in Florida, 1956-1965," by Karen Graves, 84.
"Book Review: Poucher, State of Defense: Challenging the Johns
Committee's Assault on Civil Lz'berties," by James Anthony Schnur,
87.
"Bootlegging Aliens: Unsanctioned Immigration and the
Underground Economy of Smuggling from Cuba during
Prohibition," by Lisa Lindquist Dorr, 44.
Boucher, Diane. "Mayhem and Murder in the East Florida Frontier,
1783-1789," 446.
Braukman, Stacy. "Documentary Film Review: Cassanello and
Mills, The Committee," 90.
Brinkmann, Robert. Florida Sinkholes: Science and Policy, reviewed,
249.
Brodrecht, Grant R., review by, 256.
Brown, Millicent Ellison, review .by, 111.
Brown, Nicole and John T. Foster, Jr. "Swaim Family Papers:
Civil War Reports and Letters of Recommendation for a
Carpetbagger," 587.
Bryan,Jr.,Jimmy L., review by, 98.
"By the Shores of the Phosphorescent Seas: Lafcadio Hearn's
Journey to Florida's Mysterious Fountain," by Maxwell Stillwell,
538.

c
"Camp Blanding Station Hospital in the War Years," by George W.
CressmanJr., 553.
"'Cast Way off the Bar': The Archaeological Investigation of British
Period Shipwrecks in St. Augustine," by Chuck Meide, 354.
Cassanello, Robert, review by, 612.
Charles, Douglas M., review by, 482.
Childers, Christopher, review by, 485.
Clark, James C. Pineapple Anthology of Florida Writers, Volume I,
reviewed, 118.
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Cold War Dixie: Militarization and Modernization in the Modern South
by Kari Frederickson, reviewed, 620.
Colley, Zoe A. Ain't Scared of Your Jails: Arrest, Imprisonment, and the
Civil Rights Movement, reviewed, 487.
The Color of Christ: The Son of God and the Saga of Race in America by
Edward]. Blum and Paul Harvey, reviewed, 270.
Congdon, Kristin G., review by, 494.
Connolly, N.D.B. A World More Concrete: Real Estate and the Remaking
ofJim Crow South Florida, reviewed, 612.
Craig, Robert H., review by, 254.
Crawford, Jr., William G., review by, 113.
Cressman Jr., George E. "Camp Blanding Station Hospital in the
War Years," 553.
Crispell, Brian Lewis, review by, 620.
Crown, Carol and Cheryl Rivers, eds. The New Encyclopedia ofSouthern
Culture. Volume 23: Folk Art, reviewed, 494.
Cusick, James. "Slanders and Sodomy: Studying the Past through
Colonial Crime Investigation," 415.
D

Discovering Florida: First-Contact Narratives from Spanish Expeditions
along the Lower Gulf Coast edited and translated byJohn E. Worth,
reviewed, 601.
"Documentary Film Review: Cassanello and Mills, The Committee,"
by Stacy Braukman, 90.
Dorr, Lisa Lindquist. "Bootlegging Aliens: Unsanctioned
Immigration and the Underground Economy of Smuggling
from Cuba during Prohibition," 44.
E

Early and Middle Woodland Landscapes of the Southeast by Alice P.
Wright and Edward R. Henry, eds., reviewed, 472.
Ellis, Sylvia. Freedom's Pragmatist: Lyndon Johnson and Civil Rights,
reviewed, 618.
Everyday Life in the Early English Caribbean: Irish, Africans, and the
Construction ofDifference, by Jenny Shaw, reviewed, 475.
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F
"The Failure of Great Britain's 'Southern Expedition' of 1776:
Revisiting Southern Gampaigns in the Early Years of the
American Revolution, 1775-1779," by Roger Smith, 387.
Feldman, Glenn. The Irony oJ_the Solid South: Democrats, Republicans,
and Race, 1865-1944, reviewed, 485.
Florida Sinkholes: Science and Policy, Robert Brinkmann, reviewed,
249.
Foerster, Barrett ]. Race, Rape, and Injustice: Documenting and
Challenging Death Penalty Cases in the Civil Rights Era, reviewed,
265.
Fort Marion Prisoners and the Trauma of Native Education by Diane
Glancy, reviewed, 610.
Foster Jr., John T. and Nicole Brown, "Swaim Family Papers:
Civil War Reports and Letters of Recommendation for a
Carpetbagger," 586.
Freedoms Pragmatist: Lyndon Johnson and Civil Rights by Sylvia Ellis,
reviewed, 618.
Frederickson, Kari. Cold War Dixie: Militarization and Modernization
in the Modern South, reviewed~_620.
French, Christine Madrid, review by, 251.
G

Gallagher, Gary W. Becoming Confederates: Paths to a New National
Loyalty, reviewed, 606.
Gallagher, Gary W. and Rachel A. Shelden, eds. A Political Nation:
New Directions in Mid-Nineteenth-Century American Political History,
reviewed, 256.
Gaske, Frederick and William B. Lees. Recalling Deeds Immortal:
Florida Monuments to the Civil War, reviewed, 607.
Gellman, Erik S., review by, 105.
Gidley, Mick, review by, 103.
Gilpin, R. Blakeslee, review by, 108.
Gillespie, Michele. Katharine and R J Reynolds: Partners ofFortune in
the Making of the New South, reviewed, 259.
Glancy, Diane. Fort Marion Prisoners and the Trauma of Native
Education, reviewed, 610.
Gleeson, David T. and Simon Lewis, eds. Ambiguous Anniversary: The
Bicentennial of the International Slave Trade Bans, reviewed, 603.
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Going Ape: Florida s Battles over Evolution in the Classroom by Brandon
Haught, reviewed, 272.
Gougeon, Ramie A., review by, 472.
Graham, Thomas. Mr. Flaglers St. Augustine, reviewed, 480.
Graves, Karen. "Book Review: Braukman, Communists and Perverts
under the Palms: The johns Committee in Florida, 1956-1965," 84.

H
Hammond, John Craig, review by, 4 77
Hanchett, Tom, review by, 262.
Harrison, Daniel M. Making Sense of Marshall Ledbetter: The Dark Side
of Political Protest, reviewed, 623.
Harvey, Paul and Edward]. Blum. The Color of Christ: The Son of God
and the Saga of Race in America, reviewed, 270.
Harvey, Paul. Moses, Jesus, and the Trickster in the Evangelical South,
reviewed, IO 1.
Haught, Brandon. Going Ape: Florida s Battles over Evolution in the
Classroom, reviewed, 272.
Henderson, Kaitlyn D., review by, 492.
Henry, Edward R. and Alice P. Wright, eds. Early and Middle
Woodland Landscapes of the Southeast, reviewed, 472.
Hill, James L. "New Systems, Established Traditions: Governor
James Grant's Indian Diplomacy and the Evolution of British
Colonial Policy, 1760-1771," 133.
"The Historiography of Eighteenth-Century Florida,'' by Sherry
Johnson, 296.
Hoffman, Carlee and Claire Strom. "A Perfect Storm: The Ocoee
Riot of 1920," 25.
Hyland, Matthew G., review by, 263.
I

Inside Bush v. Gore, by Charley Wells, reviewed 116.
The Irony of the Solid South: Democrats, Republicans, and Race, 18651944 by Glenn Feldman, reviewed, 485.

J
Jacksons Sword: The Army Officer Corps on the American Frontier, 18101821 by Samuel]. Watson, reviewed, 98.
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'James Grant, British East Florida, and the Impending Imperial
Crisis, 1764-1771," by Susan Schwartz, 327.
Jet, Brandon T., review by, 487.
"The Johns Committee: A Historiographic Essay," by Judith G.
Poucher, 7 4.
Johnson, Sherry. "The Historiography of Eighteenth-Century
Florida," 296
Jones,Jane Anderson, review by, 118.
Jordan, Brian Matthew, review by, 606.
Joseph W Young, Jr. and the City Beautiful: A Biography of the Founder of
Hollywood, Florida by Joan Mickelson, reviewed, 113.

K
Kahrl, Andrew W. The Land Was Ours: African American Beaches from
Jim Crow to the Sunbelt South, reviewed, 108.
KallinaJr, Edmund F., review by, 614.
Katharine and RJ Reynolds: Partners ofFortune in the Making of the New
South, reviewed, 259.
The Kidnapping and Murder of Little Skeegie Cash: J Edgar Hoover and
Florida s Lindbergh Case by Robert A. Waters and Zack C. Waters,
reviewed, 482.
Knight, Cher Krause. Power and Paradise in Walt Disneys World,
reviewed, 489.
Knowles, Thomas N. Long Key: Flaglers Island Getaway for the Rich &
Famous, reviewed, 263.

L
The Land Was Ours: African American Beaches from Jim Crow to the
Sunbelt South, by Andrew W. Kahrl, reviewed, 108.
Lane, Kris, review by, 95.
Lees, William B. and Frederick Gaske. Recalling Deeds Immortal:
Florida Monuments to the Civil War, reviewed, 607.
Leigh, Devin, "Between Swamp and Sea: Bahamian Visitors in
Southeast Florida before Miami," 511.
Leonard, Bill]., review by, 101.
Lester, Connie L. and Daniel Murphree. "Special Issue Introduction
by the FHQEditors,'' 293.
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Lewis, Simon and David T. Gleeson, eds. Ambiguous Anniversary: The
Bicentennial of the International Slave Trade Bans, reviewed, 603.
Lienesch, Michael, review by, 272.
Life and Labor in the New New South, edited by Robert H. Zieger,
reviewed, 105.
Long Key: Flagler's Island Getaway for the Rich & Famous by Thomas N.
Knowles, reviewed, 263.
Lozano, Henry Knight, review by, 480.
Lowery,]. Vincent., review by, 259.
M
Macdonald, Peggy. Marjorie Harris Carr: Defender of Florida's
Environment, reviewed, 268.
Making Freedom: The Underground Railroad and the Politics of Slavery,
by RJ.M. Blackett, reviewed, 477.
Making Sense of Marshall Ledbetter: The Dark Side of Political Protest by
Daniel M. Harrison, reviewed, 623.
Marjorie Harris Carr: Defender of Florida's Environment by Peggy
Macdonald, reviewed, 268.
Mason, Matthew, review by, 603.
"Mayhem and Murder in the East Florida Frontier, 1783-1789," by
Diane Boucher, 446.
Meide, Chuck. '"Cast Away off the Bar': The Archaeological
Investigation of British Period Shipwrecks in St. Augustine," 327.
Meindl, Christopher F., review by, 249.
Meyer, David S., review by, 623.
Mickelson, Joan. Joseph W Young, Jr., and the City Beautiful: A
Biography of the Founder of Hollywood, Florida, reviewed, 113.
Mission Cemeteries, Mission Peoples: Historical and Evolutionary
Dimensions of Intracemetery Bioarchaeology in Spanish Florida, by
Christopher M Stojanowski, reviewed, 93.
Monaco, C. S. "'Wishing that Right May Prevail': Ethan Allan
Hitchcock and the Florida War," 167.
Moses, Jesus, and the Trickster in the Evangelical South, by Paul Harvey,
reviewed 101.
Mr. Flagler's St. Augustine, by Thomas Graham, reviewed, 480.
Murphree, Daniel and Connie L. Lester. "Special Issue Introduction
by the FHQEditors," 293.
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N

Nagel, Amanda M., review by, 268.
The New Encyclopedia of- Southern Culture.
Volume 21: Art and
Architecture, by Judith H. Bonner and Estill C. Pennington,
reviewed, 251.
The New Encyclopedia of Southern Culture. Volume 23: Folk Art, by Carol
Crown and Cheryl Rivers, eds., reviewed, 494.
"New Systems, Established Traditions: Governor James Grant's
Indian Diplomacy and the Evolution of British Colonial Policy,
1760-1771," by James L. Hill, 133.
Noll, Jody, review by, 618.
0

Ordinary Lives in the Early Caribbean: Religion, Cownial Competition,
and the Politics of Profit, by Kristin Block, reviewed, 95.
p

Pennington, Estill C. andJudithR. Bonner, eds. The New Encyclopedia
of Southern Culture. Volume 21: Art and Architecture, reviewed, 251.
Perez Jr. , Louis A. The Structure of Cuban History: Meanings and
Purpose of the Past, reviewed, 492.
"A Perfect Storm: The Ocoee Riot of 1920," by Carlee Hoffman
and Claire Strom, 25.
"Perfectly Still No More: Unionists in Confederate Northeast
Florida," by T. W. Upchurch, I.
Pineapple Anthology of Florida Writers, Volume I, by James C. Clark,
reviewed, 118.
A Political Nation: New Directions in Mid-Nineteenth-Century American
Political History, by Gary W. Gallagher and Rachel A. Shelden,
reviewed, 256.
Poucher, Judith G. "The Johns Committee: A Historiographic
Essay," 74.
Power and Paradise in Walt Disney's World by Cher Krause Knight,
reviewed, 489.
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Q
R
Race, Rape, and Injustice: Documenting and Challenging Death Penalty
Cases in the Civil Rights Era by Barrett]. Foerster, reviewed, 265.
Recalling Deeds Immortal: Florida Monuments to the Civil War by William
B. Lees and Frederick Gaske, reviewed, 607.
Reconstructing the Native South: American Indian Literature and the Lost
Cause, by Melanie Benson Taylor, reviewed, 103.
Rivers, Cheryl and Carol Crown, eds. The New Encyclopedia ofSouthern
Culture. Volume 23: Folk Art, reviewed, 494.
Robertson, James, review by, 475.

s
Schiltz, James. "Time to Grow Up: The Rise and Fall of Spring
Break in Fort Lauderdale," 195.
Schnur, James Anthony. "Book Review: Poucher, State of
Defiance: Challenging the johns Committee's Assault on Civil Liberties,"
87.
Schwartz, Susan. 'James Grant, British East Florida, and the
Impending Imperial Crisis, 1764-1771," 327.
Shelden, Rachel A. and Gary W. Gallagher, eds. A Political Nation:
New Directions in Mid-Nineteenth-Century American Political History,
reviewed, 256.
Shaw, Jenny. Everyday Life in the Early English Caribbean: Irish, Africans,
and the Construction ofDifference, reviewed, 475.
Shuler, Jack. Blood and Bone: Truth and Reconciliation in a Southern
Town, reviewed, 111.
"Slanders and Sodomy: Studying the Past through Colonial Crime
Investigation," by James Cusick, 415.
Smith, Roger. "The Failure of Great Britain's 'Southern Expedition'
of 1776: Revisiting Southern Campaigns in the Early Years of the
American Revolution, 1775-1779," 387.
Southern Crucifix, Southern Cross: Catholic-Protestant Relations in the
Old South, by Andrew H. M. Stern, reviewed, 254.
"Special Issue Introduction by the FHQ Editors," by Connie L.
Lester and Daniel Murphree, 293.
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Sperb,Jason, review by, 489.
Spike, Tamara Shircliff, review by, 601.
Stern, Andrew H. M. Southern Crucifix, Southern Cross: CatholicProtestant Relations in the Old South, reviewed, 254.
Stillwell, Maxwell, "By the Shores of the Phosphorescent Seas:
Lafcadio Hearn's Journey to Florida's Mysterious Fountain,"
538.
Stojanowski, Christopher M. Mission Cemeteries, Mission Peoples:
Historical and Evolutionary Dimensions ofJntracemetery Bioarchaeology
in Spanish Florida, reviewed, 93.
Strom, Claire and Carlee Hoffman. "A Perfect Storm: The Ocoee
Riot ofl920," 25.
The Structure of Cuban History: Meanings and Purpose of the Past by
Louis A. Perez Jr., reviewed, 492.
"Swaim Family Papers: Civil War Reports and Letters of
Recommendation for a Carpetbagger," by John T. Foster, Jr and
Nicole Brown, 587.
T

Taylor, Melanie Benson. Reconstructing the Native South: American
Literature and the Lost Cause, reviewed, 103.
Thunen, Robert L., review by, 93.
"Time to Grow Up: The Rise and Fall of Spring Break in Fort
Lauderdale," by James Schiltz, 195.
To Render Invisible: Jim Crow and Public Life in New South Jacksonville
by Robert Cassanello, reviewed, 262.
Thrasher, Christopher David. "'A Few Crazy Ladies': How Women
Broke Down Barriers and Created a Place for Female Martial
Artists in Florida, 1974-1983," 226.

u
Upchurch, T. W. "Perfectly Still No More: Unionists in Confederate
Northeast Florida," 1.

v
Voss, Kimberly Wilmot, review by, 268.
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w
Waters, Robert A. and Zack C. Waters. The Kidnapping and Murder
of Littl,e Skeegie Cash: J Edgar Hoover and Florida s Lindbergh Case,
reviewed, 482.
Watson, Samuel J. Jackson's Sword: The Army Officer Corps on the
American Frontier, 1810-1821, reviewed, 98.
Wells, Charley. Inside Bush v. Gore, reviewed, 113.
Wiggins, Leanne, review by, 610.
Wilson, by A. Scott Berg, reviewed, 614.
"'Wishing that Right May Prevail': Ethan Allan Hitchcock and the
Florida War," by C.S. Monaco, 167.
A World More Concrete: Real Estate and the Remaking ofJim Crow South
Florida by N.D.B. Connolly, reviewed, 612.
Worth, John E., editor and translator. Discovering Florida: Firstcontact Narratives from Spanish Expeditions along the Lower Gulf
Coast, reviewed, 601.
Wright, Alice P. and Edward R. Henry, eds. Early and Middl,e
Woodland Landscapes of the Southeast, reviewed, 472.

x
y

z
Zelden, Charles L., review by, 118.
Zieger, Robert H. Life and Labor in the New, New South, reviewed, 105.
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